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Abstract
X-ray Emission Lines from Photoionized Plasmas
by
Duane Allen Liedahl
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
University of California at Berkeley
Professor Steven M Kahn, Chair

Plasma emission codes have become a standard tool for the analysis of
spectroscopic data from cosmic X-ray sources. However, the assumption of
collisional equilibrium, typically invoked in these codes, renders them
inapplicable to many important astrophysical situations, particularly those
involving X-ray photoionized nebulae, which are likely to exist in the
circumsource environments of compact X-ray sources. X-ray line production in
a photoionized plasma is primarily the result of radiative cascades following
recombination. Through the development of atomic models of several highlycharged ions, this work extends the range of applicability of discrete spectral
models to plasmas dominated by recombinationAssuming that ambient plasma conditions lie in the temperature range
5

6

n

lO -]© K and the density range 1 0 - 1 0

1 6

cm" , X-ray line spectra are

calculated over the wavelength range 5-45 A using the HULLAC atomic

11

physics package* Several new plasma diagnostics are identified.

The

accumulated atomic data are being prepared for incorporation into spectral
models, analogous to coronal plasma emission codesMost of the work focuses on the Fe L-shell ions. Line ratios of the form
(3s-2p)f(3d-2p)

are shown to characterize the principal mode of line

excitation, thereby providing a simple signature of phocoionizarion. At electron
densities exceeding 10

12

cm" , metastable state populations in the ground

configurations approach their LTE value, resulting in the enrichment of the Fe
L-shell recombination spectrum and a set of density-sensitive X-ray line ratios.
Radiative recombination continua and emission lines produced selectively by
An = 0 dielectronic recombination are shown to provide two classes of
temperature

diagnostics.

Because

of

the

extreme

overionization,

recombination continua are expected to be narrow (AE/E <£ 1), with

the

AE^kT.

Dielectronic recombination selectively drives radiative transitions that originate
on states with vacancies in the 2s subsheii, states that are inaccessible under
pure RR population kinetics. Since these two recombination processes have
different temperature dependences, the intensity ratio of a DR-driven line to a
RR-driven line is temperature sensitive.
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Chapter 1
Background
1,1 Overview of the Thesis
The year 1992 marks the thirtieth anniversary of the discovery of the first
extrasolar X-ray source, Scoipius X-l. While X-ray detectors had been flown
aboard rockets as early as the 1940s, the year 1962 marks, for most
astronomers, the beginning of X-ray astronomy (Tucker and Giacconi 1985;
Fraser 1989). In the years since, X-ray spectroscopy has played an everincreasing role in elucidating the complex physical processes responsible for
X-ray emission in cosmic sources.
In spite of the successes of the most recent generation of satellite
observatories with spectroscopic capabilities, Einstein (Giacconi et at. 1979)
and EXOSAT (Turner, Smith, and Zimmerman 1981; Peacock et al 1981), the
science of astronomical X-ray spectroscopy has not yet progressed beyond its
infancy. The rate of progress in our understanding of cosmic X-ray sources is
limited by the frequency and quality of observations, both of which are
problematic, since any and all X-ray observations must be conducted from
above the Earth's lower atmosphere. Astrophysical X-ray spectroscopy, like
any "big science", proceeds at a pace commensurate with technological
advancements and funding levels. The next generation of X-ray observatories,
AXAF [Advanced X-ray Astrophysics FacUity (Weisskopf 1988; Schwartz
1991)] and XMM [X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (Brinkman 1989)1, scheduled for
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deployment late in this decade, will carry spectroscopic instruments with
order-of-magnitude improvements in resolution and effective area. While the
1970' and earJy 1980s aie sometimes called the "Golden Age of X-ray
Astronomy", tiie first few decades of the 21st Century are sure to be no less
momentous.
The research climate may be somewhat different in the years to come,
with the focus shifting to more detailed studies of X-ray sources, as opposed to
survey- or discovery-oriented projects. However, this shift can occur only with
concurrent advancements in data analytical resources- In fact, even attempts to
interpret some of the archival data, exemplified by the Einstein Objective
Grating Spectrometer (OGS) database, have met obstacles left by the lack of
versatile spectral models. Specifically, the available discrete spectral models do
not address spectroscopic issues related to accretion-powered X-ray sources
(cataclysmic variables, X-ray binaries, and active galactic nuclei). Without
advancements in spectral modeling, the quality of data analysis related to future
missions will also be compromised The goal of this research is to extend the
range of applicability of X-ray spectral models into the plasma regime believed
to exist in the circumsource environments of compact accretion-powered
sources. The first step in this direction is to identify the relevant microphysical
processes and to establish a clear connection between atomic structure, ambient
plasma conditions, and X-ray spectra. This is the focus of the work.
The approach is computationally intensive* The workhorse is the atomic
physics package, HULLAC which I have used to develop atomic models of
several highly-ionized ions relevant to astrophysics. An atomic model includes

3

energy level structure, radiative iates, ionization and recombination rates, and
coUisionai excitation rates. Having constructed a rate matrix for some subset of
the relevant ions, the level populations are found, from which a local emissivity
spectrum is determined- By varying the relative charge state fractions, the
electron temperature, and electron density, discrete plasma diagnostics often
reveal themselves* simply through the repeated execution of the matrix
inversion routine. By tracing the population flux paths, the mechanisms
responsible for the diagnostic signatures may be extracted, although these can
rarely be pinned down exactly, since hundreds (sometimes thousands) of
interacting levels are involved. However, the intuition developed in exercising
this relatively straightforward approach leads not only to better atomic models
but delineates a priori the promising regions of parameter spac* in which to
conduct searches for diagnostics using other atomic models*
The effective implementation of a particular diagnostic, typically a line
ratio, requires that it be discernaWe against a bright continuum, sufficiently
separated in wavelength from other features, and that it be "active" over the
range of conditions that actually exist in the line-emitting regions. At this time,
although there are educated estimates of plasma conditions in accreting sources,
the observational constraints are weak. If the active ranges of the diagnostics
discussed in the thesis coincide with physical conditions, then many of them
can serve as quantitative diagnostics. Otherwise, they can still be effective
qualitative diagnostics. An example of a qualitative set of diagnostics is the
subject of Chapter 2.
As discussed later in this chapter, the salient feature of X-ray line
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emission near compact X-ray sources is that it may be an artifact of hard X-ray
1

reprocessing. The hard X-iay emission, presumably generated near the "surface*

of the compact object, photoionizcs the surrounding medium, establishing and
supporting a plasma that is highly overionized relative to coronal equilibrium.
Whereas, in a coronal plasma, X-iay line emission is driven predominantly by
electron impact excitation, the population kinetics in a photoionized plasma is
dominated by recombination. It has long been realized that the resulting X-ray
line spectrum may differ from that produced in high-temperature "coronal"
sources, the domain of the previously available spectral models. Chapter 2
validates this expectation, A detailed model coronal spectrum of Fe XVT-XIX is
•i

compared to the corresponding spectrum where recombination dominates. It is
shown that the 3d—2p transitions, which are bright in coronal sources, are
virtually non-existent in photoionized plasmas. Instep the strongest lines in
these species are from 3s~7p transitions. In addition, ratios among the 3s lin:;
differ from coronal spectra. The 3s /3d line ratios are inactive over a large
temperature range and can only serve as qualitative diagnostics. However, this
may provide a crucial clue in many sources, easily enabling us to make a
distinction between coronal and photoionized environments. That this simple
signature has not yet provided an ironclad qualitative interpretation of the
Einstein OGS data from X-ray binaries is testament to the difficulty of
extracting discrete features from a spectrum with only moderate-quality
resolution and counting statistics.
Two of the simplest questions one may ask concerning accretion-powered
X-ray sources are: "Where is the X-ray-emitting matter?" and "What is the size
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of the X-i£y-emitting region?" These objects subtend such small angles on the
sky that the answers to these questions must be obtained indirectly. An
important plasma parameter, the knowledge of which can help provide the
answen, is the electron density- For example, simultaneous knowledge of line
photon flux and election density implies an emitting volume, when interpreted
in the context of a spectral model Global models can then be used to estimate
the distance of the emitting matter from the central X-ray source. These are
some of the first steps to constructing a physically consistent geometric model
of the source.
It is interesting that the mass of the accreting flow is not known since one
can fairly confidently state the mass flux. This is a problem which couples
direcdy to one of the pitfalls of accretion disk theory, namely, accounting for
the rate of angular momentum transport If the X-ray emitting matter is, in fact,
part of a disk, then mapping out a density profile, then a mass distribution, then
a velocity distribution, may help constrain models of viscous transport in
accretion disks.
Chapter 3 is a study of electron density diagnostics in the Fe L-shell ions
where recombination dominates the kinetics. The mechanism r similar to that
which operates at higher temperatures, to the extent that it relies on the level
population distribution of fine-structure states in the ground or first excited
configurations. At high enough densities in a photoionized plasma, the
metastable fine-structure states can build up an appreciable population, which
then act as sources for X-ray line excitation through recombination. The lines
excited in this way are distinct from the strong lines predicted at low densities,
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those which are formed by recombination onto the ground state of the
recombining ion. Thus, there is a set of line ratios that vary in proportion to the
ratio of the ground state population and the metastable population, the latter
being a function of election density* Since the energy spacings of metastable
levels are comparable to or less than the characteristic electron energies in
either environment, (he critical densities and the span of densities over which
the diagnostics are active are about the same- However, under recombinationdominated kinetics, the diagnostic lines are not the same ones which operate m
coronal plasmas.
Accretion power is the conversion of gravitational potential energy into
lonetic and radiant energy. The details of the conversion are only poorly
understood. Both the heating and cooling processes vary with position in the
accretion flow. Clearly, the intense central continuum, whose production
contributes to the cooling of the interior regions of the flow, has a pronounced
heating effect on any part of the gas which is not too distant for geometrical
dilution to render it negligible- Gas which is shielded by intervening matter is
also subjected to reduced or negligible radiation heating. In other words, the
heating rate caused by photoelectron thermalization, which plays an important
role in determining the structure of the ciicumsource plasma, is itself
+

determined by the geometry of the accretion flow. But there are other heating
mechanisms.
The standard accretion disk models are built upon the assumption that the
local heating is dominated by viscous dissipation. It is also possible that,
similar to stellar coronae, magnetic field annihilation or acoustic wavi
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dissipation contributes to the heating. Another possibility is that shocks may
heat some of the gas, for example, in compact binaries, where the mass
transferred through the inner Lagrangian point follows a trajectory that impacts
on an accretion disk. In any case, mechanical heating of some tj'pe may
contribute to the formation of plasmas which support X-ray line emission in
compact sources. Since the relative proportions of mechanical and radiative
heating are related not only to local structure and conditions but also to the
global accretion phenomenon itself, identifying the contributions of each is of
great importance.
By making spectroscopic measurements, we are, to a large extent,
observing artifacts of local cooling, from which we wish to infer both the
cooling and heating mechanisms. The local balance of heating and cooling
fixes the local temperature* Therefore, by "measuring" the temperature, we i^ain
insight into the heating and cooling mechanisms.
The dominant cooling mechanisms in compact X-ray sources depend on
the state of matter, which tinges from a fully stripped plasma, where
hremsstrahlimg and inverse Compton scattering dominate, to neariy neutral
"atomic" gas, where the light elements are significant coolants through
collisionally-excited line emission and recombination. We are concerned here
with a regime that is intermediate between these two; H and He are fully
stripped, the light elements are ionized up to the K shell* and Fe is ionized up
to the L shelL In a coronal (or mechanically heated) plasma these ions exist at
6

temperatures of a few x 10 K, while in a purely photoionized plasma they can
5

exist at ten^peratures as low as 10 KL Simultaneous heating by radiative and
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mechanical inputs produce temperatures that are intermediate between these two
extremes. The temperatures of the X-ray emission-line regions are presently
unknown, although theie is some evidence, based upon the results of Chapter 2,
that the line spectra are consistent with temperatures corresponding to
6

predominantly photoionized plasmas (T < 10 K). These suggestions are based
on the qualitative appearance of the spectra Quantitative conclusions will
require further analysis and 3 detailed set of temperature diagnostics.
The temperature sensitivity of spectral features in the Fe L-shell ions in
photoionized plasmas is the subject of Chapter 4. The chapter begins with a
discussion of radirtive recombination continua, which arc shown to be
unusually important spectral components, The !Fe L continuum features, which
lie in the 5-10 A band, are expected to be narrow (AAA*: 1) and comparable in
intensity to the strong emission lines. This is attributable to the highly
overionized conditions; the width of the electron Maxwellian is small compared
to the ionization potential, the latter of which is a good estimate of the typical
recombination photon energy for transitions from the continuum to the L shell.
The widths of the recombination continua are proportional to the electron
temperature, thereby providing potentially useful temperature dHgnostics. The
relation between recombination continuum flux and line flux is not as
straightforward as one might guess. The line fluxes are typically dependent on
both the radiative and the dielectronic recombination rates. The ratio of line to
continuum flux is then a decreasing function of temperature* For those lines
that are produced solely as a result of dielectronic recombination (see below),
the temperature dependence is approximately T^.

This behavior forms the
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basis of a second class of temperature diagnostic involving the continue
Finally, recombination continua are also useful to corroborate line
identifications and to comparerelativeionic and elemental abundances* Since a
given continuum feature depends on a single cross-section, calculations of the
continuum fluxes are devoid of errors introduced by approximations or
omissions employed in modeling the cascade process.
Another process which is common in coronal plasmas, dielectronic
recombination (DR), is 'also important in photoionized plasmas- The unusual
effects of overionization on DR comprise the second part of Chapter 4. At
coronal temperatures, autoionizing resonances are excited by promoting a core
election to a higher shell, a An > 0 transition. This process is effective at high
temperatures because of the ample supply of thermal electrons with energy, kT
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comparable to the excitation energies of this type of autoionizing level.
However, at low temperatures, there is a deficit of these electrons - DR can
only proceed through &n=0 captures. For the case of Fe L-shell ions, the
relevant transitions are between the 2s and 2p subshells. These intrashell
transitions are accompanied by the captures of a free electron into a high-*
1

shell* There are several autoionizing levels with configurations 2s" nt that lie
near the ionization limit, making them easily accessible in photoionized
plasmas, (The negative superscript signifies the number of vacancies in the
subshell compared to the ground state configuration.) It is shown that the DR
rates are comparable to or in excess of the radiative recombination rates,
thereby acting both as an important recombination mechanism and as an
effective X-ray line-producing mechanism.
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l

Theradiativestabilization of 2s~ nl states can occur either by a 2p -»2s
transition or by a nl —> nT transition. If the latter occurs* the ensuing cascade
l

can proceed with a frozen 2s~ core* Eventually, an X-ray transition fills the 2s
hole (fig., by 3p-2s) resulting in an X-ray line that cannot be produced
f

efficiently through pure radiative recombination kinetics. Since the DR
temperature dependence is sufficiently distinct from that of radiative
recombination, the ratio of two lines, one DR-driven and one RR-driven can be
used as a temperature diagnostic
In chapters 2*4, which together constitute the main body of the text, the
emphasis is on various Fe species* As the most cosmically abundant element
above the third period of the Periodic Table, Fe is among the few elements
contributing significantly to soft X-ray spectra. Since it has the highest nuclear
charge among abundant elements, it retains more of its elections in a given
environment, thus producing the most complex spectrum. Solar soft X-ray
spectra are known to be dominated by Fe lines, fiom which we infer that, in
extrasolar X-ray sources, Fe lines constitute a significant, if not dominant*
component This inference is supported by observations of the Fe K-shell lines
and by a preponderance of evidence indicating the existence of Fe L-sbell
emission in extrasolar soft X-ray emission.

Finally, since Fe ions have

complex atomic structures and require an enormous number of rate calculations,
a comprehensive study of atomic processes in Fe L-sheU ions has only recently
become practical
Theremainderof this chapter contains background material, to establish
the context of the thesis, and some simple plausibility arguments, to establish
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the feasibility of observing photoionizationHdriven line emission in an
astrophysical setting.

1*2 General Introduction
The science of spectroscopy has two principal aims: (1) the measurement
of properties intrinsic to atoms, such as energy levels and radiative lifetimes,
and (2) the exploitation of the radiative behavior of atoms and electrons to infer
macroscopic parameters of plasmas, such as temperature and density- The
subjects of this thesis fall into the second category. My specific purpose has
been to investigate, through computer modeling, the behavior of highly-charged
ions of cosmically abundant elements, especially iron, and to discover new soft
X-ray plasma diagnostics.
Over the last twenty years, X-ray spectroscopy has progressed largely to
support laboratory experiments, most notably in the effort to achieve controlled
nuclear fusion (Cooper 1966), and also in support of studies of coronal
phenomena on the Sun (Deie and Mason 19S1; Haisch, Strong, and Rodono
1991)- Fusion reactor plasmas and coronal plasmas share similar temperatures
and densities so that the theoretical aspects of each, as regards X-ray
spectroscopy, are also similar. More recently, interest in the physics of laserproduced plasmas (Key and Hutcheon 1980; Goldstein et ol* 1991) arising from
programs in inenial confinement fusion and X-ray lasers, has further motivated
X-ray spectroscopic studies* Though created with temperatures comparable to
coronal plasmas or reactor plasmas, laser-produced plasmas are formed at much
higher densities than observable astrophysical plasmas, thus introducing

*
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physical effects unique to that range of densities. Even though each of these
fields has its own specific motivations and concerns, X-ray emission-line
spectroscopy is concerned primarily with plasmas whose temperatures exceed
10* K.
However, environments quite unlike those created in laboratory plasmas or
those that exist in stellar coronae can also support X-ray emission. In a class of
astronomical objects known as compact X-ray sources, the ionizing radiation
energy density can exceed the thermal energy density of the plasma. Recent
theoretical woric suggests that, in such cases, even highly-stripped atoms can
5

6

exist at temperatures between 10 and 10 K (Kallman and McCray 1982). The
atomic kinetics consequences of

the low temperatures are obvious:

photoionization and recombination processes will dominate over collision al
processes in exciting X-ray line emission. However, a detailed quantitative
study of the problem has not been previously undertaken. The problem is
timely; late in this decade, two "facility-class" X-ray observatories are
scheduled for launch, the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) and the
X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission QCMM), Without the continued development of
theoretical spectra, including this thesis, the data will present an insurmountable
challenge to X-ray astronomy* Undoubtedly, "after-the-fact" spectral modeling
is tenable- However, given the substantial commitment of time and effort
required for model development, such patience would create an unfavorable
situation. Ideally, the time lag between observation and analysis should be
minimized, to maintain vitality in the field, to serve as a guide for scheduling
observations, and to characterize instrumental requirements for future missions.

*
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The analysis and interpretation of laboratory plasmas has placed great
demands upon atomic modeling capabilities. Computer codes which simulate
hydrodynamics, radiative transfer, and atomic interactions are now applied to
laboratory data, although the applications are often far from routine. Over the
last decade, order-of-magnitude increases in computational speed have been
achieved for calculating atomic quantities of highly-charged ions. Still, some of
these computationally-intensive problems tax the limits of pxesent-day
supercomputers* The task of developing comprehensive atomic databases is an
ongoing project The concurrent advancements in theoretical spectroscopy and
space-based X-ray instrumentation have created both the means and the
necessity for undertaking the work presented here.
To delineate the problem at hand, it is important to frame the thesis in the
context of the various levels of spectroscopic analysis. These levels are (1)
chemical identification, including ion stage (2) Doppler analysis (3) line ratio
analysis (4) profile analysis. These categories axe not always neatly separated.
For example, as discussed in the next chapter, (1) and (3) may be coupled,
depending on the physical environment Doppler analysis, determining bulk
velocity by measuring the wavelength shift of the line centroid, obviously
requires the correct chemical identification. The most famous example of
Doppler analysis is probably M. Schmidt's identification of the highlyredshifted hydrogen spectrum in quasar 3C273. In this case* since the shift was
so great, a positive identification required the presence of a series of lines with
a known pattern of line ratios [category (3)]. Profile analysis, applied in the
modem study of stellar atmospheres (Jef&ies 1968; Mihalas 1978), is the
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deepest level of analysis, where individual line profiles are used to deduce
spatial variations in the properties of the line-forming regions. This approach
requires vety high spectral resolution and will not be practicable for X-ray
astronomers anytime in the near future. In fact, even X-ray line ratio analysis is
at a very primitive stage, owing, of course, to the pace of instrumental
development It is category (3) that I will emphasize throughout this thesis*
It is also useful to distinguish between absorption spectroscopy and
emission spectroscopy, the latter of which is the focus of this thesis. The
purpose of absorption spectroscopy is to measure the modifications induced in a
propagating beam of radiation by material lying in the line of sight between she
radiation source and the observer. All of the cosmically abundant eletnents,
with the exception of hydrogen and helium, can produce absorption features in
the soft X-ray band (5-45 A), as long as the element is not fully stripped of its
electrons* The fact that any ionization stage can produce X-ray features gives
absorption spectroscopy an advantage over emission spectroscopy, where only
highly-ionized species radiate efficiently in the X-ray band (with the exception
of Fe K fluorescence). However, the nature of many X-ray sources favors
emission lines over absorption lines. Obviously, when possible, emission and
absorption spectra are to be used simultaneously - both provide useful
information. This thesis is restricted to X-ray emission spectroscopy, thus
involving only high ionization slates. In the remainder of this chapter, I
provide the scientific and, to some extent, historical context for this work
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12 J) Astronomy and Spectroscopy
t:

We understand the possibility of determining their shapes, their

distances, their size and morion, whereas never, by any means, will
we be able to study their chemical composition",
Auguste Comte (1835)
Comte's discouraging pronouncement on the future of stellar astronomy
proved to be extremely short-lived. We should excuse his pessimism,
particularly in light of the 19th century prospects of mounting an interstellar
expedition to assay stellar material in situ. It probably does not indicate a
failure to credit the ingenuity and diligence of scientists of his day. However,
even before the appearance of Gomte's book, Fraunhofer had begun a detailed
study of Sunlight dispersed by a prism- The dark lines (Fraunhofer lines) which
appeared against the continuous solar spectrum were interpreted in the mid1800s by Bunsen and Kirchoff as being characteristic of the chemical
composition of the Sun. These discoveries mark the advent of astiophysical
spectroscopy, now a standard tool in the studies not only of stars, but such
diverse phenomena as planetary atmospheres, nebulae, supernova remnants,
molecular clouds, the interstellar medium, galaxies, clusters of galaxies,
quasars, and the cosmic background radiation. It is sometimes remarked that
d&Xiophysics began with astronomical spectroscopy, Ctraite would have been
amazed to leam that, beyond resolving the question of the chemical
composition of the stars, spectroscopic analysis would not be confined to the
visible spectrum, but extend downwards in energy to the radio spectrum and
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upwards in energy to the gamma-ray spectrum, permitting access to a range of
physical phenomena unimaginable to scientists of the 19th centuryThe science of astrophysical spectroscopy was dominated in the early
1900s by Hale and his associates at the Mount Wilson Observatory (Goldberg
1988). This marked the first systematic attempt by astronomers to catalogue all
of the observable lines in the solar spectrum, culminating in a listing of over
20,000 line positions and intensity estimates. Lines in the solar spectrum were
given temperature classifications according to their behavior with temperature
variations in furnaces and spark chambers. The extension of spectroscopic
techniques beyond mere elemental identification to the analysis of physical
conditions in astronomical objects had begun. The necessity for "laboratory
astrophysics" as a complement to astronomical observations became apparent
The interplay between laboratory experiments and observation continues to this
day.
Only with the development of quantum theory in Europe in the 1920s did
spectroscopy gain a solid theoretical foundation. Calculations of atomic energy
levels and oscillator strengths, though it was some time before they existed in
sufficient number, began to make possible the refined quantitative predictions
necessary for the determinations of solar and stellar structure. Fowler, Milne,
and Payne, using the Saha equation of ionization equilibrium, and based on the
pioneering work by Secchi in the 1860s, found that stars could be classified
according to their surface temperatures, resulting in the Harvard spectral
sequence* Also, in the 1920s, Payne deduced that the primary constituent of
stellar atmospheres is hydrogen, a drastic contradiction of the prevalent belief
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that stellar compositions must resemble that of the Earth's.
Motivated by observations made at Mount Wilson, Bo wen, in 1928, armed
with the quantum theory of atoms, interpreted the unidentified bright lines from
planetary nebulae, until then attributed to an unknown element, ^nebullium", as
originating from metastable states of ionized oxygen and nitrogen. The
existence of emission lines from metastable states of O IE, for example, implies
an upper limit to the electron density in the O m line-emitting region of the
nebula, where higher densities would lead to de-excitation through electron
impact

This discovery, besides contributing decisively to the theory of

planetary nebulae, exemplifies the diagnostic power of spectroscopy.
Another powerful demonstration of spectroscopic methods occurred in
1940, when Edlen and Grotrian discovered that several unidentified lines in the
solar spectrum were, in fact, attributable to highly ionized calcium, iron, ard
nickeL The lines had been thought to be transitions of a mysterious element,
"coronium", which, like "nebulliunT, was tmknown on Earth- This state of
ionization (approximately ten stripped electrons) implied temperatures of over
one million degrees. This conclusion was hard to accept in light of the model
(and common sense) that depicted tn~ Sun as a hot sphere surrounded by a cool
atmosphere of a few thousand degrees* In fact, this was just what the
absorption lines had implied This discovery led to the development of modern
theories of the solar transition zone and corona and provided the proper context
in which to study flare phenomena.
Prior to the development of quantum mechanics, problems in spectroscopy
were treated in the spirit of Bohr's Correspondence Principle- Among the
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proponents of this method were Pauli, Heisenberg Hund, and Russell. With
t

some assumed classical atomic model, the resulting formulas were altered in
such a way so as to agree with observation and to deviate negligibly at high
principal quantum number. Quantum mechanics provided the full solution to
the problems of the structure and excitation of atoms in any astrophysical
environment, at least in principle- However, before the advent of high-speed
computers, numerical solutions to the Schrodinger equation required extremely
time-consuming and tedious calculations* TTie necessary atomic data were,
therefore, scarce. Most astronomers were unwilling to attack the formidable
mathematics of quantum mechanics. At the same time, laboratory experimenters
began turning their attentions to problems in nuclear physics. In 1937, D.
Menzel, with associates at Harvard, began an extensive campaign to supply an
adequate theoretical database of atomic quantities of relevance to astronomers.
This effort is represented in a series of eighteen paperc, collectively tided
"Physical Processes in Gaseous Nebulae". Menzel*s contributions to this field
left no doubt as to the relevance of theoretical atomic physics to astronomyI have presented a brief discussion of the early history of astrophysical
spectroscopy. Obviously, it is not meant to be thorough, but rather to point out
some of the highlights of this era. The few specific examples are intended to
demonstrate that spectroscopic analysis has often laid the groundwork for
various fields in astronomy, while at other times it has propelled that field
forward dramatically* Nearly every subfield of astronomy has benefited from
spectroscopy. Over the last twenty years, spectroscopy has begun to make its
appearance in X-ray astronomy, as welL The next twenty years will be a time
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of rapid growth in this area.
122) X-Ray Astronomy
The extension of spectroscopy from the visible band into the radio,
infrared, ultraviolet, and X-ray regions began in the late 1940s* X-rays from
the Sun were discovered in 1948 by T.R Bumright uring a primitive detector
aboard a captured German V-2 rocket and solar X rays were studied for the
next several years by H. Friedman and collaborators at the Naval Research
Laboratory, Observations in the X-ray hand must be conducted above the
Earth's atmosphere, since it is optically thick to X rays.
In 1962, a group at American Science and Engineering, Inc., led by R.
Giacconi, discovered the first extrasolar X-ray source (Giacconi et al 1962), in
the constellation Scozpius, later to be named Scorpius X-L This discovery was
a surprise to most astronomers, since the solar X-ray flux was so weak that
detecting such low X-ray luminosities at stellar distances seemed aU but
impossible at that time. No one had anticipated the existence of an entirely new
class of objects.
In the 1970s, with the launching of several Earth-orbiting satellites, the list
of X-ray sources grew rapidly. As of today, extrasolar X-ray emission has been
detected in X-ray binaries* cataclysmic variables (Mason 1985), active galactic
nuclei (Elvis et al. 1978; Balik and Heckman 1982), quasars (Tananbaum et al.
1979), supernova remnants (Danziger and Gorenstein 1983; Raymond 1984),
galaxy clusters (Gursky et al. 1971; Forman and Jones 1982), normal galaxies
(Fabbiano 1988), stellar coronae (Catma, Acton and Johnson 1975; Vaiana et
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al. 1981), the cosmic background radiation (Giacconi 1981; Boldt 1987), the
interstellar medium (Giacconi et aL 1962; Bowyer, Field, and Mack 1968),
isolated white dwarfs (Uebert 1980*. Heise 1985), and isolated neutron stars
(Finley, Ogelman, and Kiziloglu 1992), These discoveries have helped to
establish X-ray astronomy as a "legitimate" branch of astronomy (see, e.g.,
Gorenstein and Zombeck 1990).
Hie development of grazing incidence X-ray spectroscopy (Giacconi and
Rossi 1960; Henke 1972) and the launch of the HEAO-2 {Einstein) orbiting
observatory gave astrophysicists a chance to sample the X-ray sky in the soft
X-ray band and offered the possibility of detecting line emission. The lowerenergy X-ray band (E < 4 keV) was known to be of potentially much greater
diagnostic value because of its richness. As eariy as 1963, soft X-ray line
emission from the solar corona had been detected using a Bragg X-ray Crystal
Spectrometer (Blake et a!. 1965)- The 13-25 A band was found to contain
several line features from various ionization states of N, O, and Fe. Perhaps
similar emission from X-ray binaries would begin to uncover some of their
mysteries. In fact, there were suggestions that compact X-ray sources should be
even richer in spectral features than, for example, supernova remnants
(Hatehett, Buff* and McCray 1976).

The Einstein Objective Grating

Spectrometer (OGS) was used to observe 22 Galactic X-ray binaries (Vrtilek et
at* 1991). Most of tte analysis, interpretation, and modeling of soft X-ray
spectra from X-ray binaries has been initiated by S* Kahn at Berkeley and co
workers. Although X-ray emission lines and absorption features have been
detected, a great deal of ambiguity concerning their interpretation remains.
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After discussions of accretion-powered X-ray sources and atomic processes in
astrophysical plasmas, I willreturnto this topic.
To summarize, the 1960s witnessed a radical change in our conception of
the Universe. Prior to this decade and its surprising discoveries, the Universe
had been considered to be a rather sedate place, evolving quietly over billions
of years. Our view now is that much of the Universe is violent, changeable,
and unpredictable, and that we here on Earth owe our existence to the fact that
we are situated in a remote, sedate part of the Galaxy. The discovery of X-ray
sources has done much to influence our present conception.
The discovery phases of any scientific discipline almost invariably gamer
the largest share of the publicity and awards. A layman's history of a field
1

often places a disproportionate emphasis on the "human drama*, relegating the
exploration of Nature to the level of an athletic competition.

So, what

conclusion can be drawn from a book, published as late as 1985, authored by
experts, that purports to paint a comprehensive picture of the "X-ray Universe"
(Tucker and Giacconi 1985), but contains not a single X-ray spectrum? I will
not presume to rank the importance of X-ray spectroscopy among the odier
accomplishments in X-ray astronomy over the three decades of its existence but
if X-ray spectroscopy is not yet one of the cornerstones of X-ray astronomy, it
is only a matte: of time. Clearly, the allocations given to spectroscopy in this
decade signal a general recognition of its potential As with advancements in
stellar theory earlier in the century, X-ray spectroscopists anticipate that rapid
progress in the studies of X-ray sources will accompany the introduction of
high-resolution spectroscopy. It has been a long time since the first detections
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of extrasolar X-ray line emission (Serlemitsos et aL 1973; Zarnecki and
Culhane 1977). Progress has naturally been slower than in ground-based
astronomy owing to the unique difficulties and high cost of conducting spacebased experiments. But it is expected that the scientific benefits will be no less
important to the advancement of astronomy.
12 3) Accretion-Powered X-ray Sources
A complete review of the physics and phenomenology of accretionpowered X-ray sources is neither possible nor warranted here, but since this
thesis has been motivated by their soft X-ray line emission, some comments are
in order, An informative review, containing a discussion of X-ray spectroscopy
of accretion-powered X-ray sources, may be found in Holt and McCray (19^2),
When the first distance estimates became available (> 200 pc), it became
clear that Sco X-l was quite unlike any ordinary star, radiating, in X rays,
thousands of solar luminosities. In 1967, the foundations of the currently
accepted model of Sco X-l were put forth (Shklovsky 1967). The model
consist-j of a neutron star accreting material from u companion star in a close
binary system* Accretion power was not a new idea at that time- As early as
1939, Hoyle and Lyttleton proposed that long-term climatic variations on Earth
may be associated with variable accretion of the interstellar medium by the
Sun, Salpeter (1964) and ZelMovich (1964) had independently proposed that
accretion onto supermassive objects (the term "black hole" had not yet been
coined) was responsible for the radiant output of radio galaxies- When O n X3, a high-mass system, was shown to be a binary (Giacconi et aL 1971;
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Schreier et at. 1972), the model gained support, even though it was some time
before the binarity of low-mass systems such as Sco X-l was clearly
demonstrated (see Lewin and Joss 1983 and references therein)There are three types of accretion-powered X-ray sources: (1) X-ray
binaries (XRBs) (Rappaport and Joss 1983; Lewin and Joss 1983; White,
Swank, and Holt 1983; Nagase 1989) (2) cataclysmic variables (CVs) (Cordova
and Mason 1983, 1984; Osborne 1987) (3) active galactic nuclei (AGN)
(Davidson and Netzer 1979; Osterbrock and Mathews 1986). Each of these
types is further subdivided according to various observational criteria. What
they share in common is that their X-ray emission is associated with the
conversion of gravitational potential energy* In the cases of XRBs and CVs,
mass is transferred from a normal stellar companion to a compact object, either
a neutron star or black hole (for XRBs) or white dwarf (for CVs), TTie source
of material to power an AGN is the host galaxy in which it resides although its
detailed origin is unknown. The central compact object is believed to be a
supermassive black hole.
The mechanism responsible for converting the potential and kinetic energy
to radiation is poorly understood. However, one can write the the accretion*
driven luminosity in terms of the mass accretion rate, M, by defining a
conversion efficiency, e:
2

Lax^Wc

(1.1)
4

where, in the case of a disk accretor the efficiency is -lCT for a white dwarf,
f

l

~10~ for a neutron star and 0.05 - 0,42 for a rotating black hole (Shapiro and
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37

Teukolsky 1973)- Observed X-ray luminosities of order 10 erg s~ from X-ray
binaries imply mass transfer rates of order 10
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g s ' , If, depending on the

mass transfer mechanism, a significant part of the radiant energy is released
near the surface of the star (or near the event horizon) a simple blackbody
argument shows that the emergent radiation should peak in the X-ray band
Moie sophisticated models of accretion flows showed that accretion in
binary systems must proceed via a disk. Work in the 1970s emphasized the
radiative properties of accretion disks (Priogle and Rees 1972; Shakura and
Sunyaev 1973), in hopes of deriving a set of observational signatures. [Perhaps
not surprisingly, as pointed out by Pringle (1981)* the dynamic theory of
accretion discs considerably predates the discovery of accretion-powered
astronomical objects (e.g., Jeffreys 1924)0 The general theme of accretion disks
is this: given an initialfiniterotatingdisk configuration, most of the mass ends
up at the center, while most of the angular momentum ends up in an infinite
disk. One of the problems which has plagued researchers is that normal
molecular viscosity is too inefficient to account for the required mass transfer
Uncertainty concerning the viscous dissipation has led to the so-called
a-prescription, in which the viscosity, v, is parametrized according to
v = oc Hj where c is the sound speed, H is the disk thickness, and a is a
s

s

dimensionless quantity that parametrizes that uncertainty. This and other
uncertainties have left us with few predictions that cannot be reconciled with
current observations* However, this situation may be ameliorated in the near
future when high-resolution X-ray spectra become available.
These are the essential ideas upon which models of the various accreting
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X-ray sources have been developed However, the range of phenomena
attributed to these objects presents a formidable challenge to astrophysicists
working in this field For excellent treatments of the (non-spectroscopic)
physics and phenomenology of accretion-powered X-ray sources, see Lewin
and van den Heuvel (1983), Treves, Maraschi, and Abramowicz (1989) and the
textbook by Rank, King, and Raine (1986)-

A number of conference

proceedings have been devoted to the physics of compact objects* among them
Mason, Watson, and White (1986), White and HHpov (1988), Hunt and
Battrick (1989), and Mauche (1990).

L3 The Physical Basis of Astronomical X-ray Spectroscopy
"...it is now practically certain that they must be due not to atoms of
unknown kinds but to atoms of known kinds shining under unfamiliar
conditions."
HLN. Russell (1927)
The chapters which follow are concerned primarily with level population
kinetics and the spectrum which results* This section includes an introduction to
the atomic processes which are relevant to X-ray line emission in astrophysical
environments. I review the two classes of plasma that can support X-ray line
emission in an astrophysical setting, collision-driven plasmas and photo-driven
plasmas.
The emissivity of a line, integrated over its profile, is given by the
expression j ^ =n A t> where u and / denote the upper and lower levels,
u

ti
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respectively. Thus, the local line spectrum is found by determining the level
populations of each ion in the plasma. Since the LTE approximation does not
apply for the cases of interest, the level populations can only be found by
solving the generalized statistical equilibrium problem, Le. by effecting a
t

solution through consideration of all rates out of and into each level.
The most important processes are listed below. Let X represent a given
element in an arbitrary stage of ionization, denoted by its subscript. The
asterisk signifies an excited state of the ion, while the parenthesized asterisk
refers to either an excited state or the ground state. A double asterisk is given
to a state of the ion which lies above the first ionization threshold (a "doubly
excited" state). The symbol e represents a free election with arbitrary kinetic
energy. The symbol e' represents an outgoing electron with a different kinetic
energy. Photons are denoted by h v.
(a) Collisional ionization
Xi+e

-+X$

+e'

(b) Collisional excitation
Xt + e -> X* + e'
(c) Collisional de-excitation

(d) Autoiomzation
X" -> X

i+i

+e

+e"
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(e) Dielectronic recombination
Xi| + e -> X*l -> X$

+hv

{

(f) Resonant excitation
Xi + e -» X"i ~» JT* + «'
£

fe) Photoionization
Xi + Av -» JCift + e
|7i} Photoexcitation

Xj+hv-iX?
(i) Spontaneous radiative decay

(j) Radiative recombination

% + e -4X£j +fcv
The list above is certainly not exhaustive. Processes such as three-body
recombination or charge transferrecombinationare not discussed in this thesis
simply because they are not efficient in theregimeof interest. Other processes
which can be important, such as resonant excitation or exritation/autoionization
are either not treated' or are not treated exhaustively. However, unless
otherwise mentioned, omission of these processes does not seriously affect tbe
results.
The processes involving electron-ion collisions, e.g., collisional excitation
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and radiative recombination, are conveniently discussed in terms of rate
coefficients. Consider a single ion colliding with electrons with relative speed v
and density n, The rate (s" ) at which a particular collisional transition occurs
is given by J? = n cv, where <J is the cross-secrion. Since the free electrons are
distributed in speed, it is more convenient to define a rate coefficient (cm s )
by
Q =<ov> = J<fr v/(v)a(v).

(L2)

The normalized electron speed distribution is taken to be a Maxwellian,
characterized by a local electron temperature. The assumption of a Maxwellian
distribution is probably very good for most cases of interest (Bohm and AUer
1947; Gould and Thakur 1970). Of course, significant deviations may occur in
the presence of particle acceleration. Non-thermal electron speed distributions
can exist in association with various explosive phenomena, such as solar flares.
Atomic transitions that arc photon-induced are given rates (s~) by
convolving the appropriate cross-section with theradiationfield,
l

R = fd£ E' J (E)c(E)
t

f

(1.3)

where J^(E) is the angle-averaged monochromatic radiation intensity {e.g., ergs
2

l

1

cm" s~ keV )*
In terms of the atomic processes which determine the nature of emissionline spectra, X-ray sources can be divided into two classes. More exactly, the
X-ray emission-line regions (XELRs) can be characterized according to whether
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the lines are collision-driven or photo-driven.
J J J) Collision-driven Plasmas
CollisionHdriven plasmas aie often called "coronal" when in an
astrophysical setting- There are many circumstances in which an X-ray-emitting
plasma can be successfully modeled according to the so-called "coronal
approximation"* In applying the coronal model, the following assumptions are
invoked:
(a) Radiative losses are balanced by non-radiative heating,
(b) The gas density is low enough so that excited state populations are
negligible compared to the ground state population.
(c) The plasma is optically thin, so that radiation neither affects the level
populations nor is affected by interactions with bound atomic levels in the
plasma.
For reviews on atomic processes in coronal plasmas see (Dere and Mason
1981; Mewe 1984, 1991).
The physical processes responsible for heating a coronal plasma are
complex and varied (Kuperus, Ionson, and Spicer 1981). For example, the solar
corona may be heated by acoustic processes, e.g., shock waves, in the
atmospheric regions of

2

low magnetic field (p~8fl3p/S > 1) or

by

electrodynamic processes in the magnetic corona (f$<l), e*g., MHD wave
dissipation or current heating. We do not need to specify the heating
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mechanism to predict the X-ray spectrum All that is required is a temperature
distribution (more precisely, an emission measure distribution). Depending on
one's point of view, this is either beneficial or detrimental. After all, the
heating mechanisms are among the fundamental processes that we would like to
determine, using spectroscopy as a diagnostic. On the other hand, the spectra
can constrain, fairly unambiguously, the temperature distribution, which places
inescapable demands on models of energy transfer and deposition. In any case,
once the electron temperature is specified for a given elemental abundance
distribution, the local X-Tay spectrum can be determined.
What degree of ionization is required to produce thermal X-ray emission?
A hydrogenic approximation shows that, foi 2—>1 transition, AE = (3/4) Z

2

Ry, where Z is the effective nuclear charge. ForZ = 8, AE-650 eV. Similarly,
for a 3 -» 2 transition, a comparable energy is achieved for Z = 18, Among the
cosmically abundant elements, the K-shell species of C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, and
S and the L-shell species of Fe and Ni have principal transitions in the soft Xray band Since these transition energies are a large fraction of the ionization
energies, electrons in a plasma of a few million degrees can both support these
ions and excite the transitions collisionally*
The line luminosity is the volume integral of the emissivity, given by

^=J<*VMV).
For example, consider a vertically stratified atmosphere (dV=Adz)

d-4)
with

gradients only along the z-direction. Then the volume integral can be written
as a temperature integral;
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-1
n

L = AJdT
{

H

dz

(1.5)

n *}Pi(T).
t

where the line power, P is defined according to j =n*P (T),
Jf

t

r

and subsumes

the ionization fraction and elemental abundance. To further simplify this
expression, one typically invokes the concept of "temperature of formation",
according to which a line is produced efficiently only over a narrow range of
temperatures, (T ^ <T<T )
t

JL

jn2X f

centered at 7y, the temperature of formation.

This is discussed later (Chapter 4), The integral can be expressed as

-l

L =
£

-f-PtCTf) A f dT
n
e

2

dz

n (T)

(1-6)

e

where the bracketed factor is called the volume emission measure. More
generally, the volume emission measure is simply EM =fdV n}* Knowing P

t

from theory, the emission measure can be inferred from observations of line
fluxes. Independent estimates of the electron density then gives an estimate of
the relevant emitting volume.
3-1
J

Now consider the line power, which has units of ergs cm s~\ It is easier
t

derive an expression tor P by first finding j . Introduce the subscript id to
refer to a transition between upper state u and lower state /. The emissivity is
Jul ^BttAutEuI-

0.7)

AH that is needed for any particular set of conditions is the level population of
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the upper state, n

um

To.emphasize, having calculated all of the relevant rates,

the problem of computing the local spectrum is reduced to that of finding the
level populations. This approach is known as "detailed level accounting" and is
the approach adopted for this thesis. The level populations are governed by a
system of differential equations,
dn
— = -n %R + 3 X * t o
u

u

(1.8)

ui

where R^ is the rate \s' ) at which state p makes a transition to state q, Note
that, in the second term on the right-hand side, n represents the level
k

population of any state with a non-vanishing R^ - it need not be a state of the
same charge state. Since we are concerned only with steady-state conditions,
the system is reduced to a homogeneous set of algebraic equations. An
inhomogeneity is introduced, usually by specifying the ground state population.
The system of equations becomes

R

«* l* um " 5 > A - n R
t

l u

(L9)

m.

or, more succinctly,
Rn=5,

(1.10)

a matrix equation for the excited state population vector, n. Obviously, the sum
over k excludes * = 1. The rate matrix, R, is, in this case, of dimension
(N-l)x(N-1),

where N is the total number of levels in the calculation.
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Note that the off-diagonal terms, Ry areratesconnecting levels i and j , while
f

the diagonal terms, R , are the negative sums of all rates out of level i. The
n

source vector, 5, need not be specified as above. In fact, each component of S
may consist of the sum of several terms and involve several charge states.
By assumption (b) above, n^ <: fij. Thus, U R\

u

does not vanish and is

not very much less than R^ for all As the matrix is, for practical purposes,
diagonal, reducing the problem to N - 1 two-level atoms. For a given excited
state, theremainingN - 2 levels are accounted for only implicitly, only to the
extent that they act as sinks. This requirement can rarely be expected to hold
in toto, but for many of the strong X-ray lines in coronal plasmas, the reduction
of the problem in this manner will give reasonable results. With a diagonal
matrix, the level populations are given by

m

In the absence of photoexcitation [assumption (c)], R

Xu

=n 1i (T), where y is
e

u

the rate coefficient for election impact excitation. At densities low enough to
satisfy requirement (b) excited states virtually always decay radiatively
9

=

(Rum Aum)- Then, we have for the emissivity

Jul - «**i7i*S«/E«/r

(1-12)

where B^ is the radiative branching ratio. The final step is to write
n

l=A£fi(T)n

H9

again taking advantage of assumption (b) to write n^ in terms
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of the elemental abundance and ionic fractional abundance. Finally, we can
write the line power as

PuliT) = —ABfiFyfttinBtEj

(1.1?)

*e

In many cases, the branching ratio is close to unity - the entire problem is
reduced to calculating r. ollisional rate coefficients and the ionization balance.
Given that we know or must find the ionization balance, the various levels
of approximation are now apparent:
(1) Calculate collisional rate coefficients from the ground state iu all
excited states. Actually, to first order* it is only necessary to find y for
those excited levels that are connected to the ground state via an electric
e

dipole (El) transition, since Yiu^/ix* ( ^ oscillator strength) for El
transitions, (sec, e.g., Bethe and Jackiw 1986) and these typically have the
largest rate coefficients(2) Add radiative branching ratios for the upper states of all strong lines.
(3) Adopt the rate-matrix approach, thus accounting for radiative cascades
and the finite level populations of the excited states. Include higher
radiative multipoles.
(4) Add collisional rates between excited states* This becomes essential as
the electron density increases towards n^^Aty,

where A and y are

characteristic Einstein coefficients and collisional rate coefficients,
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respectively* At this level the model is called a "collision;' -radiative" (CR)
modeL
In the context of this discussion, a CR model, is an extension of the
coronal model, necessarily violating only assumption (b). In the same way, a
collision-driven plasma is an "extension" of a coronal plasma. However, more
generally, a CR model can be used in any non-LTE situation, regardless of
plasma conditions. It is proper to legard a coronal model as a special case of a
CR modeL The sophistication of CR models varies according to the accuracy of
the atomic paidmeters, die degree to which the relevant atomic processes are
accounted for, and the success with which a "small" number of levels
reproduces the spectrum resulting from the interactions of a "large" number of
levels.
In addition to the onset of high densities, there are two important
astrophysical scenarios in which the coronal approximation breaks down: (1)
the plasma is in a time-dependent state of ionization disequilibrium or (2) the
plasma is photoionizedL Ionization disequilibrium occurs, for example, in young
supernova remnants (Itoh 1977; Hamilton, Sarazin, and Chevalier 1983),
cooling flows in galaxy clusters, and in the impulsive phase of solar flaxes
(Mewe and Schrijver 1978; Vedder et al. 1986). In these cases the charge state
distribution is not a unique function of the temperature. Line ratios which
involve adjacent ionization stages, either through ionization or recombination,
can be altered relative to coronal equilibrium at the same electron temperature.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion of photoionized
plasmas.
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132) X-ray Pbntoiomzed Plasmas
The quotation at the beginning of §1.3 was reprinted by Bowen (1928) in
his landmark paper in which he identified the previously unknown nebular
lines. That paper, along with Menzel's (1926) and Zanstra's (1927)
expu lations of the energy source (UV photoionization) in planetary nebulae
(actually suggested by Herschel (1791], although he subsequently rejected the
idea) comprises the basis of the study of planetary nebulae and H n regions in
general. This is the classic example of a non-coronal plasma. Since nebulae
are energized by the UV ladiation field of the central star, requirement (a) is
not satisfied It is a natural step to suppose that the X-ray line emission in Xray photoionized nebulae is simply the high-energy analogue of the basic
nebular model The seed of this idea was put forth soon after the discovery of
Sco X-l, by Shfclovsky (1967), who suggested that the optical line emission
should be driven either by photoionization or collisional excitation, depending
on the proximity of the emission-line region to the X-ray source.
A series of papers investigating the effects of X-ray photoionization on a
spherically symmetric gas cloud followed (Tarter and Salpeter 1969; Tarter,
Tucker, and Salpeter 1969; Buff and McCray 1974; Hatehett, Buff and McCray
1976; Halpem and Grindlay 1980; Kallman and McCtay 1982; Kallman 1984).
The nodels consist of a spherical cloud, typically of fixed density and with a
solar elemental abundance distribution, surrounding a point source of X-rays
with a hard X-ray spectrum. The temperature and ionization balance of each
radial zone are determined self-consistently, and the resultant local spectrum
computed and transferred to the next zone. The focus of these efforts has been
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on the energetics, rather that on the details of the line spectrum, particularly in
the X-ray band (Of course, most of this work was performed before the
availability of X-ray line spectra from cosmic sources.) The atomic models are
simplified, providing only approximate representations of the line spectrum.
Although it remains to be proved, the lack of detailed atomic energy level
structures and a full collisional-radiative treatment are unlikely to seriously
affect the main results of the X-ray nebular model calculations, namely, the
temperature and ionization distributions.
In an XPN, the charge state fractions of two neighboring ion stages are
related by

a

14

Pi*i - ***i+l i+I

<!- )

where a is the sum of all recombination processes. The ionization rate, p,-,
includes photoionization summed over all non-vacant subshells. We assume that
the ionizing spectrum can be written as / =LS(e)/4rcr
e

2
t

where S is the

"spectral shape", normalized on the interval [&<»). Here % is the ionization
potential for the particular subshell in question. Then the expression for the
photoionizationratebecomes

-j-jdEe-tSddOite)
*x,
4

(1.15)

To get a numerical estimate of the photoionization rate, we evaluate the integral
for a specific, but widely applicable, case. We assume that the ionizing
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spectrum is given by a simplified brcmsstrahlung,

L

/
e

(1.16)

^

~ 4jcr

2

e„£

3

For simplicity, die form c^Qfc/e) is used for the photoionization cross-section.

fc =

La

La,

Xi

-tar^E,

(1.17)

2

^

12KT E„ *

s

<s:

where the second equality is approximately valid for %i % (Abramowitz and
Stegun 1972), characteristic of Fe J>shell photoionization by a hard X-ray
19

source. Numerically, for e = 1C keV and o = 1QT cm , the ionization rate is
0

0

ft = 17 x Id L r f-2
f s«-i
2
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(LIS)

For a given spectrum, the bracketed integral in Eq. (L15) depends only on
the atomic properties of ion /• If the integral is denoted by *?,-, the ionization
equation is

•

*i

-

-

—

&i+i

(1-19)

%

2

if we define the "ionization parameter", §=Lfn r
€

(Tarter, Tucker* and Salpeter

1969)- Typically n is replaced by the total particle number density, in which
e

case, the above definition differs by a small constant
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Actually, the problem is not so simple; inner-shell photoionization is
generally followed by autoionization^ which can couple several ionization
stages (Weisheit 1974), Because of the rapid decline of photoionization crosssections above threshold, inner-shell photoionization is more efficient than
valence shell ionization for hand X-rays, For example, a K-shell ionization of
2

6

Fe XYn leaves Fe XVHI ls2s 2p
2

2

ls 2s 2p*.

which usually autoionizes to Fe XK

Thus, the ionization balance equations are more complex than

above. However, the ionization/autoionization rates are linearly proportional to
4 and are slower than valence-shell ionization (unless the soft X-ray continuum
is highly depleted), owing to the smaller K-shell cross-sections. The simple
equation above is sufficient for the purpose at hand
The ionization equation (1.19), as written* is determined by the ionization
parameter and the electron temperature, since the recombination rates depend
on temperature. This is useless unless a T - {; relation can be found This is
precisely the goal of photoionization models. Once this relation is known, both
the temperature and ionization are parametrized by a single quantity.
The important difference between coronal models and photoionization
models is that the heating mechanism, photoionization

followed by

photoelectron thermalization, is explicitly accounted for. Since the source of
heating is also the agent of ionization, the equations of energy balance and
ionization balance are coupled Add to this the fact that the ionizing spectrum
is modified by its passage through the nebula, and the nebular problem is seen
to be a complex problemrequiringa self-consistent solution.
In the absence of advective flow conduction, etc., balancing heating by
f

t
1
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photoelectron thennalization with the sura of various radiative cooling
processes, the energy equation can be written as
_ /i
«2A,
«r =
z

(1.20)

where T is the "heating function" and A is the "cooling function". Written in
this way, the energy equation imparts the notion that cooling is the result of
two-body interactions, while heating is a one-body/photon interaction. However,
fixing the ionization parameter allows us to recast the heating term as follows:

*

= *H

4rc p :

ft

~

which is a sum over all elements and ion stages at a given ^

It is assumed

that the photoelectron energy is deposited in a region small compared to the
tempera&sa kagtfv scate. This fe diseased betow.
The cooling function accounts for the combined effects of line cooling,
election-ion bremsstrahlung, collisional ionization, and recombination. At the
temperatures relevant to this work, the most important contributions to the
cooling function are line cooling andrecombinationcooling. The cooling term
depends on the ionization fractions and the temperature. Therefore, the energy
equation and ionization equation, when solved simultaneously (generally, by
iteration) yield the charge state distributions and the temperature for each £,
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In the context of this thesis, the most important result arising from nebular
calculations is the T-% relationship which reveals the extraordinary degree of
overionization among the X-ray-emitting ions. That the Fe L-shell ions can
exist in steady state at temperatures below 10* K (Kallman and McCray 1982)
is the fundamental idea upon which this thesis is based
It is of interest to consider the relative contributions to the total cooling by
recombination and collisional excitation. For simplicity, consider a plasma
made up of two adjacent ion stages of a single element Suppose that
recombination is the sole cooling mechanism. Combining the ionization
equaton and the energy equation gives for the electron temperature,
>

T ~ < € - X * the average photoelectron energy, Le. T is several hundred eV.
9

This is not entirely correct, of course - at high temperatures, bmmsstrahlung
cooling becomes important - but it serves to make the point that recombination
cooling alone cannot prodnce the cool overionized plasmas in XPN. Line
cooling is the essential additional cooling mechanism, providing the necessary
thermal barrier to maintain the low temperatures. In the Fe L-shell ionization
+

zones, He is the important cooling agent (Kallman and McCray 1982). At
higher ionization parameter, He* is eventually destroyed and the temperature
begins to climb rapidly. The Fe L-shell ions may also be important coolants,
through collisional excitation offine-structurelevels which lie a few tens of eV
above the ground state.
Since the primary heating source is photoelectron thermalizatzon, it is
important to confirm that line excitation is not appreciably affected by the
suprathermal electron population. Consider the "per-atom" rates for collisional
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excitation by suprathermal electrons (ex) and radiative recombination of ions
and thermal electrons (rr). Theirratiois approximately

where the subscripts s and r denote supratherrnal and thermal* respectively. To
l

determine a typical photoelectron velocity, the quantity z~%= /2mv}

is

averaged over the radiation field. The result is <z~%>=%Fl. In other words, a
l/2

typical photoelectron is ejected with a velocity v =(xfm) .

Then we have

s

RcxiRrr -10* (n fn ).
s

t

If n « n , as will be verified, then n =n . To find n ,
s

r

t

e

s

make the assumption
n = £ (vo/ume rale 0 / production) x lifetime.
s

(1-23)

species

The production rate is given in terms of the photoionization rate by /*, ft. It is
assumed that the lifetime of a photoelectron is determined by elastic scattering
with thermal electrons and protons. In a pure and fully ionized hydrogen
plasma, the lifetime, £ / £ , is givenroughlyby

T=

1

Y
4nne^lnA

(1,24)
c

(Spitzer 1962) where Ac is the Coulomb logarithm. The photoelectron sources
are mostly elements heavier than helium but the thermalization proceeds
through scattering with protons and &ee electrons originating from atomic

4i

hydrogen. Combining everything gives
3/2

"

n

\Zcz In Ac

t

where o

T

14
^

*ion

\on

2

mc

0

is the Thomson cross-section and A

Of

(1.25)

is the product of the elemental

icn

abundance and ionic fraction. (Obviously, the factor of 18 should not be taken
too seriously.) The ratio will vaiy with the local temperature and ionization
balance, both of which are functions of %. Nevertheless, plugging in numbers,
we have an acceptable order-of-magnitude estimate; for typical parameter
5

values, n^n^lO^-lGT ,

3

2

R^/R^ ~ 10~ -10~ -

Even without a detailed

calculation, it is clear that the photoelectrons can be neglected for the putposes
of line excitation. An interesting discussion of the analogous problem in HH
regions is given by Bohm and Aller (1947), Tliis problem wasfirstdiscussed in
detail by Eddington (19266).
As one further check of the assumptions which go into a nebular model,
we can estimate the mean free path X^ of a photoelectron subject to elastic
scattering with free thermal electrons- From the above expression for the
lifetime! the mean free path is given by xv + For typical parameter, this gives
s

5

6

X ^ - I O - ! ! ) cm, a distance which is orders of magnitude smaller then a
typical ionization zone* Thus, the assumption that the photoelectror energy is
deposited locally is valid.
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1.4 Plausibility
Having discussed some of the basic nebular processes, we turn now to a
discussion of the feasibility of observing X-ray line emission from sources
where photoionization is dominant It should be remarked that detailed
computations (€.£., Kallman and McCray 198-i) indicate significant X-ray line
luminosities, on the order of a few solar luminosities for the brighter lines.
Nevertheless, the following discussion is useful in deriving some order-ofmagnitude estimates and scaling relations.
1A J) Order-of-Magnitude Estimates
Our goal is to determine plausible line fluxes, based upon very simple
considerations of global structure and the basic atomic quantities. We work in
spherical coordinates but accommodate non-spherical matter distributions by
allowing the solid angle subtended by the reprocessing matter at the source to
be less than 4JL Cylindrical symmetry is assumed In terms of the energy
emissivity of a given line, the line luminosity, where recombination dominates,
is given by
2

h = \dV j(V) = CIE \dr r ^ Ji otu
+1

€

(1.26)

Equation (1.26) defines r\ which can be referred to as a "reprocessing
9

eff riency", not unlike the fluorescent yields known from studies of the Fe Kshell spectrum* It is simply the fraction of recombinations that leads to
emission of line /• Determination of T\J and its dependence on plasma
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conditions is our primary purpose. For now, we simplyremarkthat % varies
widely but that it can sometimes be near unity. In analogy with the coronal
case, Equation (1.26) can be written as

« / /

L = — fdVn*F
l

(1.27)

l

*4

if we identify
Pi(r)^A f (r)a iT(r)]r\E.
E M

(1.28)

M

Since P is not parametrized by a plasma parameter, this form is not especially
t

useful. Instead* we will recast the equation in terms of %. In ionization
equilibrium, neglecting autoionization following K-shell photoionization,
n

n

a

n

i+i e = i f t

s o

that
2

L =A
t

E

nfl^E jdr r /;(r)p(r)

(1.29)

Now, eliminate r in favor of £.
Lj = *hh SiriEL^n-^jdt,

r^p©/,©

E

We can recover the relation Ljs=$d(EM)P

t

(1.30)

if we make the following

identifications:

l

Pii%) = A T\MS>fi<£>n~ E
E

(131)
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l

3f2

5fZ

lf2

EM = /z ClL fd% ZT n

(1.32)

To evaluate the line power numerically, substitute for &(£,) from Equation
(1.17) in the expression for line power, Equation (1.31). This gives

p

>® = MZ

(133)

•
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which for Strang lines is ^KT ergs cm s", This can be compared to line
powers under coronal conditions* For example, Fe XVII &15.01, one of the
24

brightest coronal X-ray lines, has a peak line power of l«74x 1CT ergs cm s*
at log T ^ 6.6 (Mewe, Gronenschild* and van den Oord 1985)- Thus, XPN line
powers ate comparable to coronal line powers. The only atomic-physics-based
assumption required here is that the efficiency, TJ, is not drastically less than
unity, i.£ that the recombination cascade does not disperse the population flux
M

in such a way that there is a large number of L-shell transitions, all of which
are weak In chapter 2, it will be shown that the population flux is not always
dispersed but can be, loosely speaking, "channeled" into a few strong linesEquation (1.33) for /*/(£) shows that> in analogy to the coronal case, we can
define an "ionization parameter of formation", £^, by choosing ^

so that

£ / ( £ ) is a maximum,
Suppose that, in computing p<£), we allow for optical depth effects,
specifically, we make the simple assumption that the relevant opacity source is
the emitting ion itself, ion i\ This is qualitatively inconect, since the line
luminosity follows the ionization zone of ion /+1. However, quantitatively, the
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result is only weakly dependent upon the validity of this assumption.

P£> -

n

1/2 c3/2

M

M

" 7 i„ P " ap(-A a (JLn) ^ lil
12ne A L
E

m

0

e

(134)

E

Substituting this expression into the integral for L^ Equation (1.30) and
expanding the exponential term, we can find the optically thin line luminosity
and derive a condition on the validity of assuming negligible continuum optical
depth. Taking thefirstthree terms of the exponential and integrating gives

~=n<fi>^£*AlnUl-teK
L
6 Z 4it

+ 0(Kt)]

(1.35)

0

ly2

where K=A o^(Ln) £f

1/2

E

and is related to the optical depth at

photoionization threshold by T(X)-%KAUI^.

This follows by assuming

T=n<J Ar and using therelationshipbetween r and £, The factor </;> is a
0

suitably chosen average ionization faction. Equation (1-35) shows us that
neglect of the exponential attenuation of the ionizing continuum is equivalent to
neglecting the second term above compared to unity. This imposes the
requirement

L n

<

3L
»\

Agor

5

~ ?~ *

l o 4 9

5

for a typical Fc I^sheB ion [A =4xl(r
F€

e r

s

S s^cm

-3

(1.36)

(Allen 1973) and £ = 100]. TTius,

the dimensionless parameter, K, determines the onset of non-negligible optical
depth in the photoionizing continuum for a particular species. Clearly, this can
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only be a rough estimate, probably an underestimate, since the continua of
different species overlap. As Ln increases beyond this value, the ionization
structure approaches the limiting Stromgren scenario (Stromgrcn 1939: Spitzer
1978; Kallman and McQay 1982) decreasing the ratio, L /L.
t

In the optically thin limit, the line luminosity is given by

ai

k

T" -*! 4-£«>«.Wt T -

037)

Notice that the upper limit on Ln saves us from the embarrassing result that the
ratio L//L could otherwise eventually exceed unity as L or n Is increased For
49

12

typical parameters, with Ln = 10 (implying that n = 1 0 cm" ), this gives
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Lt = 12x lti n^37X"

1

ergs s' *

(138)

Thus, for X-ray binaries, X-ray line luminosities on the order of a solar
luminosity are expected

To make contact with observations, the line

equivalent width is more useful:

W^^e ^l70r\^
o

eV.

(L39)

For some of tbe brighter lines, i\ is close to unity. Thus, *f we set 12/4^=0.1,
W is consistent with observations of X-ray binaries (Vrtilek et at. 1991). Note
E

that, in deriving Equation (1.39), it is assumed that both the central continuum
and line emission are unobscured If this assumption does not hold the
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expression for equivalent width must be modified accordingly- This has
recently been discussed in the context of AGN (see below).
The emission measure implied by the above scenario is

EM = n^Ar

l/2

= lAtn

) L ^£-

(1.40)

or
EA/=2xl0

5 9

L

3 7

~

4JC

3

cm' .

(L41)

To pursue this "model" further, with Ln and Q/4K as above,
r = 3.2 x 1 0
using the definition of \

n

cm

Ar = 1.8 x 1 0

with L s l O
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u

cm

ergs s"\ * = 10

(1.42)
12

3

cm* , and

A l o g £=0.5. These dimensions aie consistent with a picture in which the
10

XELR is distributed ar large radii, comparable to the disk radius. For some Xray binaries the binary separation is even smaller, e.g. 4U 1820-30 has a binary
t

separation of roughly l ^ x l O

10

cm (Morgan, Remillaid, and Garcia 1988).

Thus, it is likely that the X-ray line emission in 4U 1820-30 (Vrtilek et at
1986£) emanates from a region which is at least marginally optically thick to
the photoionizing continuum, if the XELR is within the binary system
In the above discussion, it is assumed that the XELR is homogeneous. In
fact, it may be that Galactic sources contain scaled-down versions of the AGN
optical emission-line regions, i.e. a two-phase medium, a cool dense phase and
9

a hotter, tenuous phase, in pressure balance with each othe- (Frank, King, and
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Lasota 1987). The line emission may originate in a lumpy medium, further
complicating the radiative transfer (see below), perhaps even reducing its effect
Note that the upper limit on Ln is crucial for AGN, where luminosities of
10
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ergs s"

are possible. Therefore, the following arguments do not

necessarily hold for AGN. The existence of soft X-ray line emission in AGN
has received recent support from the detection of "soft X-ray excesses" in
Seyfert I galaxies (Turner et at. 1991), Le. a spectral component in excess of
7

the continurm power-law (Turner and Pounds 1989), Hard X-ray reprocessing
is known to occur [see the discussion in Fabian and George (1991)]; Fe K
features are commonly observed in AGN haid X-ray spectra (Nandra et ai
1989; Pounds et at. 1989). The emission-line regions may be more complex in
AGN than in Galactic X-ray sources. For example, it is known that the optical
emission originates from an ensemble of relatively small clouds, rather than
from a contiguous region surrounding the central source.
Recent models of the Type-2 Seyfert galaxy NOC1068 (Krolik anc
Begelman 1986), based c i observations of optical polarization (Antonucci and
Miller 1985) and supported by detection of Fe K line emission (Koyama et al.
1989), suggest that the observed continuum emission is scattered into our line
5

of sight by a fairly tenuous O^-IO^-IO cm ) plasma of intermediate
ionization state. The inferred hard X-ray luminosity (-40
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1

ergs s^ ), most of

which is unobservable because of obscuration by a toroidal distribution of gas
49

surrounding the nuclearregion,gives an Ln product of - 1 0 .
Estimates of the expected Fe K line fluxes of NGC1068 (Krolik and
Kallman 1987) are consistent with the observations. Detailed calculations
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(Band et al. 1990), in addition to predicting consistent Fe K flux, predict tota]
Fe L equivalent widths up to 15 keV! At this time, soft X-ray spectra from
NGC1068, collected with BBXRT, are under analysis and will test this model
further. It is not inconceivable that some X-ray binaries may share some of the
same characteristics. Further speculation concerning the nature of the X-ray line
emission as it relates to global structure is outside the scope of this work.
However, there are two more important matters which must be addressed
before turning to the atomic physics,

142) Une Transfer
So far, I have discussed the conditions under which the line-emitting
medium becomes optically thick to the photoionizing continuum. Constraints
imposed by requiring the continuum optical depth to be less than unity are
related to the volume and emission measure of the emission-line region. Other
important, and potentially more complicated, considerations are the effects of
absorption and resonant scattering. In other words, once the line is produced, in
order for the above estimates of equivalent width and luminosity to remain
valid, the line escape probability must not be drastically less than unity.
The problem is especially complicated by the large number of geometric
possibilities. Velocity gradients may also play an important role in line
scattering. By the scenario which has been developed above for recombinationdominated line emission, the spatial- (or £-) dependence of the line emissivity
from ion i in terms of the ionization fraction, f
9

Mf

of the recombining ion, is
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y««Vi i©o[r<©].

(i.43)

+

For constant density or constant pressure conditions and with 37731; >0, the
emissivity peaks at an ionization parameter near the peak of the abundance
curve of ion J + 1 but displaced to slightly lower £ the magnitude of the
f

displacement depending on the magnitude of the temperature gradient If the
ionization zone is nearly isothermal and isochoric, the emissivity follows the
spatial distribution of the abundance curve of ion *+l very closely. Since the
ion fraction of charge state i is very small in this zone, the line op deal depth in
the zone of formation is reduced, with the possible exception of those lines
with wavelength coincidences.
To avoid any misunderstanding, it is important to distinguish between the
emissivity, as written here, and the expression for line power given by Equation
(1.33), in which the ^-dependence was given by £/,(£)• Toreiterate,the latter
expression is not rigotously true, since it assumes no coupling to non-adjacent
charge states. It has been introduced simply as a means to derive quantitative
estimates for the line luminosities in terms of the total X-ray luminosity. It is a
suitable first approximation and shares with the correct expression [Eq. (1.43)]
the feature that it peaks in £ above the peak of/^
How is the total line optical depth to be evaluated? If the line is to escape
a radially stratified medium in the radial direction, the above argument is
irrelevant * the photon must traverse ionization zone i anyway. Moving
outward through regions of lower ionization, the overlapping continuum opacity
begins to increase. The effect on the line is identical to the effect on the central
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continuum as it propagates through the nebula. As shown by Kallman and
McCray (1982), the soft X-ray continuum (and line spectrum) is drastically
attenuated by its interaction with more neutral ions at low ionization parameter.
This suggests that, in cases where X-ray line emission is observable, line
photons have an alternate escape route. For example, if the emission-line
region is vertically stratified with respect to a disk* resonant absorption should
be negligible; escape may proceed vertically through regions of higher
ionization parameter (assuming n decreases vertically), where the only source
of opacity is Compton scattering. This picture is suggested by the recently
invoked Reflection spectrum" models of XELRs in AGR Of course, the
stratification need not be strictly vertical.
It is still of interest to estimate the line optical depth through ionization
zone i, since it is the only region in which resonant scattering will occur. The
arguments also apply to coronal line emission. In fact, this is another important
distinction betweenrecombination-dominatedemission and coronal emission:
the spatial dependence of coronal line emissivities more closely overlaps the
*

ionization zone corresponding to the species from which the line is produced resonant scattering should be enhanced relative to XPN emission. For
simplicity, we assume constant density and estimate the spatial extent of the
zone by Ar-. Then, considering ion i and an upward discrete transition j —*k
(

9

we have

%j = njoj &r
k

k

it

(1.44)

where nj is the density of ions of element E in ionization stage i, level j , and
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can be written as nj -A n </jX]>*, where fy is the ftactton of the total ion
E

;

population in level j * The line-centerresonantabsorption cross-section in terms
of the absorption oscillator strength, fj

is

k

ize

I w-|/2/A%i^W

(1.45)

where the frequency DoppJer width is given in terms of the hue-center
frequency, v , and the mass of the ion m , by
c

A

2T 1/2
mc 2

Av = v,
D

(1.46)

A

which, for Fe, is
1/2

-l

Avn = 5.9 x 10

-1

12

10 A

(1.47)

10 eV

Rewriting Ar in terms of A£, as above, and putting everything together gives

*> =

teAB<fi>*j(W™^n}r—
2

tf

mc

f} iC»*(Av )r
k

(1.48)

D

which, again for Fe, gives approximately

xj = 1.8 x 10*
k

^rtjfjt-fifc&^VntiP

T
10 eV
t

-1/2

, (1.49)
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5

with Alogio^-0* - At first glance, this seems alarmingly high! However,
there are several mitigating factors. First, the average charge-state fraction,
</,->, is to be evaluated along the photon trajectory* Recall that, in XPN, this
can be quite low. Second, typical oscillator strengths lie in the range 0,001-0-1,
with some notable exceptions. Third, the factor fy varies by several orders of
magnitude, depending both on the particular transition and the physical
13

conditions. For ground state transitions (j = 1) and densities below ~10 cm" ,
4>y is, for practical purposes, rarity.
However, the vast majority of X-ray lines produced under XFN conditions
do not terminate on the ground state* again with some notable exceptions. The
exceptions are the strongest lines in Fe XVH-XDC Of particular importance is
the Fe XVHT A16.0I line, the line power of this transition being the largest of
the Fe l^shell ions under XPN conditions, with an oscillator strength of
3

4.2 xlO" .
We have already argued that the line need not traverse the absorbing
ionization zone in arecombination-dominatedenvironment However, we may
not infer that the lines cannot cross this zone, simply because resonant
absorption does not imply line destruction. To evaluate the probability of
destruction* let us first consider collisional de-excitation of the resonantly
excited level* Modify the Einstein coefficient as follows; A^ - 4 ^ / x ^ . The
critical density tor collisional de-population is then given by n^
Even a conservative estimate gives n^ ~ 10

15

cm

=A /n yx .
mn

€

mn

before collisional

destruction is possible. This number actually reflects the critical density for
inducing an intrashell (3->3) transition, after which the atom is still in an
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excited n = 3 state. To induce a 3 —> 2 transition by electron impact is orders of
magnitude less probable. As discussed in Chapter 3, only one X-ray line is
subject to this type of destruction at reasonable densities- The line may also be
split, but the splitting will still involve an X-ray line- The atom must eventually
decay by a 3 —> 2 transition under conditions likely to be encountered.
Note that, even though X-ray line photons of ion i, produced under
coronal conditions, where <fy is near unity for collision-driven lines, must
traverse at least some part of ionization zone i, the above discussion still
pertains. We cannot argue that coronal line emission is subject to unacceptaWy
high line optical depths, because the line can simply random walk its way out
of the emission region*
However, the random-walk process may be terminated by a another nonresonant process; ionization zones with coincident spatial distributions
contribute to an overlapping continuum opacity. Continuum absorption destroys
the line photon ineversibly. The resonant scattering of the line increases the
effective continuum optical depth. In cases where the line optical depth greatly
exceeds the continuum optical depth, we can define an effective continuum
optical depth by % ff ^ t f ^ / i c , , where N is the number of resonant scatters of
e

s

a trapped photon, t^ and Ky are the continuum and line opacities (cm )
V2

respectively. According r: Adams (3972), N ='Z(nhkt)
s

1

t

4

from which

2

%ff ~ T (Tcln x) * . This expression accounts for the probability of a resonantly
C

excited atom to re-emit a photon at frequencies sufficiently removed from the
Doppler core so that the line optical depth falls below unity. The continuum
optical depth, x is given by
c
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l

m

m

% (€) = AA <f > (Ln ) a
c

B

i

c

<e) $~ A In £

(1,50)

+

If we consider the effect of photoelectric absorption by O on Fe Lrshell lines
7+

in regions where Fe L ionization zones overlap the O

zone* then x is of
c

order unity. The effective optical depth for resonantly trapped lines may be
enhanced by roughly a factor of ten, arepresentativevalue of the upper range
of the factor (%ln T )

I/2

.

The effects on the spectrum of allowing for resonant for resonant line
trapping and destruction is shown in Figures l.lofe and l.2ab. The effect is
approximated by setting the emissivities of all ground state transitions with
wavelengths shorter than the O VIE edge to zero. Figures I,lab show the Fe
XDC spectrum, Figure 1.1a with zero optical depth in O VHI and Figure Lift
with an infinite effective optical depdi. The difference is apparent though not
drastic, since the strongest Fe X K line is below (in energy) the O VHI edgeThe Fe XX spectrum in Figures U2ab is considerably mote affected since
nearly all of its La flux is above the O VIH edge. Also, some of the strongest
Fe XX lines are ground state transitions. This spectrum also exemplifies the
fact that most of the La lines do not terminate on the ground state.
However, confirmation of this suggestion requires a mote sophisticated
treatment of the transfer problem, including escape in the line profile wings,
Compton scattering, and possibly the effects of velocity gradients. For a
discussion of these matters see Kallxnan and McCray (1982).
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Figure 1.1 (a) Olike Fe XDC La spectrum under optically thin conditions, with log n =11,
kT = 10 eY, and log N - 21 J8-fW Fe XK La spectrum with log n =11, JtT = 10eV,andlogN =
21.8. To approximate the effect of resonant line trapping in the presence of a continuum
absorber, in this case, the O VUl K-edge, the intensities of all ground state transitions with
wavelengths below 14,2 A are set to zero.
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1A2) Thermal Instability
In §1.3.2, the heating and cooling functions were briefly discussed. It was
stated that the equilibrium temperature is fixed by the local balance of heating
and cooling. However, as in many physical situations, a mathematical solution
cannot always be physically realized. As shown by Held (1965), the
equilibrium is isobarically unstable if

<0,

(1.51)

where the net cooling function L—nA—V and the derivative is taken at
constant pressure.
In XPN, it is found that a stable high-temperature solution exists where
the heating and cooling is dominated by Compton processes (Krolik, McKee,
and Tarter 1981). The so-called Compton temperature lies typically above 10

7

4

KL Moving to lower temperatures, the next stable phase lies at - 1 0 K, the
domain of neutral or near-neutral elements, where atomic line cooling acts as a
thermal barrier against instability. Interestingly, as shown by Kallman (1984),
in an X-ray photoionized gas, the unstable range of temperature corresponds to
the range of ionization parameter in which the Fe L-shell ions should exist
Apparently, this is at odds with the observational fact that appreciable emission
measure in these ions is present in X-ray binaries.
However, the above discussion is incomplete. Clearly, there must be a
smooth (and physically realizable) transition between the atomic phase and the
Compton phase. The transition is enforced by thermal conduction, which is
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proportional to the magnitude of the temperature gradient Current XPN global
models do not account for conduction in the calculations of energy balance.
More realistic astrophysical models are needed before we draw any definite
conclusions- It may be that thermal conduction stabilizes the gas in such a way
that the required emission measure is supplied by the transition zone.
Investigations of this possibility are now underway (Rogers et ah 1992)L5 The HULLAC Code
"I conceive that the chief aim of the physicist in discussing a
theoretical problem is to obtain *insight' - to see which of the
numerous factors are particularly concerned in any effect and how
they work together to give i t

n

A.S. Eddington (1926a)
The fundamental atomic data used to generate the model spectra presented
in Chapters 2-4 are calculated with the HULLAC (Hebrew University/Lawrence
Livexmore Atomic Code) physics package. HULLAC provides a sophisticated
and especially efficient means by which to calculate atomic structure, radiative
rates, and collisional excitation rates. In its current configuration, HULLAC is
a complete CR modeling code* A very brief discussion of the code is
presented here* The original references are Klapisch (1971), KJapisch et aL
(1977) Bar-Shalom et at. (1988), and Qreg et al. (1991).
p

The atomic structure is calculated ab initio using a relativistic, multiconfiguration, parametric potential method. The physical states are referred to
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by a label suggestive of //-coupling. However, the true physical states are
calculated in intermediate coupling. The radiative rates are calculated for the
first four multipoles, if required. Radiative transitions between all levels in a
model can be calculated, which permits a detailed treatment of the radiative
cascade process. The subset of HULLAC that calculates structure and radiative
transition probabilities has been previously referred to as ANGLAR and
RELAC. The collisional excitation rates are found by the quasi-relativistic (the
atomic structure is relativistic) distorted wave approximation.

The large

amount of atomic data generated are often compacted to manageable s'ze by
varicjs post-processing codes, developed by J. Scofield and A. Osterheld of
LLNL.
While the astrophysical applications of HULLAC have been relatively
few, it has been used extensively in the modeling of laboratory plasmas. The
microscopic physics related to some laboratory plasmas, as it affects the
discrete X-ray spectrum, can be considerably more complex than astrophysical
plasmas. The need to model, for example, M-shell spectra from high-Z ions in
a dense, nonequilibrium plasma imposes stringent requirements on the
performance of an atomic modeling code* HULLAC was designed for just such
purposes (see Goldstein 1990; Osterheld 1992). In some cases of astrophysical
interest, a "fiill-up" HULLAC model is overkill
We do not mean to suggest that the models developed for this work
account for the entirety of atomic processes. A fully comprehensive treatment
of the processes leading to the generation of discrete X-ray spectra is simply
beyond the scope of any modeL Such an all-encompassing approach is no more
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desirable than it is feasible. The primary goal hera is to identify the dominant
microscopic effects responsible for X-ray production in photoionized plasmas.
The task of converging to an "answer" and making the results useful to other
workers in the field is an ongoing project
In using a HULLAC-based approach to modeling, the attention to detail
necessarily entails some sacrifices in completeness. The sacrifice usually stems
from therequirementthat the model be of a manageable size- Accounting for
the presence of hundreds of additional atomic shells is not automatic. Where
such an omission can affect theresults,one must resort to various extrapolation
procedures (e.g., Goldstein et al. 1989). Of course, this is no different from the
problem fiaced in the calculations of ionization balance. It is worth noting that
the results of Chapter 2 arc unaffected by the finite size of the models used
there and the results of Chapter 3 are only slightly affected The size and
scope of the atomic models must be left to the discretion of the modeler.
Ultimately, the validity of the various approximations and omissions must,
where possible, be tested against experiment
As yei, it is not possible toreproducethe conditions believed to exist in
the XELR near compact X-ray sources in a controlled terrestrial environment
However, the HULLAC modeling package can be tested A sampling of these
cases, one theoretical, and one experimental, where the codes have been tested
are now discussed, [For a further comparison, we have generated model
coronal spectra of Fe XVI-XK that compare favorably with solar flare data
(Uedahl et at. 1990) J
It is generally tie case that large rates determine the final level
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populations. For example, if level k has ten radiative rates connecting it to
states of lower energies, nine of which arc forbidden, the depopulation rate of k
is dominated by the one allowed transition rate - "factor of two" errors in the
forbidden rates are of no concern. An example of this is provided in Oreg et
4

al. 199l where autcionizatfonratesof the 47 Ne-Iike Se 2s 2p 3s 3p states, as
f

calculated with HULLAC, are compared to Tates determined with the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fbck (MCDF) method (Chen and Crassemann 1974). In
most cases the agreement is to within 10%, the exceptions being those cases
that are sensitive to configuration interaction. In no case is there more than a
20% disagreement Consistent with the above discussion, comparisons of the
2

6

dielectronic recombination rates into the 37 Ne-like levels [2s 2p

9

(7s2p)^St]

shows agreement to within 5%.
A recent measurement of an M3 decay line from Ni-like uranium was
supplemented by a HULLAC model (Beiersdorfer et al. 1991), The experiment
was carried out using an electron-beam ion trap [(EBIT), Levine et al. 1988].
A comparison of the code predictions and the EBIT data, reproduced in Figure
L3^ which, shows several of tha 4—*3 transitions, stwras good agEeOTo&uiL
Several remarks are in order* Fist, a Mi-like ion contains 28 electrons and is
considerably more complex than ions of astrophysical interest Second, ifl spite
of the simple appearance of the spectrum, note that, with the exception of the
lines labeled E and b t, d^e,
f

t

the spectrum is composed of forbidden

transitions- An extension of the argument given in 1-3-1 shows that, if the
electron density is below the critical density for collisional de-excitation, the
M3 rate is itself irrelevant However, the level populations must be calculated
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accurately toreproducethe proper set of line ratios* The levels that produce
these lines are populated indirectly. The population kinetics problem is complex
and provides a nice showcase for HULLAC. Other comparisons of HULLAC
model predictions with laboratory data can be found in Beiersdorfer a al.
(1990), Del Grande et at. (1991), and Hutton et ai. (1991).
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Chapter 2

Spectral Signatures of X-ray Photoionized Plasmas

2.1 Introduction
X-ray emitting cosmic plasmas exist in a rich variety of physical
7

s

3

conditions, ranging from the hot (10 - 10 K), tenuous (1(T cm~ ) intracluster
4

5

medium in galaxy clusters, to the relatively cool (10 - 10 K), dense
n

( > l 0 cm" ) regions of accretion flows in X-ray binaries. Spectroscopy in the
soft X-ray band (5-45 A), which includes the K-shell transitions of C, N, O,
Ne, S, and Si, and the L-shell transitions of Fe and Ni provides a valuable
probe of the extreme environmenis associated with these sources. However, the
rather modest sensitivity and spectral resolution of the available instrumentation
in this wavelength region have precluded detailed spectroscopic studies of all
but a few objects. This situation can be expected to improve dramatically with
the next series of major X-ray observatories (AXAF, XMAf) which will provide
spectroscopic data comparable in quality to that now available to solar
physicists*
In terms of atomic physics processes, X-ray emitting astrophysical plasmas
divide into two broad, but sharply defined categories, collision-dominated and
pbotoionizauon-dominatedL In a collision-dominated plasma, the heating is by
mechanical processes, ionization is by electron-ion collisions, and excited
atomic levels are populated by ejection impact The abundance peaks of soft
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6

X-ray emitting ions generally occur at temperatures greater than 10 K, At
these high temperatures, ionization is balanced primarily by dielectfonic
recombination. Optically thin plasmas fulfilling these conditions arereferredto
as coronal. Coronal conditions comprise the basis of most plasma emission
codes (e.g., Raymond and Smith 1977; Mewe, Gronenschild, and van den Oord
1985).
Far X-tav photoiomzedrahuLaaQCPN^ the ptesftace <rf a. steoag sauic^ cC
ionizing radiation has a significant effect on the state of the gas. Recently, a
number of models have been constructed to estimate physical conditions in
such plasmas (Tarter, Tucker, and Salpeter 1969; Hatchett, Buff, and McCray
1976; Kallman and McCray 1982, hereafter ICM). These calculations show that
XPN plasmas are generally ovcrionized relative to the local electron
temperature. Collisional excitations out of the ground state which involve
changes in the principal quantum number arc exceptionally rare since the ratio
of excitation energy to mean electron energy can be -100. Instead, excited
levels are populated predominantly by radiativerecombination(RR) or cascade
following recombination.
These differences in line excitation processes severely impair the
applicability of the commonly used coronal plasma emission codes for
analyzing spectra oi XPN sources. The XPN calculations themselves do not
include sufficient atomic detail to be used for spectral modeling. For example,
individual ions are modeled in terras ofrepresentativelevels, generally fewer
than ten (KM)- The lack of suitable spectral models has, in fact, hampered the
interpretation of the few moderate-resolution X-ray spectra of X-ray binaries
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(XRBs) which have so far been acquired (Vrtilek et at. l9S6a,b).
hi this chapter we concentrate on the differences in line excitation
mechanisms relevant to coronal and photoionizcd X-ray emitting plasmas, with
the aim of characterizing the degree to which these differences may be evident
in the X-ray line spectra. For the XPN case, we use the solution of the
ionization and energy balance equations provided by KM to obtain an estimate
of the electron temperature and to set the ionization balance. We extend the
KM calculations by increasing the level of detail in the atomic models for the
ions Fe XVI-XBC In order to highlight essential differences in line excitation
mechanisms and the resultant spectra, we compare the XPN spectrum with the
spectrum resulting from new calculations for the same ions under conditions
appropriate to coronal equilibrium.
We show that the strong 3d-2p

transitions which dominate Fe L-shell

spectra from coronal plasmas should not be present in spectra from
photoionized plasmas- Rather, the strongest lines are due to the 3*-2p
transitions. This distinction may serve as an observational criterion by which
X-ray sources can be classified according to the dominant mode of line
excitation. Although such classifications are qualitative, they are necessary in
order to establish the context in which quantitative diagnostics are to be applied
and interpreted. Indeed, even the usually straightforward task of line
identification must be modified to account for the different population
mechanisms operating in photoionized plasmas.
In §2-2, the details of the atomic calculations are discussed. We present
our results concerning population mechanisms and emission rate spectra ir
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§2.3. The specific mechanisms responsible for the different behavior in the t o
environments are discussed in some detail for select lines. In §2,4, we address
the problem of line identification and discuss the extent to which our results
permit a classification of line-emitting plasmas into two types by virtue of their
X-ray line spectra. In this chapter, we emphasize the qualitativ ispec of our
results, A more thorough treatment of Fe L-shell formation in a wide rang^ of
physical environments will appear in a subsequent paper,
2.2 Atomic Physics Calculations
Our calculations have emphasfeed atomic processes in highly ionized Fe
since emission lines from several ionization stages of Fe are expected to be
quite prominent in X-ray spectra from cosmic sources. The n-3 to n~2
transitions in highly-ionized Fe are among the brightest soft X-ray lines seen in
spectra from solar flares and active regions (see NicKenzie et aL 1980). The
supernovaremnant,Puppis A, also exhibits strong Fe XVII emission (Winkler
et aL 1981)- While definitive identifications are difficult, most of the line
emission whicYi has been observed in the soft X-ray spectra from XRBs is
probably due to Fe L-shell transitions (Kahn, Seward, and Chlebowski 1984;
Vrtilek et aL 19864&).
We ' w e calculated model spectra for the ions Fe XVI-XDC (sodium
through oxygen isoelectronic sequences) under conditions appropriate to two
distinct environments: (1) a hot coronal plasma in collisional equilibrium 2nd
(2) an XPN. We assume ionization equilibrium (Amaud and Rothenflug 1985)
and an electron temperature of 500 eV (log 7^ = 6.76) for the coronal spectrunr
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and, based on the KM calculations, set the election temperature at 10 eV Gog
T =5.0tj for the XPN calculation. The rate equations arc solved in steady state
e

for the excited level populations.
11

In both cases, we have set the electron density to 10 cm" . In fact, our
1

results are density-independent below -10 -* cm . As our calculations are fully
collisional-radiative, the higher density regimes are entirely accessible*
However, we limit the scope of this paper in order to highlight the more salient
features of line emission in XPN, deferring a treatment of the subtleties of
density effects to a future paper. To further motivate our choice, it can be
argued that the bulk of the X-ray line emission is unlikely to have its origin in
plasmas of high density in either coronal or XPN sources. For example, the
o

l

cooling times ( -nf )

implied by densities on the order of I 0

13

cm

are

inconsistent wiri the decay times observed in solar flares (e.g- Phillips et aL
f

1]

1982). For the case of XPN, assuming a typical XRB scale size of ~10 cm,
densities above 10" cm

arc accompanied by the onset of non-negligible

Compton scattering opacity.
The atomic structure, radiative decay rates, and rates for electron impact
excitation have been calculated using the HULLAC atomic physics package
(Klapisch 1971; Klapisch et aL 1977). The atomic structure is calculated
using the relarivistic, multi-configuration,

parametric potential

method.

Radiative transitions between all levels are calculated and include the
muldpoles El, E2, Ml, and M2. Collisional rates are calculated using the
quasi-relativist^ distorted wave method (Bar-Shalom et aL

1988), The

accuracy of the theoretical wavelengths and radiative rates for X-ray transitions
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are approximately CU% and 10%. respectively (Klapisch et al. 1977; BarShalom 1989). The collisional rates agree with the predictions of previously
calculated rates to within -10% (Bar-Shalom et al. 1988)- Model calculations
for coronal spectra have compared favorably with solar iata (Liedahl et aL
1988).
Because of the importance of cascades following RR in an XPN we have
used larger atomic models than in the coronal case* The configurations which
are included are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Collisional rates involving n=5 in
the Fe XVII model and n=4 in the Fe XVIII and Fe XIX models have not been
calculated since, at the low XPN temperature, these levels cannot be reached
collisionaliy from their respective ground states. Furthermore, at ^snsities
likely to be encountered in astrophysical plasmas, these states will not be
collisionally mixed due to the ready availability of "allowed" radiative decay
channels. Further descriptions of (he relevant atomic processes for the coronal
case appear in Goldstein (1988) and Liedahl et aL (1988).
In order to test the importance of line excitation following dielectronic
recombination (DR) in the XPN model, we have explicitly calculated the DR
6

rates of F* XVII through the Fe XVII 2s2p 6l channels (t=s*p*d+f)*
6

lowest-energy autoionizing configurations involving the 2s2p
2

calculation includes the resonant excitation of the 2s 2p 2pj
Xil

the

core. This
level of Fe

ri

XVm. Solution of the rate equations including these processes indicates that
the X-ray line spectrum is unaffected by DR of Fe XVII at low teraperarures.
DR
2

through

intermediate

states within configurations

of

the form,

2j 2pitf 2/>3/2 nt, can be expected to be of even less importance in light of the
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TABLE 2.1: CORONAL MODEL ATOMIC CONHGURATIONS

Species

No. Levels

Fe XVI

242

Fe XVH

89

FeXVm

113

Fe XIX

226

Configurations

2

6

5

2s 2p 3 / , IsHp 3i 3f
6

2

5

6

Is^p , TshpHl, 2s 2p 4!

t

2

5

6

6

2s2p 3l,2s2p 4l

2

4

5

6

2s 2p ,2s2p ,2s 2p 3l,2s2p 3l,2p 3l
2

5

6

2

3

4

5

2s 2p* 2s2p , 2p , 2* 2p 3/, 2s2p 3l, 2p 3t

TABLE 22: XPN MODEL ATOMIC CONFIGURATIONS

Species

No. levels

Fe XVD

139

Fe XVm

198

FeXEC

341

Fe XX

15

Configurations

6

Is^ ,

6

Ishp^l,
2

5

6

2

4

2

s

2* 2p , 2s2p ,2s 2p 3/,
2

6

5

ZshpUl. 2s2p 3l, 2s2p 4I, 2s 2p 5l

5

2

4

2s2p 3l, 2p*3l, 2s 2p 4l

6

2

3

s

2

3

2s 2p\2s2p ,2p ,2s 2p 31.2s2p*3l,2p 3l,2s 2p 4l
2

3

2s 2p ,2s2p\ 2p
p p < ^ ^ " ^ ^ " ^ t p

5
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n~* DR scaling law (Cowan 1981) since the energetics of radiationless capture
requires n>13. DR through higher lying doubly-excit

tates of Fe XVII need
6

not be considered since all autoionizing series of the fonn, (2s 2p ) nl n'l'
r

(n,n >3)

overlap a negligiblefractionof the XPN electron distribution. By the

same reasoning, Fe XVI DR satellites to Fe XVII resonance lines, contributors
to coronal X-ray spectra* (sec Smith et aL 1985) cannot be produced in XPN.
Similar arguments apply to the remaining ions in our model*
The RR cross-sections are obtained from the photoionization cross-sections
(Scofield 1988; Saloman, Hubble, and Scofield 1988) using the Milne relation.
We adopt a modified bremsstrahlung radiation field of the form J = L/ /4jcr
£

l

where f

t

— {kT )~ exp{^et^r ).
rad

rad

2

g

Here, e is the photon energy, L is die

integrated source luminosity, r is the distance from the central source, and
kT

rad

is the radiation temperature, taken to be 10 keV. Numerical values of

2

Lfr are taken from KM.
2.3 Results
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show two model emission rate spectra. Figure 2.1 is
calculated under conditions of collisional ionization equilibrium at kT - 500
e

eV, Figure 2.2 is calculated under conditions of photoionization equilibrium at
kT = 10 eV* Our calculation is somewhat idealized in thai we have not
€

included line emission from other elements or higher ionization states of Fe, In
the XPN case, we defer discussion of the temperature-dependent recombination
continua to a future paper. Preliminary results indicate that the 13-18 A band is
not appreciably contaminated by continua. However, Fe XX lines contribute to
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Figure 2.1 Model emission rate spectrum for Fe XVI-XIX under conditions appropriate to
coronal equilibrium, kT = 500 eV, n = 10 cm* . The line profiles are gaussian with a
FWHM of 0.025 A. The emissivity scale is arbitrary.
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the spectrum between 13 and 15 A.
The model coronal spectrum shows substantial contributions from 3d-2p
transitions of the Fe XVII-XIX ion stages. This is to be contrasted with the
XPN spectrum which is made up almost entiiely of transitions of the type
35 -2p. We note, in particular, the relative strength of the Fe XVm line blend
at 16 A in the XPN spectrum, the persistence of the Fe XVII lines at 17 A, and
the near disappearance of the Fe XVII lines at 15.01 A and 16,77 A in the
XPN specmittL Note that the XPN emission at ~15 A is due to Fe XEX rather
than Fe XVIL Here we will offer only brief explanations of most of these
features. However, due to the "benchmark" status of the Fe XVII line at 15.01
A, we discuss its disappearance in some detail.
The three 3d (J -l)-2p

lines at 15.01, 15,26, and 15.45 A, referred to as

the C, D, and E lines (Parkinson 1973), and the three 35 -2p lines at 16-77,
17.05, and 17.10 A, the F, G, and M2 lines, are well known components of
solar X-ray spectra. They have been the subjects of detailed studies at high
temperatures, both experimentally (see Rugge and McKenzie 1985) and theoret
ically (see Smith et al. 1985)* We extend this work by considering the
relevant atomic processes in a low-temperature, overionized plasma.
The disappearance of the 3d lines in the XPN emission rate spectrum is
easy to understand in the context of a photoionizauon-dominated plasma. Due
to the vanishingly small collisional rates to 3d states from the Fe XVII ground
state, the mechanism responsible for the high intensity of these lines in coronal
plasmas is inoperative in the XPR As a resul, both the 3s and the 3d states
are populated by cascade following RR. The large (>25) 3sf3d line ratios are
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to be expected by virtue of the relative energies of the 3s and 3d levels, as we
now explain. Since the three Fe XVII 3d (J = 1) states have large transition
rates to the ground state, they decay rapidly. The other nine 3d levels have / =
0, 2, 3 or 4 and will decay preferentially to 3p levels , as they have no avail
able El channel to the / = 0 ground state. Thus, most of the 3d levels act as
sources for the various 3p levels. Note that the majority of these latter 3d
states are those with higher statistical weights than the levels which decay
directly to the ground state* Since levels of high statistical weight receive more
population influx by RR than levels of low statistical weight, the rate for popu
lating 3p states by way of 3d states is further enhanced. At the same time, the
2

3p states, particularly the six states with 2s 2py2 ^Pi/2 cores, are populated
directly by RR. Except for the weak E2 lines, the 3p levels decay to 3$ levels.
The 3s population is simultaneously enhanced by direct RR into the two states
2

with the 2s 2p^ 2p^ 2
a

t

core. Thus, nearly all the flux into the n=3 shell,
2

s

whether by RR or cascades from n>3, is directed to 2s 2pi/2^pi/2^

C=l,2),

resulting in intense emission at 17*05 A and 17.10 A. This is not the case in
coronal plasmas where much of the flux into the n =3 shell originates from the
ground state and goes into the 3d (/=1) levels through electron impact excita
tion. Analogous behavior is seen in Fe XVm and Fe XDC resulting in the
strong line blends at 15 A and 16 A (see Figure 2.2). Notice that the longest
wavelength lines of each 3$ series are the most intense. This behavior is a
consequence of the higher statistical weights of these levels.
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2*4 Discussion
Figures 2,1 and 2.2 show that the X-ray line spectrum can be a striking
manifestation of the dominant microphytes. In particular, we have shown that
the (3^-2/?)/(3rf-2p) ratios may be used to determine the principal mode of
line excitation in the highly ionized line-emitting regions of accretion-powered
X-ray sources. Due to the virtual disappearance of the 3d lines, these ratios are
of no quantitative value. However, they do provide an effective qualitative
diagnostic. Additionally, ratios of 3s lines from different ionic species can be
used to determine the ionization balance.
An example of the potential utility of the qualitative diagnostic described
above is provided by the Fe XIX 3s -2p line just longward of 15 A seen in
Figure 2.2, This line could easily be mistaken for the Fe XVII 3d-2p line seen
in Figure 2*1, if data wererecordedwith an instrument capable of only poor to
moderate spectral resolution. This would lead one to conclude, following the
plasma emission codes and line lists, that the temperature of the line-emitting
6

region exceeded - 2 x l 0 K. Obviously, inconsistencies in the interpretation of
the remaining line features would develop as a result of this faulty inference.
It is interesting to compare Figure 2.2 with spectral data from the lowmass XRBs, Cygnus X-2 (Vrtilek et at. 1986a), GX9+9, and 1820-30 (Vitiiek
et al. 1986&). These spectra sufferfrompoor statistical quality so that any con
clusions, including line identifications, must be considered as tentative. How
ever, we simply note the persistent occurrence of emission at 15 and 16 A in
these spectra. The 16 A feature, sometimes attributed to O V E Lyp (Vrtilek et
at. suggest O VHI and Fe XVm), is accompanied by O VIE Lyot at 19 A in
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spectra from coronal sources. The apparent absence of O VIII Lya in the XRB
spectra and the strength of the 16 A feature suggest that the correct
identification is the Fe XVIII line blend seen in Figure 2.2. As Vrtilek et aL
(1986&) show for the case of GX9+9, associating the 15 A feature with Fe
XVH emission from a hot coronal plasma is inconsistent with die strong 16 A
feature. However, if the line is identified as Fe XIX 3s-2p, the simultaneous
appearance of the 15 A and 16 A emission is seen to be consistent with a cool,
photoionized plasma.
The high-quality data expected from future observations of astronomical
X-ray sources are likely to reveal complex spectra. For example, since XRBs
cannot be spatially resolved* emission originating from both coronal (e.g.

t

White and Holt 1982) and photoionized regions may comprise their integrated
line spectrum. Extraction of the relevant information concerning the geometry
of XRBs and physical processes in accretion flows will rely on the successful
disentanglement of such composites. The observational criterion presented here
may serve as a useful discriminant in the analysis of spectroscopic data to be
acquired by AXAF and XMM*
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Chapter 3

Density Sensitivity of the Fe L-Shell Series
3.1 Introduction
The high-resolution X-ray spectroscopic instruments for planned for the
next series of satellite observatories, the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics
Observatory (AXAF) (Weisskopf 1988) and the X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission
(XMM) (Brinkman et aL 1989), will provide the first unambiguous constraints
on the detailed physical conditions in cosmic X-ray-emitting plasmas. For the
particular case of accretion-powered sources* such as active galactic nuclei, Xray binaries, and cataclysmic variables, photoionization by a centrally-produced
continuum is likely to have a pronounced influence on the observed line
spectra. At present, however, our understanding of the standard X-ray spectral
diagnostics, which would be ;ujuired to inteipret such data, does not adequately
take account of the peculiarities of photoionized plasmas. For this reason, we
have initialed a program to recalculate the atomic kinetics effects for X-rayemitting ions in a photoionized medium. In a previous paper (Liedahl et aL
1990), we identified a unique X-ray spectral signature of photoionization. In
this chapter, we provide a detailed treatment of density-sensitive emission
featuresMeasurements of the electron density can provide valuable constraints on
the

geometry

of

the

accreting flow in

accietion-powered

sources.

Photoionization models (Tarter, Tucker, and Salpeter 1969; Kaliman and
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McCray 1982 (hereafter KM)), have shown that individual ion stages are found
2

only over limited ranges of ionization parameter, 2; = Llnr . If the density and
ionizing luminosity are known, then the distance of the emission-line region
from the central source can be determined. Knowledge of the electron density
also places constraints on the sizes of the emitting volumes through the volume
emission measure, £M- ~ jdV n?, which can be deduced directly from
t

observed line fluxes. These two types of information can then be integrated to
infer the spatial distribution of the mass composing the X-ray emission line
region (XELR).
We have concentrated our attention on Fe L-shell lines, which should
provide the dominant emission-line component of cosmic soft X-ray spectra.
Iron L-shell features have been detected with the Einstein Objective Grating
Spectrometer (OGS) in low-mass X-ray binaries (Kahn, Seward, and
Chlebowski 1984; Vrtilek et aL 1986a£) and with the EXOSAT Transmission
Grating Spectrometer (TGS) in the X-ray transient 4U 1543-47 (van der Woerd,
White, and Kahn 1989) and the black hole candidate Cygnus X-l (Bair and van
der Woerd 1990).

More recent work, using the Einstein Solid State

Spectrometer (SSS), suggests the presence of Fe L-shell emission in the spectra
of Seyfert galaxies as well (Turner 1990) The persistent occurrence of these
features makes them a potentially versatile class of plasma diagnostics,
Calculations show that the tons Fe XVU-XXVT exist over a large range of
temperatures in coronal plasmas (Amaud and Rothenflug 1985) or, in the case
of photoionized plasmas, over a large range of ionization parameter (KM), Due
to their high degree of "survivability", Fe L emission can convey, in a
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relatively narrow spectral band, information from plasmas which span a
significant fraction of the T — £ parameter space accessible to accretion-powered
X-ray sources.
The fact that many of the Fe L-shell ions also provide density diagnostics
is well known for the case of coronal plasmas (Mason et aL 1984). Briefly, the
mechanism involves an intershell (j\e., An >0) collisional excitation from a
2

k

metastable level of the ground configuration 2s 2p
k

(k = 1,2,,..6). TTiis becomes important

13

cm" ), where the metastable state

excited configuration of the type 2s2p
at high electron densities (n > 10

(jk = 1» 2„„5) or from an

populations approach Boltzmann equilibrium, Since the X-ray lines produced
in this way depend on two successive excitations, their density dependence
differs from that of lines produced at lower densities.
In the case of X-ray photoionizcd plasmas, the collisional mechanism is
inoperative; collisional excitations from n =2 to n =3, where A£ - 1 keV, a*e
5

entirely negligible in the relatively ccol (T -10

K (KM)), overionized X-ray

emission-line regions (XELRs) expected to exist in X-ray photoionized
plasmas. However, for the tnetastable states, mtraAiell {n =2 to n =2)
collisional excitation is still an effective populating mechanism, since the
energy separations between levels wiihin the low-lying configurations are -10
eV. As in the coronal case, the LTE populations of the metastable state
populations can be a significant fraction of the ground state population. The
low-lying states approach LTE at electron densities - 1 0

13

cm . We find that

the subsequent recombination of a given metastable state results in a set of soft
X-ray lines in the recombined ion, which is distinct from the set of lines
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formed at lower densities. Significantly, the lines excited in this way do not
coincide with those excited by the collisional mechanism.
There are two types of intrashell transitions within the L shell. Transitions
k

l

of the type 2s2p +

2

k

-> 2$ 2p

resulting in EUV emission (k -100 A), have

been observed in solar flares (Kastner et ai 1974). Line emission in this band
is severly attenuated by the interstellar medium and is often unobservable in
extrasolar X~ray sources. The other type of intrashell transitions are of the
2

k

form (2s 2p )j

2

k

-» (2s 2p )j>.

Lines resulting from this kind of transition

have also been observed in solar flares, for the ions Fe XVm (975 A), Fe XIX
(1118 A), Fe XXI (1354 A) (Doschek et al
t

1975) and Fe XXII (845 A)

(Noyes 1973)- Unfortunately, the diagnostic potential of these lines is limited.
In most cases, suitable line ratios do not exist In addtion, the lines are weak
against the strong UV background continuum in compact X-ray sources* In
most cases, the soft X-ray lines, especially those involving n = 3 to n -2
transitions, should provide the more useful density diagnostics.
We have calculated X-ray line spectra for the Fe L-shell ions over the
11

16

density range 10 —10 cm' , assuming ionization levels and temperatures
appropriate to an XPN. The ions Fe XVH-XXI are found to have L-sheii line
ratios which are sensitive within this range* The relevant atomic processes are
created in §3.2. A description of the atomic models and a discussion of the
method of calculation appears in §3*3. Results are presented in §3.4, in the
form cf plots of various line ratios as functions of density.

Effects of

temperature variations on the behavior of density-sensitive line ratios are
discussed in §3.5. The interactions of Fe L-shell ions with radiation fields are
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treated in §3.6- Specifically, we address the possibility that the density-sensitive
line ratios may be obscured by this interaction. In §3.7, we discuss the
applications of our atomic calculations to compact astrophysical X-ray sources.

3.2 Atomic Processes
We define a density-sensitive line as one whose emissivity, j

9

has a

density dependence which is not simply n%+ In other words, its line power
(P =jtn*) depends on density. The equations presented in this section are not
exact but account for the salient features of the atomic processes. Our
numerical results are obtained by solving the full set of rate equations relevant
to a given model (§3.3),
We distinguish three types of line emission, collision-driven, photon-driven,
and mixed, according to the dominant mode by which the upper level of the
transition is populated* In coronal plasmas, the average electron energy is high
enough to pump X-ray-emitting levels through electron impact excitation and
collision-driven X-ray line emission dominates- Proton impact excitation can
also be important, especially for Fe L-shell ions.
For most pairs of X-ray lines of a given charge state, intensity ratios are
insensitive to changes in both the local electron density and temperature over
wide ranges. The temperature independence arises from the nearly identical
T

V 1

scaling of the recombination cress-sections. Thus, most X-ray line ratios

are decoupled from local plasma conditions. In this sense, we refer to the lines
that constitute these ratios as *photo-driven\ The source for photo-driven lines
is the ground state of the recombining ion. To reiterate, for a fixed ground state
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population, in the recombining ion, photo-driven line ratios are constant, their
ratios depending on atomic quantities. Of course, ultimately, all XPN X-ray
lines depend on the radiation field, through the ionization balance. In this
chapter, the term 'photo-driven* is reserved for those lines fed strictly by
recombination onto the adjacent ion's ground state*
In most of the Fe L-shell ions, levels within configurations (25 2p )

k

compose a fine structure with different angular momentum couplings. The
extreme case is Fe XXI with 20 states of this type- When these states are
within the same non-relativistic configuration as the ground state, they are
metastable to radiative decay, connected by E2, Ml, or in some cases twophoton decay. Thus, at high densities, a substantial population of ions in the
metastable states can build up if they are populated at a sufficiendy Tapid rate.
The tevel-to-level energy spacings among the fine-structure states are
roughly 10 eV and are easily excited through electron impact in an XPN, The
rate at which two states, separated by energy AE, are pumped by collision as
compared to the recombination-cascade mechanism is a fiinction of
temperature, roughly h fh ^
cM

R

l

« T~ exp(r&ElkT\

where the dot-notation

represents a time derivative. We assume that the relative ionic fractions of
adjacent ions are weak functions of temperature, consistent with KM, This
ratio peaks at kT = AE

and is nearly density-independent

At XPN

temperatures, these low-lying states are almost purely collision-driven.
Density-sensitive lines are mixed, in the sense that their emissivities are
coupled to both the radiation field and to the local thermal election pool. The
upper levels of these transitions include an electron in the M shell (a result of
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radiative recombination) and a metastable core (created by an intrashell
collisional excitation in the L shell). The quantities of interest are ratios of
mixed line emissivities to pure photo-driven line emissivities. These have the
form

<%+&-* k)
Oz+iQ.^m)

b {k^l)
b (m-*n)
t

z

The quantities y and A ait the collisional rate coefficient and Einstein A coefficient between the levels in parentheses in ion 2+1. The effective
+

recombination rate coefficients, which include cascades from higher levels, are
denoted by a.

The radiative branching ratios, b , refer to ion z, the
z

recombined ion. Note that we are expressing line emissivities in photon units,
cm* s" . Figure 3-1 is a schematic representation of the mechanism, indicating
all levels referred to in Eq. (3.1).
An important feature of the mechanism is that the core of the recombined
ion is "preserved" throughout the cascade process. In other words, the outer
11

recombining electron "jumps downward in steps in the presence of the "static"
core- This is indicative of the negligible effect of configuration interaction in
the Fe L-shell ions, which would otherwise mix cores in the cascade process.
The effect of core mixing would be to lessen the variation in line ratios with
density.
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3,1 Schematic of atomic kinetics processes leading to density-sensitive line ratios. The
metastable state population in ion Z+2 inaeases with density through collisional excitation, %
Radiative recombination, a, to ion stage Z of level p competes with recombination of the
ground state in exciting X-ray-emitting levels, which decay to the L shell, A
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A ratio of the form given, by Eq. (3.1), which we refer to as /?, increases
linearly with density, when A +j(p —>!) s> n "f +\(p -» 1), and 'saturates* to its
z

c

z

LTE value as n -» <», A transition between tliese two limits occurs at the
e

'critical density* n^

= A i(p -* l)/7 i(p -» 1)- This is identical *o the usual
2+

r+

definition of critical density except that it refers to processes in the adjacent
recombining ion.

The ratio R attains half of its LTE value at

n

crir

Alte natively, n i corresponds to the point of maximum sensitivity.
CT t

Most of the density-sensitive line ratios in Fe L-shell ions operate
according to Eq. (3J) in XPN, Thus, X-ray spectra from high-density
astrophysical plasmas generally have a richer emissivity spectrum than for
lower-density sources* The exception is Fe XVII, which has two metastable
states with an election in the n — 3 shell* We discuss this particular case in
§3.4

3.3 Calculations
We have computed detailed atomic models for the ions Fe XvTI-XXIV
(neon through lithium isoelectronic sequences). The configurations included for
+

each ion stage are tabulated in Table 3.L The atomic structure, radiative decay
rates, and rates for electron impact excitation have been calculated using the
HULLAC atomic physics package (Klapisch 1971; Klapisch et at. 1977). The
atomic structure is determined using the relativistic, multi-configuration,
parametric potential method with intermediate coupling, including configuration
interaction* Our calculated wavelengths should be accurate to within 0.0054

0.010 A or to about one part in 10 . Radiative transitions between all levels
t
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TABLE 3.1: ATOMIC MODEL CONFIGURATIONS

Ion

Sequence

No. Levels

Corporations

FeXVI

Na

1

If^p^

FeX/E

Ne

139

FeXVIH

F

198

(2s 2p) , (2s2pf3l

FeXIX

0

341

(2*2/>) , (2s2/0 3/, 2s 2/>%

FeXX

N

668

(2s 2p) , (2s2p) 3l,

FeXXI

C

372

FeXXH

B

291

FeXXm

Be

46

(2s2p) ,2l3i

FeXXIV

Li

15

2i 31

2

6

1

7

2s 2/> , (2s2p) 3l,
7

6

2/

5

5

2

2

s

x

2s 2p Al

t

2y 2/> 2 ^ 3 / ,

2

(2?2?) 4/, 2s 2p $l

2

4

2

2J2;? 3/,

(2s2pf4l
2

2

2j 2p4/, 2s2p 4/

l

2

{2s2pf (2s2p) 3lA2s2p) M
y

?

t
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are included for the multipoles El, E2, Ml, and M2. Cross-sections for
electron impact excitation are computed using the quasi-relativistic distorted
wave method (Bar-Shalom et al

1988). Rate coefficients (cm

s~ ) are

obtained by integrating the cross-sections over a Maxwellian velocity
5

distribution. The atomic models are 'collisional-radiative through the M shell,
i.e., all levels with no electrons more excited than «=3 are coupled by
collisiona! and radiative decay. States with electrons above the M shell in our
models always decay radiatively at the densities considered here, so the
collisional rates are not needed
Not included are the effects of resonant excitation of metastable states, an
effect which may be of some importance and which should be investigated.
Resonant excitation is the result of autoionization to an excited state following
radiationless capture. This process could compete with direct excitation in
populating metastable states. The effect of resonant excitation would be to
increase the LTE values of the density-sensitive ratios and to reduce the
corresponding critical densities.
The radiative recombination cross-sections are obtained from the
photoionization cross-sections (Scofield 1988; Saloman, Hubble, and Scofield
1988) using the Milne relation. The photoionization cross-sections are given in
parametrized form for each relativistic subshell. States with the same relativistic
core configurations are coupled by recombination. Schematically, levels in
adjacent ionization stages ate coupled according to [(core)] +i -» [(core)nij] .
2

z

Note that this scheme does not account for configuration interaction during the
recombination process, although it is taken account of in the subsequent
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cascade. However, as was noted earlier, configuration interaction is a small
effect here- Recombination rates for states of a given reladvistic configuration
with different total angular momenta are weighted according to their statistical
weights (2/ + 1). Recombination rate coefficients are computed by integrating
the cross-sections over a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution*
The electron temperatures are chosen according to the temperatures
derived by KM for the Fe L ionization zones. We use KM Model 1 (optically
thin) and the following temperatures: Fe

+

and Fe

, 10 eV; Fe

+

15 eV; Fe , 20 eV. We need not specify the Fe

and Fe

temperature, since the Fe

XVII line emissivities depend only on the temperature in the Fe

+

zone. Also,

we do not specify the temperatures of the remaining Fe L zones, 1

2 2 +

and

23+

Fe

, since there are no density-sensitive Fe XXH or Fe XXUI line ratios in

this regime (§3-44).
Since we have modeled each ion as consisting of a finite number of levels,
terminating in relatively low principal quantum number, the absolute calculated
emissivities are smaller than their "true" values. However, this has a negligible
effect on line ratios.
In only one case do we need to model the details of the photoionization
process itself; excited states of Fe XVII are produced following L-shell
photoionization of Fe XVL The rate (s" ) for ionizing from a given subshell is
computed by integrating the photobnization cross-section, a/>, over the local
ionizing radiation field

- 1

P L = < O J d e e — — Gp(£)

(3.2)
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s

where % * ^

e

ionization potential corresponding to the particular subs hell,

which contains a> electrons. For L , we adopt a modified brcmsstrahlung of the
s

_1

form (e ) L e*p (-£/£<,)- Here, e is the photon energy, L is the integrated X0

ray luminosity of the source, e is the bremsstrahlung temperature, taken to be
0

10 keV. It is assumed that the central continuum at the XELR is undistorted
by absorption or Compton scattering for energies greater then %. Numerical
2

values of L fr are takenfromKM.
The steady-state rate equations take the form
1

XjMijnj^Sr

(33)

where 7 is the excited state population vector normalized to the source state
2

population (=1,0). The vector S +\ is made up of terms of the i :rm
* tX2 (l -»i), or n y +i(l—>*)* Thus, the source is the ground state of the
c

+1

e

z

recombining ion with population 1.0. The source state feeds the excited states
either through recombination, if * is a lecombined state, or collision^
excitation, iff is an excited state in therccombiningion. The rate matrix M is
composed of matrix elements connecting states i and j through radiative decay,
recombination, or collisional excitation* The diagonal components contain the
losses from each excited state.
Summarizing Eq* (3.3), for the purposes of calculating the level population
of ion z, the rate equations include ions z and z +1 with the ground state
population of ion z +1 (the source) fixed. Thus, for example, the Fe X V d
level populations arc computed by diagonalizing a 538 x 538 matrix (Table
3.1). The error introduced by selecting a single source state is negligible for
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almost all cases of interest. The exception is Fe XVTI, which has two distinct
sources, Fe XVI and Fe XVHI (§3,5). Thus, the relative line emissivities in ion
z can be accurately calculated as a function of temperature, regardless of the
charge state distribution.
The steady-state assumption is valid for a level k as long as neither the
electron temperature nor the population of the source state change on timescales
comparable to a "relaxation time", given roughly by

trd ~

£A(*->;) + n 2; (*^m)
c

(3.4)

T

m

10

For 3/ excited states, this timescale is on the order 10~ seconds. For lowlying states, there is wide variation in t i, For the cases of interest here, which
r€

involve moderately high densities, t

rd

is generally limited by the collisional

3

teim and is of ojder ltT seconds or less.

3*4 Results
We present results for the density-sensitive line ratios for each ion stage
out of sequence in order to group them according to similarities or by level of
complexity* For the charge states whose spectra are sufficiendy simple, we
provide a thorough discussion. For the more complex ions, Fe XX and XXI,
we discuss only a small subset of the density-sensitive lines. An exhaustive
treatment of these charge states, at a comparable level of detail, would not only
be impractical but would add little to the insight gained through the
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consideration of a few examples. Complete tables will be provided in a future
paper (liedahl et aL 1991).
The following sections entail somewhat technical discussions of population
kinetics. For readers concerned primarily with the calibration of line ratios,
Figures 3.2-3,10 summarize the results* We begin with Fe XVIII and XDC

f

their relative simplicity serving to illustrate the ideas presented in §3,2
3.4 J) Fe XVIII and Fe XIX
Fluorine-like Fe XVm shows simple behavior at high densities. Only one
line is found to show an appreciable sensitivity to changes in density,
2

2

2s 2p 2p^ 3s(J
1/2

=5/2) -» 2s 2p feZp^iJ =3/2) (ground)

f2

at 15.62 A. The branching ratio for this transition is L0 to a high degree of
accuracy. The 15.62 A line is the only signature of the enhanced upper level
population- Figure 3-2 is a plot of j (15.62)// (16.08) vs. density, the reference
line

at

16.08

2

2s 2pf 2pi 3s
f2

A

being

(7=5/2) -aground.

/1

produced

by

the

transition

The reference line is the strongest Fe

XVHI line formed under XPN conditions.
The upper level of die 15.62 A transition has as its sources the two Fe
2

XIX levels, 2s 2p 22p2fr(J = l,2), the second and third excited states,
V

respectively. Table 3.2 is a list of partial structures, showing the relevani
metastable states of each ion stage* In the table, an abbreviated notation is
used to specify each configuration according to the populations of the 2p
2p

2

3/2

relativistic subshells. For example, the state 2s 2p £,p%
ir

ri

m

and

(/ = !) is

TABLE 3.2: PARTIAL ATOMIC LEVEL STRUCTURES
Ion

Isosequence

Configuration

Energy (eV)

FeXVH

Ne

(2,4)

0.00

FeXVin

F

(2,3)^

IT

Ti

(l,4)

0

1/2

0

-°°

12.60

FeXIX

O

(2,2)

2

0.00

if

ft

(2,2)

0

9.22

it

II

0,3)!

10.72

n

t»

(1,3)2

21.15

FeXX

N

(2, D3/2

0.00

if

M

(1,2)3,2

17.53

it

tt

d,2)

22.57

TI

«

FeXXI
it

*t

ii

it

11

u

5;2

a.2)w

32.26

(2,0)

0.00

0

0,l)i

8.86

(1,1)2

14.66

(0,2)

2

30.55

it

n

(0,2)o

45.67

FeXXH

B

(1,0)1/2

0-°°

fi

tf

(0, l ^

14.59
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represented by the notation (1,3)^ the subscript indicating the total angular
momentum.
2

The first excited state of Fe XDC is 2 y 2 p ^ 2 p ^ (/=0), of the same
/2

configuration as the ground state- Thus, its increasing population with increas
ing density does not provide a unique core as a source for Fe XVHI excited
states through recombination* Also, because of the high statistical weight of
the ground state (2/ +1 = 5), the second and third excited states do not attain an
appreciable fraction cf the Fe XDC population, even in LTE. These features of
Fe XIX explain both the relatively low maximum emissivity of the 15.62 A
r

line and the simplicity of the Fe X\ UI spectrum at high density.
The behavior of oxygen-like Fe X K is similar to Fe XVIII. Again, we
find a single line that is sufficiently sensitive to changes in the electron density
to serve as a density diagnostic. In Figure 3-3, the ratio j (14.67)// (15,08) is
plotted vs. density. The reference line at 15.08 A corresponds to the transition
^-Piatyiffis

12

(J =2) -* 2s 2p( 2p}
n

(/=2)

a

(ground).

The

density-

sensitive line at 14.67 A also terminates at the ground state. Its upper level is
2

2y 2p 2p3y2 35 (J =3). The associated branching ratio for the latter transition
1/2

is 0.91.
*

The sources for the upper level of the 14,67 A line are the first and second
2

2

excited states of Fe XX, 2s 2/? ^2p ^ (7-3/2,5/2), respectively. Unlike Fe
1

3

XIX, the low-lying Fe XX states responsible for the density-sensitivity have
statistical weights which are greater than or equal to the statistical weight of the
/ = 3/2 ground state. However, the energies of the Fe XX metastable states are
higher. These features of Fe XX offset each other, resulting in a relatively
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Figure 3,3 Density-sensitive lineratioA?r 0*like Fe XK. See text for a complete description of
the transitions involved. In each case, the electron temperature is set to 10 eV.

100

small maximum emissivity of the density-sensitive line, comparable to the Fe
XVm line discussed above.
2

The third excited state of Fe XX also belongs to the

2s 2p ^2p^
ir

a

configuration- However, because of its smaller angular momentum (J = 1/2)
and higher energy, its role as a source for Fe XIX excited states is minimal at
XPN temperatures.
3 A 2) Fe XX and Fe XXI
Nitrogen-like Fe XX has one of the richer discrete spectra among the Fe
L-shell ions. One reason for this is the complex Fe XXfine-structuredistribu
tion- The large number of low-lying Fe XX states allows several 3 —> 2 decay
routes for states excited through recombination. The spectrum is composed of a
larger number of relatively weak lines compared to, say, Fe XVII.
Figures 5.4a b shows the density sensitivity of Fe XX line power spectra
t

at 15 eV- The wavelength range shown contains the La transitions* The figure
shows that a large number of density-sensitive line ratios may be utilized.
Shown for comparison, in Figures 3.4c,d, are two model coronal spectra of Fe
XX, with the temperature fixed at 500 eV, The qualitative differences between
the XPN spectra and the coronal spectra reflect the enhancement of 3s—2p
transitions in photoionized plasmas (Chapter 1), The lines shortward of-12,7 A
3

in the coronal spectra are produced by the decay of 2s2p 3t

states, reached

through collisional excitation of a 2s electron. States with a hole in the Fe XX
2$ subshell are not produced efficiendy in XPN, explaining the absence of such
features in Figures 3.4ab.
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Two of the Fe XX XPN line ratios are plotted as a function of density in
13

Figure 3.5, showing that the critical densities are a few times 10 cm" . To
avoid any complications associated with line blending, these two examples arc
chosen from among the set of ratios composed of lines that are v/ell outside of
the wavelength range containing Ne DC Ka transitions, 13.45-13.70 A.
However, only eight lines out of the 206 lines plotted in Figure 3Ab lie in the
range 13,40-13.75 A, and of these, none are stronger than about 3% of the most
intense Fe XX line. Therefore, the Ne IX lines should not interfere appreciably
with the Fe XX lines with instrument resolving powers of a few hundred.
The primary sources for the density-sensitive Fe XX lines are the first
2

three excited states of Fe XXI, 2s 2pm^P^a

2

2

C = *> ) and Z? 2p

2
3

/2

C/=2).

The energies of these three levels relative to ground are 8.8, 147, and 30.6 eV,
respectively- Thus, they are easily reached at XPN temperatures. Their high
statistical weights compared to the / = 0 ground state causes their populations
to exceed the ground state population at high densities. This helps to explain
the marked differences shown in Figures 3,4a,6 .
2

The presence of two metastable cores ( 2 s 2 p 2 p
1/2

2i

3/2

and 2s 2p^ )
2

at

low energies has implications for the study of the temperature dependence of
density-sensitive line ratios. This feature of Fe XX is discussed below (§3.5).
Carbon-like Fe XXI owes its density sensitivity to the metastability of Fe
7

XXH 2s 2p

3f2

(J =3/2), the first excited state of Fe XXH. An energy difference

of 14,6 eV, comparable to the XPN electron temperature, separates this level
2

from the 2s 2p

w

(/ = 1/2). ground state. This, together with the 2:1 statistical

weight ratio, permits a significant metastable state population at high densities.
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Figure 3*5 Tv/o N-like Fe XX line ratios PS. log electron density with kT = 15 eV. See text for a
complete description of the transitions involved-
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In spite of the simple Fe XXII kinetics, the Fe XXI spectrum is complex,
a consequence of the Fe XXI fine-structure distribution. Excitation of an Fe
2

XXI state within configurations of the type Zr 2p 3/ (J) (l=s p,d)
1/2

2

high densities, 2s 2p^^il

7

or, at

(/')> can result in a number of 3/ —*2p lines due to

the availablity of several final states which are accessible through El
transition. In short, most branching ratios for the Fe XXI lines of interest
differ appreciably from unity.
The relatively high number of Fe XXI lines per wavelength interval,
combined with finite detector resolution, forces as to consider the diagnostic
potential of line blends rather than isolated lines, Ls in the case of Fe XX, we
do not attempt to discuss the entire set of density-sensitive Fe XXI lines, but
rather limit the discussion to twr potentially useful line (blend) ratios,
A blend of four lines ( U 12.450, 12455, 12.457, and 12,463) with
centroid at approximately 12.46 A serves as a reference blend for Fe XXL
With the exception of the 12-457 A line, whose upper level has the
2

core, the blend components originate on 2s 2p 3d
l/2

2

2s 2p$

a

states. The former line

benefits from the enhanced population of the first excited sta*e of Fe XXII at
high densities but has littfe influence on the total intensity of the reference
blend. Thus, the blend is nearly insensitive to changes in density.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the density dependence of two blend ratios, one
involving a group of six lines QX 14.104, 14,111, 14.112, 14.114, 14.125, and
14.138) with centroid at -14,13 A and the other a group of four lines (Xk
13.813, 13.836, 13.842, and 13.867) with centroid at -13.84 A. The line blend
ratios are quite similar in thtir response to variations in density because of their
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Figure 3.6 Density-sensitive line ratios for C-like Fe XXI with kT = 20 eV. See text for a
complete description of fhe transitions involved.
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because of their dependence on the Fe XXII metastable state population.
However, the agreement in the magnitudes of the line ratios is a coincidence,
34 3) Fe XVII
X-ray line emission from neon-like Fe XVH is a well-known component
of X-ray spectra from astrophysical sources in general and should be similarly
prominent for XPK In the XFN environment, nearly all of the emission is
concentrated in three lines over the narrow 16.7-17-1 A band. The apparent
simplicity of its line structure is deceiving, however. The single (/ = 0) ground
state and its closed shell can yield a number of complex effects.
The three strong Fe XVII lines are all density-sensitive. They arc all of
2

s

the mixed type* These lines originate in the 2s 2p 3$

manifold and terminate

on the ground state (see Figure 37)- We denote the lines at 16.77, 17.05, and
17-10 A by F, G» and M2 respectively (Parkinson 1973). For convenience, we
S

also denote the upper states of each transition according to this scheme, e.g.,
"the F level". Unlike the remaining Fe L-shell ions, all of the strong Fe XVH
lines are density-dependent, forming three useful density-dependent line ratios.
Any two ratios* taken together, contain all the necessary infonnation concerning
their variations with density- However, for convenience, we plot all three ratios
in Figures 3.8abc.
k

The M2 level is the only level within manifolds (2s 2p ) 31 with sufficient
stability to be strongly (and directly) coupled to the thermal electron pool under
XPN conditions. The decay of this line produces the usually bright M2 line at
14

17.10 A. The critical density for M2 is approximately 10 cm

f

as stcn in
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Figure 3.7
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Figure 3*7 Partial level Structure of neon-like Fe XVII and the adjacent charge states,
sodiunvlike Fe XVI and fluorine-like Fe XVIIL Parenthesized numerals denote the total
angular momentum. The energy scale (eV) is referred to the Fe XVH ground state- Fe XVII 3s
states are excited by BR and cascade, indicated schematically by arrows originating on the
initial atomic states. The first excited state of Fe XVIII <J = 1/2), driven to near its LTE
population at high densities, is a source for Fe XVII states that share the core
configuration, ^Tpinlpm
^ Therefore, the F line 06.77 A), pumped by this process, is
density sensitive. L-shell photoionization of Fe XVI can also result in the excitation of
Zs 2p 35 states, including the F level. Thus, this competing process can mimic the
signature of a high c i t r o n density in the Fe ?* zone.
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Figure 3.8a
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Figure 3.8s Neon-like Fe XVIIM2/G line ratio vs. log electron density with kT = 10 eV. The
M2 level is the only example in the Fe L-shell series of an X-ray-emitting level for which
collisional depopulation is important at plausible astrophysical densities. Radiative decay of
the M2 is responsible for the 17.10 A line.
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Figure 3.8b
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3.8b The neon-iike Fe XVII F/G ratio vs. log electron density with kT = 10 eV. The ratio
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results in an F/G ratio of approximately 2.0, thus possibly obscuring this diagnostic.
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Figure 3.8c The neon-like Fe XVII M2/F ratio vs. log electron density with kT - 10 eV,
showing drastic variation with election density.

in

Figure 3.8/2, where we plot the ratio j(17.10)/j (17.05) (or M2/GI At densities
1J

around 10 cm , electron collisions begin to transfer population from the M2
2

level to states inside the 2s 2pi}2^P3a^P manifold and also directly to the G
level (see Figure 3.7). Since the 3p states are forbidden by parity selection to
decay to the ground state, most of the excited states in the Sp manifold return
to the G and M2 states. In this way, the G line becomes enhanced at the
expense of the M2 line. This trend continues to veiy high densities, resulting in
the disappearance of the M2 line, as seen in Figure 3.8a. Unlike the other
density-sensitive lines discussed in this chapter, the behavior of the M2 line is
similar in both the XPN and coronal regimes.
Figure 3,86 illustrates the behavior of the F/G line ratio at 10 eV, as
determined from the standard mechanism, with Fe XVm as the source. At low
densities the F line emissivity is, for all practical purposes, zero. As the Fe
2

XVm 2s 2p ^P3/2
v2

becomes populated with increasing density, the F line

appears. As the Fe XVIII state population approaches its L'fE limit, the
density scaling of the F line emissivity approaches that of the G line and the
curve levels off.
Figure 3,8b shows that the F/G ratio actually begins to decrease at
14

5

densities higher than -lO - cm" . The reason for this "turnover" is that the
14

M2 level begins to transfer its population to the G level when rt^-10 cm .
This continues through n ~10
€

16

cm , at which point the M2 level is

depopulated almost entirely through electron impact- Thus, over this range of
densities, the pop j b ion influx of the G level is enhanced by its coupling to the
16

M2 level. At densities higher than 10 cm* > coupling of both the F and G
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2

5

levels to states within the Zs 2p 3/? manifold reverses the downward trend of
the

F/G

ratio,

which

= {g A{F^\)!g A{G
F

then

tends

-^l))exp(-AE fkT)

G

FG

to

= 0.273,

its

LTE

from

limit,

below.

At

higher temperatures, this effect is suppressed by the more effective collisional
2

5

2

coupling of the 7s 2p 3s

5

and 2s 2p 3p

manifolds. This behavior is

attributable to the existence of metastable states with an electron in the *=3
shell and, among the Fe L-shell ions, is unique to Fe XVII.
Figure 3.8c illustrates the behavior of the M2/F ratio as a function of
density. This ratio decreasesraonotonicallythrough several orders of magnitude
u

between the densities 1 0 cm" and the LTE limit, where M2/F approaches
7

-1CT . Of course, its quantitative diagnostic utility is optimum over the range
12

of densities in which each line intensity is observable, ~ 1 0 - 1 0

15

cm" «

However, outside of this range, finn upper or lower limits on the density can
still be inferred
The discussion of Fe XVH line ratios has thus far been restricted to the
case of RR-dominated population kinetics- However, Fe XVII is also unique
among the Fe L-shell ions in that its X-ray line emission is pumped directly by
photoionization from the ground state of the adjacent ion. In this case, L-shell
ionization of Fe XVI leaves Fe XVII in one of six excited states in the
b

configurations 2s2p 3s

2

5

and 2s 2p 3s

(see Figure 3.7). Since the two states of
2

5

2s2p*3s configuration decay preferentially to states of 2s 2p 3s, viitually
eveiy L-shell photoionization of Fe XVI produces an Fe XVII 3s excited state.
Of special interest here is the rate at which the F level is produced by this
process, since it is otherwise the clearest signature of high density in the Fe

+
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zone. We find that about 24% of the photoionization-pumped 3$ —> 2p flux is
in the F line.
The spatial dependence of the F-line emissivity by this mechanism is
15+

determined by the Fe

distribution and the ionizing photon flux. This is to be

compared to therecombinationmechanism, in which the spatial dependence is
17+

determined by the Fe

distribution* The F population, hence, the F emissivity

is determined by a linear combination of source terms, fixed by the local charge
+

state distribution, Photoionization models show that the Fe ~ fraction at peak
abundance is comparable to any L-shell ion (KM), unlike a collision-driven
plasma in which it is negligible at all temperatures (Amaud and Rothenflug
1985). Thus, depending on the geometry of the XELR, one or the other of
these mechanisms may dominate the source-integrated line luminosity,
Distinguishing the two mechanisms is complicated by the fact that Fe XVI does
not radiate in the soft X-ray band under these conditions.
34 A) Fe XXII- XXIV
The ions Fe XXH Fe XXm, and Fe XXTV are members of the bocoa,
%

beryllium, and lithium isoelectronic sequences, respectively. Fe XXH and Fe
XXin differ from the less-ionized Fe L-shell ions in that the first excited states
of their adjacent recombining neighbor are excited through a 2s ->2p
transition. Even though some of the states excited in this way are metastable,
they are too high in energy for their LIE population to be an appreciable
fraction of the ground state population at XPN temperatures- An example of
2

Such a state is Fe XXIH U 2y2p (/=2), which has no El decay path but
3/2
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which, nevertheless, has a negligible LTE population under XPN conditions.
Another potential Fe XXIII source for Fe XXII lines at high density is the
2

:

first excited state, ls 2s2pi i(J =0)
f

t

whose only radiative decay is to the J =0

ground state through two-photon emission. Owing to its relatively high
excitation energy, the upper state has a negligible population under XPN
conditions. This behavior obviates the need for incorporating the two-photon
decay rate in the rate equations, since providing an additional depopulation
mechanism can only reduce the population of ions in that state.
Lithium-like Fe XXIV has no metastable states. Thus, there are no
density-sensitive Fe XXm lines. He-like Fe XXV has the well-studied parityforbidden Is 2s {J ^ 1) state. As remarked earlier, the rate for an intershell
2

excitation, such as Is ^ Is 2s is very slow under XPN conditions. The
dominant population mechanisms, recombination and cascade, are too slow too
build up an appreciable population in Fe XXV Is 2s. Therefore, there are no
observable density-sensitive Fe XXIV lines.

3*5 Variation with Temperature
Excitation of metastable states through electron impact, has an explicit
temperature dependence which must be taken into account when considering
density-sensitive line ratios. The effect of increasing the temperature is to
increase the LTE population of the metastable states of the recombining ions.
Therefore, the value of the corresponding density-sensitive line ratios will be
increasing functions of temperature.
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Theoretical calculations of constant-density X-ray photoionized nebulae
5

indicate that the temperature throughout most of the Fe L-shell zones is -10 K
(KM)* However, in the event that non-radiative heating processes (e.g., Krolik,
McKee, and Tarter 1981) are important, higher temperatures are clearly
feasible. In the case of constant-pressure nebulae, the Fe L-shell species car,
2

only exist at ionization parameters, E = Lf4nr nkTc, that typically lie on the
thermally unstable branch of the Z-T

curve (Kallman 1984). The instability
4

8

induces strong temperature and ionization gradients for 10 K < T < 10 K,
resulting in the suppression of Fe L-shell emission. Since our intention is to
develop model-independent diagnostics, we will assume temperatures in the
5

neighborhood of 10 K to be relevant to X-ray photoionized nebulae, and leave
alone the question of global nebular processes* We consider the temperatures of
the XELRs to be an unresolved issueEquation (3-1) gives the emissivily ratios for a mixed line and a photodriven line. The temperature dependence is determined by the collisional rate
coefficients. v (l—>p) and Y i(p-^l)- As an example, we consider Fe
z+1

z+

XVII- The temperature dependence of the Fe XVII line ratios in the coronal
case have been the subjects of previous studies (Smith et al, 1985; Rugge and
McKenzie 1985), Figure 3,9 illustrates the temperature-dependent behavior for
the Fe XVH j(16.77)/j(17.05) 3s-2p

(F/G) line ratio. There arc several

features worth noting* First, consider the low-density limit (n < n ^ X By Eq,
e

(3-1), to first order, the temperature dependence is determined by y ( l -*p),
r+1

xa

roughly T~ exp(-&E i/Kr)*
p

which is a two-to-one map with a broad

maximum near kT^^-

25 eV, Thus, the curves at 20 and 40 eV nearly
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coincide below n . Note that the curves cross near log n = 12,8, below which
crit

€

the 20 eV ratio is actually greater than the 40 eV ratio, reflecting the fact that
20 eV is nearer £T , In the high-density limit (n > n
max

£

cra

) the temperature
t

dependence is given by exp(-&E fkT)< This general trend is seen clearly in
pl

the figure.
Without independent measurements of the electron temperature, analyses
of density-sensitive line ratios can only restrict the plasma conditions to a
region of a two-dimensional parameter space. An upper limit to the XPN
temperature can be derived experimentally by noting that the "crossover
temperature", the temperature at which collision-driven lines begin to dominate
the line spectrum, is approximately 10^ IC A lower limit can be deduced on
theoretical grounds. Pure photoelectron heating sets this limit, -10

5

K,

according to XPN calculations.
Fortunately, as shown in Figure 3,9, not all physically plausible line ratios
are accessible under a given set of conditions. Specifically* at a given
temperature, there exists an upper limit for a particular line ratio. This further
constrains the size of the allowable two-dimensional parameter space by
increasing the lower limit on the temperature obtained from theory.
In principle, any two line ratios, representing a set of two equations in two
unknowns, can be used to simultaneously determine the temperature and
density- This can be shown graphically by projecting the surface represented in
Figure 3,9 onto the the T-log n plane. The intersection of two curves of
constant line ratio determines the temperature and density. In practice, this
approach is frustrated by the similarity of the curves, making "sharp"
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Figure 3.9
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Figure 3.9 Neon-like Fe XVII F/G line ratio illustrating the variation of the line ratio vs.
density curves with changes in the electron temperature. Above the critical density
flog n > 135), the temperature dependence is approximately exp(- 4£ Ikl), where AE is the
excitation energy of the first excited state in the adjacent ion, F-like Fe XVIII. Although the
ratio is an increasing function of T above the critical density, the absolute fluxes are
decreasing functions of T under XPN conditions.
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intersections impossible. This difficulty is exacerbated by experimental
uncertainties.
In the case of Fe XX, the ambiguity may be removed entirely, under
suitable conditions. Figure 3.10 is a contour plot of two Fe XX line ratios,
showing relatively sharp intersections in a large portion of the n - T parameter
space. As described in §3.4.2, the behavior of Fe XX density -sensitive lines is
determined by the population distribution among low-lying Fe XXI states.
4
2

Unique to Fe XXI is the existence of its two metasrable cores, 2 j 2 p ^ 2 p
1

2

and 2s 2pi *
/2

3/2

both within 30 eV of the ground state. At sufficiently high

densities* three distinct sets of Fe XX lines constitute its spectrum, the third set
2

depending on Fe XXI 2s 2pf^ (J -2) as its source (we refer to this state as
level-4).
One Fe XX line that depends on the level-4 population lies at 14.51 A.
The ratio 7(14.51)//(13.95) may provide a useful diagnostic of conditions in the
Fe

zone- The reference line at 13,95 A is a transition to the ground state,

originating from Is^Tpifrls (J = 1/2). Its contou: is shown as the solid line in
Figure 3.10. Shown for comparison, and to demonstrate the feasibility of a
1

simultaneous n -T determination* is one of the "typical ' Fe XX densitysensitive line ratios, 7(14-82)//(13.95), The contours illustrate the general
behavior of most of the line ratios discussed in this chapter, at high densities,
line ratios are not sensitive to changes in density; at low densities their
dependence on density dominates the temperature dependence.
The key aspect of Fe XXI level-4 is that it is populated by collhional
excitation from the first and second excited states. This introduces an additional
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Figure 3.10 Contour plots of the N-Iike Fe XX ratios;(I451)/jCl&95) and /(14J82)//(13.95) as
functions of temperature and density. The 1431A line emissivity depends on the population
of C-like Fe XXI ^^p\a (1=2), while the 14.82 A line emissivity depends on the
populations of 2s^?> p "2p (7=0, 1). The dependence on different excited cores makes
simultaneous temperature and density determinations possible (see text).
3!1
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power of electron density into the rate equations which determine the Ievel-4
population. Also, since its population depends directly upon the sum of
products of two collisional rate coefficients, its temperature dependence differs
from those of level-2 and level-3. The net consequence is a set of line ratios
whose contours on the T—log n plot differ from those of ratios which depend
on the lower-energy metastable configuration*

Under suitable conditions,

namely, at densities at or exceeding the critical density and kT>2§ eV,
simultaneous determination of the temperature and density of the Fe

zone

may be possible.
An independent set of temperature diagnostics, which utilize the Fe L-shell
recombination continua, will be the subject of a subsequent paper,

3.6 Direct Interaction with the Ambient Radiation Field
In an X-ray photoionized nebula, the ionization state and energetics are
dominated by the interaction of the nebula with the centrally-produced
continuum radiation field If the XELR is in the proximity of a disk, then it
may be irradiated by the disk radiation field, as weUL It is of interest to
consider the effects of these fields on the level populations. We focus on the
potential of these interactions to obscure or mimic the basic density-sensitive
mechanism. We have already discussed the inner-shell ionization of Fe XVI

f

which leads to Fe XVII 3s excited states l§3.4.1). Here we consider two other
effects: direct photoexcitation of the metastable states and excitation following
valence photoionization.
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3.6.1) Central Continuum
We assume that the relevant central UV continuum can be adequately
represented by an extrapolation of the observed X-ray continuum. The "peratom" rate (s" ) at which electron impact populates the upper level of a
metastable state is proportional to the electron density. However, the
photoexcitation rate is proportional to Lir\

which can be rewritten as n%.

Therefore, the ratio of the rates for the two processes, for fixed \ is densityy

independent For the set of conditions under consideration here, collisional
excitation

dominates by several orders of magnitude-

Thus, direct

photoexcitatiou of metastable states by the central continuum can be safely
ignored.
The production of metastable states of ion 2 +1 can easily result from the
photoionization of ion 2. For example, 2p ^ ionization of Fe XVII pumps the
2

5

first excited state of Fe XVm, 2s 2p (J = 1/2). The ratio of rates for
collisonal excitation and excitation following valence shell photoionization is
also density independent To a good approximation, the ratio is fixed by atomic
constants. Since all levels in a model calculation (§3.3) axe explicitly coupled
by photoionization, this form of excitation is accounted for. For the cases of
interest, this effect contributes less than 10C<? to the population flux and can
generally be neglected.
3.62) Disk Field
The radiation field produced by an accretion disk is not well understood It
is likely to be a complicated function of position at points near the disk. The
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problem of determining the influence of the disk field on the level population
kinetics is exacerbated by our inability to specify the location of the XELR,
Preliminary quantitative work indicates that, although this effect probably does
not dominate the kinetics, it should not be dismissed outright. Here we assume
the existence of an intense UV continuum above the disk and discuss
qualitatively the effect on level populations. The scenario of greatest interest is
that involving a low-density plasma in which the low-lying state populations
are driven to near-LTE values by the ambient radiation field. Ions which are
photo-driven into their metastable states will manifest themselves by
mimicking, through recombination, the signature of a high-density plasma.
The absorption oscillator strengths for transitions between the ground state
6

and low-lying metastable states are typically of order KT in Fe L-shell ions.
This limits the driving rate of the local radiation field considerably- However,
at low densities stimulated emission becomes an important de-population
mechanism* The result is that, in low-density equilibrium, the metastable state
population is independent of the particular oscillator strength, depending only
on the energy separation and the radiation flux at that energy. In this case, the
4

ambient field enforces a baseline' population which modifies the relation
between density and line ratios discussed earlier. Thus, there is another critical
density, n f
p

Wioy

dependent upon the radiation flux above which electron-ion
t

collisions begin to dominate the population kinetics.
The efficiency of this phottxlriven mechanism and the likelihood of
observing the effects of the baseline populations are contingent upon three
factors; (1) n < n
€

phol0

(2) the radiation flux density at the line frequency is
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sufficient to create a significant upper state population (3) the photo-driven
mechanism operates over regions comparable to the size of the Fe L ionization
zones.
However, global considerations are likely to suppress the importance of
this effect Condition (2) requires that the XELR be in the proximity of the
disk. If the ot-disk model even crudely represents an accretion disk, then the
high-density regime is probable. Thus, conditions (1) and (2) may be
incompatible.
Condition (3) is simply a statement of the requirement that the volumeintegrated line luminosity produced through photoexcitation be comparable to
that produced by other mechanisms in order to be observable. The propagation
of the driving flux through the ionization zone has not been considered.
Obviously, the continuum will suffer depletion at the line energy. Thus, the
process is "self-limiting" in the sense that high / values are required in order
for the photo-driven mechanism to dominate the population kinetics while, at
the same time, the driving field is more rapidly attenuated with high / . This
has implications for 2s~2p transitions, many of which are not forbidden.
Although the radiation field can dominate the El driving rate where the field is
unattenuated, rapid depletion will restrict its influence to a surface layer of the
ionization zone.
The details of this problem depend on radiative transfer in complicated
geometries. A thorough treatment is outside the scope of this chapter and will
be deferred to a later paper. From the diagnostic perspective, if the photo
driven mechanism is shown to be efficient on a global scale, a new class of
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spectral diagnostics may emerge. The potential value of a discrete X-ray
diagnostic of the local, often itnobservabler UV or EUV continuum is obvious.

3.7 Discussion
Our calculations have shown that the Fe l^shell transitions provide a rich
spectum of density-dependent line ratios under conditions appropriate to XPN,
12

15

with particular sensitivity in the range of 10 to 10 cm* . The utility of
these diagnostics will depend, however, on the likelihood of finding electron
densities of this magnitude in the relevant astrophysical settings. For accretionpowered sources, the presence of substantial accreting mass in compact regions
virtually guarantees that densities at or in excess of these values can be found
at some places in the circumsource medium (e.g., central densities in accretion
16

disks are ~10 cm , at least for Galactic sources). The crucial question then,
is whether such densities are found in the XELRs themselves. We make
various estimates below, which indicate that the range of densities considered
in ihis chapter are relevant to accretion-powered X-ray sources.
Some constraints can be derived from observations at other wavelengths*
For example, in the case of cataclysmic variables, a variety of arguments
13

14

suggests densities of order 1 0 - 1 0 cm for the visible emission line regions
of polars (e.g., Stockman et ai 1977; Watson at aL 1989; Mukai and EJgar
1989; Schachter ei cU. 1991). For AGN, there have been recent suggestions,
based on studies of time variability, that the densities in the optical and UV
1!

ELRs of NGC 5548 approach 10 cm" with a radially inward gradient (Krolik
etal. 1991).
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Fe L-shell transitions have been explicitly detected in the soft X-ray
spectra of XRBs using the transmission grating spectrometers on Einstein and
EXOSAT (Kahn, Sewand, and CWebowski 1984; Vrtilek et aL \9%6a,b\ Bair
and van der Woerd 1989; van der Woerd, White, and Kahn 1989; Chiappetti et
aL 1990; Vrtilek et al. 1991). Are these detections consistent with XELR
densities in the suitable range for the density diagnostics to be useful? We can
set some limits by invoking a simplified model of the X-ray binai*y geometry.
Assuming that the XELR is a constant-density photoionized sphere, centered on
the continuum source, the KM models for the ionization structure requires
u

1

n = 10 L ^ r t,
3 7

(3.5)

1

where r is the radius of the sphere and Q denotes a quantity in multiples of
k

10* c.g.s. units.
Another independent constraint is provided by measurements of the line
equivalent widths, W . As a concrete example, consider the emission feature at
z

io A, commonly observed in LMXBs (Vitilek et aL 1991), This feature can
be identified with Fe XVm
2

^^Pm^Pm^

(/=5/2)^2j 2/?

2
1

/2

2p

3
3

/2

(Z-3/2)

(Chapter 1). If we set the election temperature to 10 eV, typical of XPN
21

3

1

(KM), then P ~ 7.5 x 10" erg cm s" for this Fe XVm line (Liedahl et aL
1991). Taking the cosmic Fe abundance from Allen (1973) with typical values
for W E (Vrtilek et al. 1986&), L> and r into Equation (3.6), we obtain as a
v

0
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-3

lower limit on the average density (cm ) of the Fe

18+

zone,

-1/2

1/2

^f«

11 y 1/2 . - 3 ) 2

n = 1.6x10" L ^ r g

-1/2

20 «V

5&V

4xl0

(3,6)

- 5

By eliminating r between Eqs, (3,5) and (3-6), we obtain a further estimate for
the density of the Fe

18+

zone,

-2

2

n ^l.OxKF'L^I

^e
^ 20 eV]

-2

^F«

1

, 4xl(T

(3.7)

5
j

This estimate is really a crude lower limit In particular, the presence of
angular momentum in the accretion flows of LMXBs makes the assumption of
spherical symmetry unlikely to be valid

Any departure from spherical

symmetry increases the derived density and reduces the XELR volume for fixed
W . Another modification is required if we allow for ionization gradients. It is
£

unlikely that a single ionization state of Fe is present (Vrtilek et al. 1986ft). A
stratified ionization structure further reduces the single-ion filling factor, thus
increasing the density estimate, as well
Upper bounds on the density of the XELR can be derived from optical
depth considerations. Without invoking detailedradiativetransfer arguments, it
is still clear that the observable XELR cannot be optically thick to Compton
scattering. We estimate the Compton depth by x = nOjr^ using the Thomson
c

cross-section,

assuming

constant

density,

and

approximating

Ar = r,
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Combining Eqs, (3.5) and (3.6) to eliminate r and n in this expression for z

c

3
47t

W

£
e
EQ PAp

e

With the parameters chosen as above, this gives a Compton depth of 0.21 for
the XELR, Thus, the estimate given by Eq. (3.7) is consistent with the
requirement that the medium is Compton thin. In general, for spherical
geometry, we have

13

n < - ^ = 23 x 10 % L$.
Lis?

(3.9)

2

1/2

This also depends on the scaling law in spherical geometry, x <* n .
c

If the

XELR is associated with a disk; it may be more appropriate to consider a
vertical stratification, in which case the density and the appropriate linear scale
are independent. In typical models, the density in the central plane of the disk
is determined by the mass transfer rate and the viscosity, parametrized
according to the a-prescription (Shakura and Sunyaev 1973). Although this
model is not directly applicable to line emission in a photoionized gas, it
provides a useful point of reference- According to the cc-disk model, central
16

disk densities on the older of 10 cm' are to be expected. If the XELR forms
in a disk atmosphere, high densities may exist
We conclude that electron densities in the XELRs of accretion-powered
sources are likely to lie in the range where the Fe 1^ shell diagnostics exhibit
maximum sensitivity, although available limes are crude and relatively

.i
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uncons training. Turning the argument around, if future X-ray spectroscopic
observations can provide model-independent density measurements using these
Fe L line ratios, then our understanduig of the XELRs will be vastly improved.
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Chapter 4

Temperature Diagnostics of X-ray Photoionized Plasmas

4*1 Introduction
The spectroscopic data ftom X-ray binaries, acquired with instruments
aboard Einstein and EXOSAT, have revealed the existence of discrete emission
in the soft X-ray band Limitations imposed by the modest spectral resolution
of these instruments and the poor statistical quality of the data have impeded
progress in the interpretation of these data. Nevertheless, it appears likely that
the discrete structure cannot be attributed solely to line emission from
collision-driven (or coronal) plasmas* There is no reason to expect the line
emission to be strictly collision-driven, given the presence of a hard X-ray
continuum source in these objects* It has been suggested that the effects of
photoionization may alter the discrete spectnim relative to a coronal plasma at a
comparable level of ionization.
In Chapter 2, it was shown that the Fe L-shell recombination spectrum
differs drastically, ion by ion, from a coronal spectrum at the same ionization
level.

That recombination-dominated population kinetics is appropriate is

suggested by earlier calculations of the temperatures in the Fe I^shell ionization
zones in gas surrounding a point source of haid X-rays (Kallman and McCray
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1982), Ther2 calculations of X-ray photoionized nebulae (XPN) show that the
16+

temperatures in the lower charge state (e.g., Fe

^

) zones can be as low as 1(P

K, This is to be compared with the coronal case, where Fe

exists at a

6

temperature of approximately 2 x l 0 K Mewe, Gronenschild and van den
6

Oord 1985) At temperatures below 10 K, recombination, both radiative and
dielectronic, doninatos X-ray line production*
I have suggested that the model spectra generated for Chapter 2 may be
consistent with certain features of the Einstein Objective Grating Spectrometer
(OGS) data. If so, then the X-iay line production in some X-ray binaries is
dominated by recombination, in which case the temperature must not exceed
6

10 K. It was shown that ratios of the form (3,f-2p)/(3d-2p) in Fe XVII-XIX
can be used to distinguish between the collision-dominated and recombinationdominated kinetics-

Unfortunately, these ratios are "inactive" in the

recombination-dominated regime, i.e., they do not vary appreciably over a large
temperature range. Also, the 3d-2p lines are expected to be so weak that, in
any case, they cannot be used to derive quantitative constraints on the
temperature, other than to place an upper limit
In this chapter, we present two classes of quantitative temperature
diagnostics. Under conditions appropriate to XPN, radiativerecombination(RR)
continua should be narrow (AE/E <c 1), their widths being equal to the electron
temperature* KT . There is nothing new about using RR continua as diagnostics.
e
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However, owing to the extreme conditions in XPN their importance is greatly
t

enhanced and should prove valuable to studies of accretion-powered X-ray
sources. The second class of temperature diagnostic relies on the competing
effects of RR and dielectronic recombination CDR) in their roles as line
excitation mechanisms. It is shown that DR involving A/x =0 core excitations
contributes substantially to the X-ray line flux in Fe L-shell ions. Many of the
lines produced through DR/cascade are produced onfy through this process- The
ratio of a line dnven by DR to a line driven by RR is temperature sensitive,
since the temperature dependences of the two recombination processes is
different The ratios are potenually observable and are active in the regime of
interest
4.2 Standard Techniques

There are a variety of techniques available for the purpose of determining
the electron temperature, the suitability of each depending on the particular
plasma regime- Some of these methods are based upon measurements of the
following quantities (Cooper 1966): (1) slope of the bremsstrahlung continuum
(2) Doppler widths of absorption or emission lines (3) slope of the radiative
recombination continuum (4) temperature-sensitive emission line ratios. These
methods are considered in turn below.
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The observed soft X-ray continuum in Galactic XPN sources is an
extrapolation of the centrally-produced hard X-ray continuum, which can often
be fit to bremsstrahlung models with temperatures of a few keV. Although it is
uj^ikely that the model fit to the continuum spectrum is an accurate description
of the emission mechanism (Hirano et at. 1984; Vrtilek et al. 1986/?) it is clear
that high-energy electrons populate the continuum-generating plasma. Spectra
of active galactic nuclei (AON) are generally fit to power-law spectra, with
photon indices -1.7 (Rothschild et aL 1982; Mushotzky 1984). The continuum
X-iay emission mechanism is a subject of debate but must involve either a
high-temperature plasma and/or a population of relativistic electrons. In either
case, the ions which are responsible for the observed soft X-ray line emission,
if placed in the vicinity of the continuum formation site, would be destroyed
by collisional ionization. Therefore* the soft X-ray emission-line region (XELR)
must be exterior to the site of continuum emission. Thus, the observed line
structure can be thought of as being superimposed on the continuum, which is
produced in an entirely different region. The continuum contains no
information concerning the XELR temperature.

The locally produced

bremsstrahlung continuum is weak and, in the XPN scenario, too low in energy
to be observable. Method (1) is ruied out
The above considerations suggest that the XELR is distinct ftom the
continuum source, both spatially and physically. This idea has been put into
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practice in the analysis of the Einstein Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS)
data, where attempts to fit the spectra involve at least two temperatures, one (or
more) for the continuum and a signif ^antly lower temperature for the XELR
(Vnilek 1986a,b). The XELR temperature has been estimated by comparing the
level of ionization with plasma emission codes, assuming that the line
identifications arereasonablycoirect, which give the ionization as a function of
temperature. Since these codes are based upon collisional equilibrium, the
temperatures have been overestimated, if the XPN picture is correct.
The measurement of line broadening by thermal Doppler motion can be
used to infer the ion temperature, which, if a condition of ion-electron
equilibration exists,

implies the electron temperature.

However, the

measurement of thermal Doppler widths of lines from extrasolar X-ray sources
is not feasible because of the limited spectral resolution of X-ray spectrometers.
Suppose one wishes to measure the Doppler width of an 0 Vm line, for
example, with an instrument with a resolving power QJ&X) of 500- This
imposes a lower limit on the temperature required for the broadening to be
observable, T > 60 keV, a temperature which is obviously incompatible with
atomic line emission. Thus* method (2) is ruled out
Using radiative recombination (RR) continua to infer electron temperatures
is a standard, though often impracticable, technique in astrophysics. It is most
successfully applied in the studies of planetary nebulae (Osterbrock 1989).
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However* astronomers studying planetaries have a distinct advantage over those
studying accretion-powered X-ray sources, namely, many planetaries can be
spatially resolved. Thus, the optical continuum spectrum is more or less known
to be comprised of H and He RR continua and H two-photon continuum, i.e.,
the contribution from local line emission and local continua are discernible
(although chord integration is still unavoidable). Cbntrast this situation with the
observations of X-ray binaries, which are point sources. Any features present
in the line spectrum are observed to be superimposed on the strong central
continuum, posing difficulties for determining the separate, and much weaker,
contribution from RR continua. Fortunately, this problem may be alleviated
somewhat due to the extreme conditions in XPN.
The unique feature of XPN is the high degree of overionization.
Photoionization maintains Fe L-shell ions at temperatures about 20 times lower
than in coronal equilibrium (Kallman and McCray 1982; Arnaud and
Rothenflug 1985). Since RR rates have an inverse temperature dependency the
RR continuum emissivity is a few times higher in an XPN than in a coronal
plasma. Also, because the line emission is driven largely by RR, the flux in
the RR continua should be comparable to the line flux. Since the Fe L lines are
observable, it is reasonable to expect that the the Fe RR continua may also be
observable. However, the strong central continuum could make the task of
extracting the RR continua difficult, were it not for the unusually high
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overionization. Because the Maxwellian is so strongly peaked, the photon
energy distribution of the RR continuum is narrow compared to the photon
energy, as pointed out by Hatehett, Buff, and McCray (1976), Simple
considerations suggest that

— - - « 1.

(4.1)

where x is the ionization potential of the shell corresponding to the the final
state of therecombination.Ionization potentials run from 1262 eV for Fe XVII
to 2046 eV for Fe XXIV (Scofield 1988)- For the conditions expected in XPN,
AEfE - 0.005-0.05, which corresponds to 1-5 resolution elements of the
spectrometers to be flown aboard AXAF (Weisskopf 1988) and XMM
(Brinkman et al. 1989). Thus, not only do wc expect the RR flux to be
comparable to the line flux, but the contrast relative to the central continuum
should also be similar to the contrast observed in the lines. Thus, method (3)
appears feasible in XPN, although the slope itself may not necessarily be the
optimumfigureof merit.
A very clear demonstration of the utility of RR continua is found in
studies of nova shells, mass ejected by an accreting white dwarf following a
thermonuclear ninaway on its surface (Gallagher and Stanfleld 1978). Because
of the high overabundances of C, N, and O in tae ejected shell, collisional
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excitation offine-structurelevels of low-ionization stages of these elements is
an unusually efficient coolant The most compelling evidence for low
temperatures, or overionization, in the shells comes from observations of the
hydrogen Balmer continuum. Whereas, a typical fcffl region has a temperature
4

- 1 0 K, the nova shell temperature of CP Pttppis is 800 K (Williams 1982). An
even more extreme case is the shell around DQ Her, where the Balmer
continuum indicates a temperature of 450 K (Williams et at 1978).
In spite of the suggestion by Hatchett, Buff, and McCtay (1976)* this
technique and the calculations to support it, in the context of X-ray sources,
have been ignored prior to this research, I will discuss it in detail below after a
brief discussion of line-ratio methods.
To appreciate the uniqueness of XPN spectral diagnostics, it is again
useful to refer to standard temperature diagnostics used in optical studies of
planetary nebulae and X*ray studies of coronal plasmas. While planetary
nebulae are the closest astrophysical analogue to XPN, the details of the atomic
structure of ions which populate either environment limit the analogy. While
the ions which populate coronal plasmas and XPN plasmas are identical, the
extrinsic processes are quite different, making contrasts more enlightening than
analogies.
In a planetaiy nebulae or other HII region, collision ally excited low-lying
metastable states of the ground configurations of partially ionized C N and O
f

f
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are important coolants (Spitzer 1949) and can often be used as temperature
diagnostics. The method employed relies on the Boltzmann factor which
appears in the expression for a colIisionaJ excitation rate coefficient,
1/2

y « T~ exp(-E/T)i

where E is the excitation energy (Bely and Regemorter

1970). Suppose two levels in the fine structure, with energies E

2

and

Ei (E > E{) are populated predominantly by collisional excitation from the
2

t

ground state. The ratio of two lines whose upper states are E and Ej has the
2

temperature dependence exp^-(&%-E{)IT\ which is a sensitive function of
K

temperature, as long as E ~Ei *

s n e a r

2

o r

^

ess

*

a n

^ However, if the lines of

interest have energies E and E^ then in many cases one of the lines will lie
2

outside of the observational bandwidth. What is needed is a third level, to
which E decays, such that E ~E
2

2

3

is close to E -E «
2

x

This is just the case

with, for example, O HI [see Osterbrock (1989) for further discussion]. The
utility of this technique depends on the "matching" of thefine-structureenergy
spacing with the electron energy distribution.
This ideal set of circumstances does not exist for X-ray-emitting ions.
Transitions betweenfine-structurestates produce EUV or UV radiation. Only
intershell transitions (A/i >0) produce X-rays. To be more specific, only
intershell transitions of the form n ~» 2 in the Fe L-shell ions and n -» 1 in
the K-shell ions (e.g., Ne K ) emit X-rays in the 4-25 A band. In principle,
however, a similar method should be workable in coronal plasmas in the X-ray
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band, where the E^-Ei refers to levels in different shells. For example, the
ratio O VIH (Lyct/Lyp) is easily observable in most cases. In practice, this
energy difference is too small compared to T to provide sufficient temperature
sensitivity. The potential advantage of using lines which originate from higher
n is offset by the lower emissivities of higher series lines, thus making
sufficiently accurate determinations of theratiosimpossible,
A common technique in collision-driven plasmas is based upon the idea
that a given line has a "temperature of formation", discussed in §1.3.1. The
emissivity (photons cm s* ) of a collision-driven line of element E ion stage
7

i can be written

J = A n$ {n tn ) / , (T) y(T).
E

c

H

(4.2)

There is no simple expression for the the ion fraction, / , , However, for X-rayemitting ions, it usually peaks in energy at around 1/5 the ionization potential,
thereby modulating the collisional excitation rate, which increases with T over
the range near peak ionic abundance. Thus, the line emissivity peaks at the
temperature of formation, 7y. where Tf is somewhat higher than the
temperature of peak ionic abundance. For example, the Fe XVE fraction peaks
at T-250 cV, while Fe XVII M5.01 peaks near 350 eV (Mewe, Gronenschild,
and van den Oord 1985). Detection of the 15 A line is used to infer the
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existence of plasmas with temperatures near 350 eV, The method is simple but
imprecise.
The "temperature of formation" concept is straightforward because of the
one-to-one relationship between the charge state balance and the electron
temperature in a coronal plasma- In an XFN, while such a relationship may
exist, it is not straightforward. In cases of pure photoelectron heating there is a
relation between the charge statefractionand £, which depends on the spectral
shape and the modifications of the ionizing spectrum induced by transfer. Since
the temperature and ionization balance are determined simultaneously in XPN
calculations, a relation between T and £ can be determined*
However, it is far from certain that XPN are heated solely by radiative
processes (see, e.g., Krolik, McKee and Tarter 1981). An additional non
ionizing heating source results in a shift of peak ionic abundance curves to
higher temperatures than those calculated in the pure XPN case. The chargestate distribution must then be represented as f(T £)
7

where the relation

between 7 and £ can be calculated only after the non-radiative heating source
is specified But the existence of such a source can be inferred only with the
aid of model-independent plasma diagnostics. In other words, the distribution of
charge state with electron temperature must be deduced empirically, after which
one may attempt to model the source by introducing a non-radiative heating
term into the equations of energy balance. Since we cannot establish a priori a
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relation between line emissivity and any plasma parameter, the need for
model-independent diagnostics is apparent
Another technique involves the use of satellite lines (Dubau and Volonte
1980; Mewe 1988). A satellite line results from a radiative transition which is
identical to a resonance line transition except for the presence of a "spectator"
2

s

2

6

electron. For example, Na-Iike Ffe 2s 2p 3d4d-^>2s 2p 4d
2

5

Ne-like Fe 2s 2p 3d

2

6

-^2s 2p ,

is a satellite to

where the Ad electron is the spectator- The

Na-like line will be displaced to a slightly longer wavelength compared to the
Ne-like resonance line* The ratio of a satellite line to its parent resonance line
is temperature sensitive and independent of ionization balance if the satellite is
fonned by dielectronicrecombination(DR). Satellite lines can also be produced
by inner-shell collisional excitation, often resulting in lines that are distinct
from those produced by DR. In this case, one considers the ratio of the parent
line and the satellite produced through inner-shell excitation, which is nearly
temperature-independent, to infer the charge state ratio of the two neighboring
ions. This ratio and the DR satellite to parent line ratio can then be used
simultaneously to infer any deviation from ionization equilibrium (Gabriel and
Paget 1972; Goldstein et at. 1987). The use of satellite lines is often
complicated by line blending from higher series satellite lines and by
unresolved satellite emission which increases the apparent intensity of the
parent line (Raymond and Smith 1986). Accounting for the unresolved
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satellites requires either uncertain approximations or very lengthy calculations.
X-ray satellites can also be useful in XPN. However, the particular line
ratios used in coronal plasmas cannot be used Many of the resonance lines
used in coronal diagnostics are non-existent in XPN, since collisional excitation
requires high temperatures. Also, in coronal plasmas, the DR satellites are the
result of radiationless capture involving states with two electrons above the L
shell, again requiring high temperatures. At low temperatures, DR operates
efficiently in Fe L-shell ions if the core is excited by a An = 0 transition. This
process and the possibility of using the accompanying line emission as plasma
diagnostics is described in detail below, following the discussion of RR
continue
4.3 Radiative Recombination Continua

For the purposes of the following discussion, it is convenient to work with
energy as the independent variable. Consider a population of electrons with
density n near velocity v with velocity spread dv, As they recombine with ion
e

i>l, at a rate proportional to the RR cross-section, G ^ , they radiate photons
near e with energy spread de. The monochromatic RR continuum emissivity
3

1

1

(e.g., ergs cm s keV" ) is given by

j = n n + vf(v)<j (v)e—
£

e

i

1

rr

(4,3)
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where / (v ) is the Maxwellian speed distribution and e is related to v by

E=X

+

f

(44)

i

Aim

Making substitutions, we get the monochromatic emissivity as a function of
temperature,

j = Anc n n
z

e

kwM

yjT
fc
—— e?C (e)
(27Cmc T)
fi+l
p

2

-zfT

(4.5)

3/2

for E>% and zero otherwise. In terms of wavelength,

13/2

j x

4TCC ^

njt.z+i - — - - £ V ^ t X )
&+1

*•

27tmT

e^ exp

Ac
XT

(4,6)

for \<hcf% and zero otherwise, T is given in eV and the photoionization
cross-section, G

pt

enters via the Milne relation (e.g., Rybicki and Lightman

1979), a detailed balance relationship which allows the RR cross-section to be
expressed in terms of o . Thus, OL IS to be evaluated at the wavelength of an
p

uicoming photon whose wavelength is the same as the outgoing photon in the
expression above. It is shown below that, for the purposes of simple discussions
of the relationship of temperature and the shape of the recombimnation
continua, the photoionization cross-sections can be adequately represented by
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3

the energy scaling e *
To make quantitative calculations for the Fe L-shell ions, I take
photoionization cross-sections from Saloman, Hubbell, and Scofield (1988), A
set of parameters is tabulated for each one-electron jump between relativistic
configurations. For cases where there is more than a single final state in the
same filial nelativistic configuration, the photoionization rates are weighted
according to the fractional statistical weights, £*/£,- gj, for all states j and k in
thefinalconfiguration.
The energy-integrated emissivity is given by

j

X

L

=4nen n +i— -o
e

kii

c

2M

2

2nmc

1

3

/

2

m

T~ .

(4.7)

Fe L-shell emission lines that are driven purely by RE. and cascade have
m

emissivities that scale roughly as T~ .
We want to derive a useful observational parameter with which to infer
the electron temperature. Consider the quantity

Ae = < e > - x
where < e > is the average energy of the continuum feature, defined by,

(4.8)
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<

e

>

= -i

•

(4.9)

x
Simple expressions result if the photoionization cross-sections have the foim
o ~ £~^ and if p is an integer. The functional forms of the cross-sections used
in these calculations are not simple power laws. However, inspection of Figure
3

3

4.1 shows that an e~ (or A, ) dependerce is sufficient for our puiposes. This
£ives

<e> = x + r => Ae = r

(4io)

for the average energy and the "width", respectively. In terms of wavelength,
the width is approximately

^ =^ ^

(4.11)

where X is the edge wavelength. This expression for &X is the first term in a
0

power series expansion in Tf%. Clearly, the approximation is adequate in all
cases where the method is tn stable, »\& in all cases where the continua are
f

observable and measurable.
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4*1 Comparison of He-like 0^ photoionization cross-section, representative of those
used in calculations from Saloman, Hubbell/ and Scofield <1988) (solid line), with simple I *
dependent cross-section (dotted line). Ordinate is given in units of iff" on^
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2 He-like O VII radiative recombination continuum at a temperature of 10 eV,
demonstrating the effect of convolving the intrinsic continuum (dotted line) with a detector
whose resolution is 0.05 AFWHM {solid line). Units of flux are arbitrary.
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The effects of finite detector resolution are shown in Figure 4,2 for the O
VII K-shell continuum at T = 10 cV. The edge is smoothed out, with some of
the flux appearing at energies below the theoretical edge. Also, the peak is
reduced and displaced to higher energy* The folded curve in Figure 4.2 is a
convolution of the eraissivity and a gaussian resolution kernel with a 0.05 A
FWHM. This resolving power is comparable to that expected to be achieved
with spectrometers aboard AXAF and XMM. Note that the asymmetry persists
and should suffice to distinguish RR continua from emission lines. Incidentally,
the edge position of the 0 VII K continuum is coincident to within .01 A with
Fe XVII X16J7+ a strong coronal 3s—2p line.
The effect of counting statistics is likely to present a more serious problem
thanresolutioneffects, the primary concern being contamination by fluctuations
in the central continuum. As the plasma temperature increases, more of the RR
continuum flux falls into the short-wavelength tail of the feature, where the
count rate per bin falls off. Thus, quantities such as the total RR continuum
flux and the "width" become obscured by contamination. This issue can be
addressed by specific simulations of the detector response to actual source
spectra and will not be pursued here.
It may be expedient to work directly with the observed continuum feature,
rather than deconvolving* In that case, the quantity of interest is
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CO

OO

<e>^ - ~—i
jde jde' fl(e',e)yV(e')
o x

(4.12)

It is easily shown that this quantity is invariant with respect to the resolution
kernel R (E\ £) if it is symmetric in its arguments. However, the theoretical edge
must still be used for a proper determination of As* This may pose a problem if
the edge is Doppler shifted at the source. The theoretical edge can be recovered
if the shift can be determined from shifts in emission lines in the same ion.
The Fe L^shell recombination continua are well-separated at low
temperatures- This is illustrated in Figure 4-3, which is a plot of the continua of
Fe XVII-XIX at T -10 eV and 0.05 A FWHM The ground state populations
of the recombining ions, Fe XVHI-XX* have been set equaL The widths of the
continua are clearly much less than the separation between edges, which is
-100 eV. The differences in integrated fluxes are primarily attributable to the
statistical weight ratios (Equation 4.7).
Inspection of the expression for the monochromatic RR emissivity shows
a

that, at the recombination edge (£=x), the emissivity scales as T~* . Since
l/2

emissivities of emission lines scale as T~

if they are produced solely by RR

cascade, the ratio of a line intensity to the RR "jump" scales linearly with 7\
This relationship may be used either as an independent diagnostic or as a
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Figure 4.3
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Figure 43 Radiative recombination continua of Fe XVII-XDC with kT ~ 10 eV, AK = 0.05 A, in
the low-density limit, assuming equal emission measures. The F-like Fe XVIII feature is &
blend of two continua. Units of flux are arbitrary.
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cross-check on the temperature determined by other means. Since most of the
Fe L-shell lines arc driven by a combination of RR and DR, the discussion of
this diagnostic is postponed until after the discussion of DR in the next section.
The shapes of the continua are affected to varying degrees by changes ir>
the electron density. If the density exceeds the critical density for a given ion
(see Chapter 3), the metastable state populations of the recombining ion
become comparable to the ground state population. This provides a new source
for recombination, thus introducing new recombination edges. The new features
are superimposed on the original low-density continua, the edges being
displaced to either shorter or longer wavelengthsThe number of continua in a model can be obtained by counting the
possible ways to connect adjacent ions with electrons distributed among their L
shells by one-electron jumps. For example, Fe XDC has 62 computed L-shell
continua, with edges distributed across the wavelength region 7.72 - 8.92 A.
The number of observable continua depends on the electron density. The Fe
XIX RR continuum spectrum is shown at two densities in Figure 4.4. While
only two edges are observed at low densities, there are eight at high density,
although all but two are weak. The number eight can be obtained by
multiplying two, the number of Fe XX states with significant population, times
four, the number of Fe XK states with electrons distributed in the L shell
accessible by one-electron jumps.
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Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.4 O-like Fe XIX radiative recombination oontinua, illustrating the effect of density
variations on the profile- The effect is weakforthis ion but is simple enough to demonstrate
the general behavior (see text). Units offluxare arbitrary-
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The magnitude of the effect is in direct proponion to the efficiency with
which metastable states are populated. Thus, the ions whose emission lines are
particularly sensitive to density variations show the greatest variation in the
shape of the RR continua. As with density-sensitive emission lines, Fe XX is
the extreme caseAs discussed in Chapter 3, the metastable state populations tend to their
LTE limit at densities above the critical densities. Since the LTE populations
are temperature-dependent, the effects of densuy variations are enhanced with
increases in the electron temperature. The density effects are illustrated in
Figures 4.5oft, where the unresolved continua of Fe XX are plotted at two
densities and two temperatures. The densities are chosen such that one is below
the critical density and one is above. Below the critical densities, the continua
simply broaden with temperature increases* while at the same time, their
integrated £ux decreases. Above the critical densities, the increase in
temperature is accompanied by the onset of new recombination edges, now
accentuated by the enhanced metastable state populations in the recombining
ions.
For reference, Table 4.1 contains all of the Fe L-shell continuum edges in
the low-density limit, where only the ground state of the recombining ion is a
source for recombined states* Note that the L-shell continua of the He- and Hlike species, Fe XXV and Fe XXVI are also listed, although they more often
f
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TABLE 4.1: L-SHELL RECOMBINATION EDGES (LOW-DENSITY LIMIT)

Species

X (Angstroms)

Final Configuration

Fe XXV

5.667

ls2s

it

5.740

ls2p

1

ll2

it

5.751

ls2s

fi

5.751

Is2pv2

IT

5.789

l*2p

5.840

lslp^i

6.061

Os

6-211

2p

It

Fe XXIV
11

2/ +1

3/2

l/2

6.261

2p

FeXXIH

6.355

2s

tr

6.501

2s 2p 1/2

ii

6.514

2s Ip 1/2

ti

6.533

2*2p 3/2

3 / 2

2

1

It

6.680

2s2p

Fe XXH

6.955

Ts ^ \ll

n

7.012

2s 2p ^

FeXXI

7.395

n

7.435

ft

7.460

3/2

7

2

3

Zs^ph

1

2s ^IpioLp3/2
2

2s 2p 7p
m

3a

FeXX

7.961

Is^l&ia

Fe X3X

8.518

2j 2^ ^2p|

8.573

25 2p^2p

FeXVHI

9.145

2j 2p

FeXVH

9.821

if

2

2

I

2

2

2
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2
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recombine to the K shell. Most of the ions have multiple listings, so as to
accommodate different angular momentum couplings of the recombined
configuration and recombination into any vacant subshells. Table 4,1 also
contains the configurations and the statistical weights of the recombined states.
As the critical densities for exciting metastable states through electron impact
are reached, the list needs to be augmented
There is an exception to the general rule that only the ground state of the
recombining ions need be considered at low densities- The first excited state of
O-like Fe XIX is sufficiently populated, even at low densities and low tempera
tures, so that structure appears in the Fe XVIH continuum. The first excited
state of Fe XDC has the same configuration as the ground state
2

J

[2s 2p$2 ZPsn (

= 2

)] b

u t h a s

a

different angular momentum (/ =0) and sits

9.1 eV above. Connecting to Fe XVm by one-electron additions to Uie Fe XIX
configuration populates exactly the same states. However, the energy of the
emitted photons is displaced by 9,1 eV, thereby introducing an additional edge
in the Fe XVKI feature. For the sake of consistency, this single exception is
omitted from Table 4.L
As seen in Table 4-1, there are three charge states with single-edged con
tinue Fe XVH Fe XVIQ (with the proviso noted above), and Fe XX. The
recombination into Fe XVII closes the L shell. The recombinations into Fe
XVm and Fe XX correspond to the formation of a single-hole configuration
and a single-electron configuration, respectively, in the highest L-shell orbital.
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Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6 The multiple radiative recombination oontinua of C-like Fe XXI with kT = 30 eV*
The three continua arise from recombination onto the B-Iifce 2s 2pi ground state, forming
thefinalstates, Fe XXI 2^2^/2 and rftyxnlPte (J «1,2), The detail is obscured by finite
detector resolution, as shown for the case AX = 0.05 A,
a
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The other seven continua have multiple edges. An example is C-like Fe XXI,
whose L-shell continua are plotted in Figure 4.6* The feature is a superposition
of three distinct continua, each of which is formed by RR onto the Fe XXII
ground state, listed in Table 4.1. Thus, the simple descrimion of the
temperature dependence of the widths of the features does not apply directly.
Since a finite detector resolution washes out the structure, as shown in Figure
4-6, the feature appears broader than the single-edged continua at the same
temperature. This is no real problem, however, since the temperature
dependence of the widths can be easily calibrated.
4.4 Dielectronic Recombination
Dielectronic recombination has long been recognized as the dominant
recombination mechanism in high-temperature plasmas (Burgess 1964),
balancing collisional ionization* Therecognitionof the importance of DR led to
drastic revisions in temperature estimates of the solar corona, resolving an
apparent discrepancy between the temperatures deduced from line Doppler
widths and the ionization balance (Evans 1963). In the absence of DR, the
ionization balance must otherwise be maintained by RR, which is a strictly
decreasing function of temperature and slow at what are now recognized to be
11

"coronal temperatures - The effect of including DR is to effect an upward shift
in the calculated temperature, at which the total recombination rate can equal
the collisional ionization rate. Because of this important discovery, studies of
DR have generally focused on total rates and subsequent refinements of
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ionization balance calculations {€*g., Burgess 1965; Shull and van Steenberg
1982, Amaud and Raymond 1992),
The DR process involves two steps: (1) radiationless capture and (2)
radiative stabilization, as follows:

X „ + e -> C

-> X* + kv

l+li

(413)

tk

where the first subscript denotes the ion stage and the second denotes the
energy level Only dielectronic recombination onto the ground states of the
recombining ions is considered here. This is justifiable in the regime of low
12

electron densities (n < 10 era for Fe L-shell ions).
e

The first step, radiationles^ capture, may oe thought of as follows. A free
electron with kinetic energy E is captmed into a Rydberg level (high-tt state
k

in which the potential is approximately hydrogenic) of ion i with energy
2

—Zjfffn Ry. The energy lost in this process excites an electron from the core
of the ion i-fl to an energy AE above the ground state. Energy conservation
2

requires &E =E +z£ffn ,
k

which defines a capture resonance condition. This
y2

also puts a lower limit on n

y

n>Z f^/(AE) =n ^
e

m

lr

For n <n ^
TC

t

the

corresponding state lies below the ionization limit and cannot be excited by
2

radiationless capture. Since E =AE-Z^/n
k

t

there are, in principle, a

countably infinite number of states above the ionization limit which can be
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excited by electrons with E <AE in the limit of zero electron density.
k

An example helps to clarify this simple picture. Consider a Be-like ion
2

with ground configuration 2 r and one of its excited states with configuration
2s 2p (Figure 4,7).

Radiationless capture can form B-Iike states with

configurations 2s 2p nl. We refer to such states as "doubly excited", although it
often appears to be a misnomer. As n -»<», E(2s 2p nI)->E(2s 2p). In this
2

case, AE b the energy difference between Be-like 2s and 2s2p. Not all
2s2p nl states are above the B-like ionization limit For example for Be-like
Fe, ^ ^ ^ = 9 (McLaughlin* LaGattuta, and Hahn 1987)- Thus, captures in which
the core excitation involves a An =0 transition requir \igh-n captures, while
for An >0 the principal quantum number of the captured electron can be
%

smaller. For example, B-like 2s 3/ 3t may be formed by capture of an electron
meeting the resonance conditionFigure 4,7 also illustrates the resonance condition for radiationless capture,
The free electron energy must match the energy of the doubly-excited stare
relative to the ionization lim?* of therecombinedion, allowing for the width of
ihe autoionizing level Since AE is relatively small (-50 eV), the efficiency of
An " 0 DR of Be-like Fe drops off rapidly at temperatures above 50 eV. This is
vemied by Badnell (1986)- By contrast, An>0 DR requires much higher
temperatures to be effective- At characteristic XPN temperatures,

the

population of electrons with energies sufficient to satisfy the resonance criterion

Figure 4*7 - An example of DR at low temperatures. Be-like Fe rccombines to B-like Fe.
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is low, so this type of DR is suppressed.
The capture process is reversible. The inverse process is called
autoionization. Historically, it was autoionization which first received attention*
In X-ray absorption experiments, early in this century (Beatty 1911), it was
noticed that K-shell vacancies resulted in higher ionization than what would be
expected from observation of characteristic X-rays. Auger (1925, 1926) gave a
definitive experimental proof that K-shell ionized atoms emit electrons with
characteristic energies in addition to the photoelectron, Autoionization
following K-shell ionization is often called the Auger process.
Ionization in the L-shell can leave some ions in an autoionizing
configuration. Vacancies in the different L subshells are designated £/,£*//, and
L * for the 2s*2p
m

ia

and 2p

3rz

subshells, respectively. Similar labels exist for

the other shells, as well (Condon and Shortley 1935)* It is customary to
1

describe autoioni2ations as though it were the vacancies that 'Jump' , rather
than electrons. Thus, an autoionization involving a 3^5,2—*2p 3/2 electron jump
is described as L^j -*M . In some cases, it is energetically possible for either
V

Lj -*Ljjjjf or LJJ -*LJH to occur. Apparent inconsistencies in satellite spectra
of heavy elements led D* Coster and R. Kronig (1935) to the realization that Z,/
is prone to an intrashell vacancy jump, which should reduce the satellite
emissions produced by electron jumps filling the 2s hole. Intrashell vacancy
transitions are nov called Coster-Kronig transitions. Coster-Kronig transitions
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can occur in all but the K shell.
Early investigations of the Coster-Kronig process involved high-Z neutral
elements which were bombarded by X-rays, For our purposes, we generally do
not consider ions with M-shell electrons, nor do ve consider neutral elements.
Nevertheless, the Coster-Kronig mechanism is important in astrophysics
because of the possibility of capturing into an autoionizing state through a
An = 0 capture, or inverse Coster-Kronig capture,
Autoionization, including the Coster-Kronig process, also plays a role in
the energetics of neutral or near-neutral elements near hard X-ray sources- The
well-known Fe lines in the 6.4-7.0 keV range (Makishima 1986) result from
2 -> 1 radiative decay of Fe ions with K-shell vacancies, produced by
photoionization, with the lower end of the range corresponding to near-neutral
species. The complex set of radiative and autoionizing transitions is known as a
vacancy cascade (Cooper 1942)- A vacancy cascade subsequent to K-shell
photoionization produces a set of Auger electrons and photons, the distribution
of which follows a carrcsponding set of probabilities (Jacobs and Rozsnyai
1986; Kaastra and Me we 1992). Among the photon distribution are n -»2 lines,
satellites with a wavelength distribution quite unlike that obtained from RR
cascade. However, this effect is unimportant for our purposes; the photon
emission probability for a particular line in a vacancy cascade is small
compared to the probability of producing strong lines under RR7DR cascade
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conditions. Of course, this statement presupposes the existence of L-shell ions
in the emission-line region. If most of the circumsource material is near-neutral,
then the soft X-ray line spectrum must be produced through vacancy cascades
following inner-shell photoionization. However, if this is the case, it is
unlikely to be observable, since the L series lines are expected to be much
weaker than the K lines.
If the free electrons have a Maxwellian energy distribution, then the rate
coefficient for dielectronicrecombinationby the path o —» d —> k is given by
(Bates and Dalgarno 1962)

«•* ^^ai^T-^expi-E^rT)

^ ^ -

(4.14)

r

So

d

where a is the Bohr radius, g denotes a statistical weight, and T is the total
B

d

rate at which level d decays, given by

Irf-EA&.+M,.
m

a

The symbols A

(4-15)

n

r

ar.d A represent the autoionization rate and Einstein

coefficient, respectively.
The explicit temperature dependence is embodied in the following
statement: the rate at which doubly excited states are formed by radiationless
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capture depends on the number of electrons per unit volume meeting the
resonance condition- Obviously, the rates also depend on atomic quantities but
we can get an idea of the predominant type of capture just by considering the
relationship of E^ and 7*. In essence, if T and E&, are not comparable, the
capture rate will be slow. The rate is a maYiTnnin when (3/2)7* = 5 ^ , i.e.* when
the mean thermal electron energy is equal to the excitation energy. Thus, for
Fe L-shell ions coronal temperatures favor An > 0 captures, while XPN
f

temperatures favor An — 0.
The above discussion shows that inverse Coster-Krunig capture is more
efficient at XPN temperatures than An > 0 captures. Therefore, AE is relatively
small, requiring that the captured electron occupy a shell with high principal
quantum number, typically n > 6. Thus we are concerned with vacancy cascades
2

k

that originate with configurations of the form ls 2s2p

nt with k and n
t

depending on the charge state. The cascades are not as complex as those
originating from a K*shell vacancy, since here a single autoionization reduces
the energy to below the ionization limit In other words, the cascade involves
only two adjacent charge states, whereas K-shell ionization can couple several
adjacent stages.
The doubly-excited state may autoionize to any energetically allowed state
of the neighboring ion. The process known as resonant excitation is the
autoionization of a doubly-excited level to a state other than the pre-captun.
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ionic state. The designation refers to the fact that the process may be thou: it of
as a resonance in the collisional excitation cross-section (Seaton and Storey
1976)* Resonant excitation of X-ray-emitting levels is effective in coronal
plasmas (Pradhan, Norcross, and Hummer 1981; Smith etat. 1985; Goldstein et
aL 1989) but not in XPN for the same reason that An >0 radiarionless capture
t

is inefficient.
The second step of the DR process, radiative stabilization, takes the ion
from a state coupled to the continuum to a true bound state, completing the
recombination.

For most of the astrophysically important ions, the

autoionization rate greatly exceeds the stabilization rate. Also, the total
autoionization is often dominated by one transiticn (e.g., those cases where
only one autoionization is energetically allowed). In such cases, AfoAjfrfVd in
4

the expression for the DR rate reduces to Aj#. The z scaling of El transitions
{£ ; ^ 0) shows that DR is most important in Fe and Ni, among the cosmically
pbundant element*.
In spite of the emphasis on ionization balance calculations, DR has
occasionally been shown to be an effective line exaction mechanism. An
imponant example is provided by the Of star phenomenon involving a set of N
ID 3d->3p

emission lines, driven by radiationless capture into 2s lp 3d

(Mihalas 1971; Mihalas and Hummer 1973). In the context of HH regions,
several 2p —> 2s UV transitions in lowly ionized C N, and O can be explained
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by the radiative decay of states excited selectively by DR (Storey 1981).
The notion of selective excitation is important from a diagnostic
perspective for the reasons that selectively excited line emission is "simple" to
calculate and that intensity ratios of lines selectively excited by different
mechanisms are often sensitive to the local conditions- This section is
concerned with DR-excited line emission in Fe I^shell ions and their use as
potential temperature diagnostics. It is shown that pure DR-excited lines may
be observable in X-ray photoionized nebulae (XPN), Since RR is responsible
for most of the strong lines, line ratios of RR lines to DR lines can serve as
temperature diagnostics.
Stabilization often leaves the iecornbined ion in an excited state. The
nature of this stabilized state is what determines the diagnostic utility of the Xk

ray line spectrum Stabilization of 2s2p nl leaves the ion in either
2

k

l

ls 2p ~ nl

k

l

or 2s7p n't\ Since 2s~ states cannot be produced under puro

RR conditions, they are selectively excited by radiationless capture. If the outer
election jumps to stabilize the ion, preserving the 2y vacancy, the ensuing
cascade may terminate with an X-ray transition that fills the 2s vacancy,
providing a distinct signature of the DR process. Hie details of this process are
taken up below.
The excittd electron which does not change orbitals during the transition
is refened to as the spectator electron. Lines produced by radiative transitions
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in the presence of one or more spectator electrons are sometimes called satellite
lines. The term is appropriate when the line lies close to a resonance line of the
next higher charge state. For the case at hand, it would be misleading to refer
to the stabilizing transitions involving jumps by the outer electron as satellites.
There are no proper resonance lines to serve as reference lines. If the inner
election jumps to stabilize the ion by 3p-2r the outer spectator electron
f

effects an upward shift of the line relative to the same 2p~2s transition in the
absence of the spectator. Thus, the A* =0 DR is accompanied by a satellite
spectrum in the EUV band Further discussion of the details of the EUV
spectrum are deferred to a future paper.
The radiative decay of a doubly excited state need not be stat Sizing, A
k

k

r

transition of the form 2s2p ni —»2s2p nl

can correspond to a transition

between two autoionizing states. The latter state may then either autoionize or
radiate, possibly stabilizing after several steps. In a detailed kinetics treatment,
each doubly excited state is connected to a number of sources, the ground state
of the recombining ion (in the low-density limit) and all states in the
recombined ion with higher energies. Inclusion of autoionizing states in the
cascade calculations can only be achieved by dramatically increasing the size of
the atomic model. The details of the method of calculation are discussed below.
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4 A J) Calculations

Equation 4.14 indicates the required atomic quantities: the statistical
weights and energies of the autoionizing st tes relative to the ground state of
the recombining ion, autoionization rates between each autoionizing state and
the adjacent ground state, radiative desay rates between each autoionizing state
and each stabilized state, hence, the structure of the entire recombined ion, and
the autoionization rates to any energetically allowed state in the recombining
ion, There are some allowable simplifications- First, for any given autoionizing
manifold, {excited core)nl,

the number of necessary stabilizt?d states is

determined by n; although radiative transitions of the foim

(excited core) nl —> (relaxed core) n'l' (n' >n)

are energetically allowed, "two-electron jumps" are generally much slower than
1

"one-election jumps '. Thus, the maximum principal quantum number in any
stabilized configuration is equal to the maximum quantum number in the
autoionizing manifolds. Note that this does not exclude alt two-electron jumps.
The second simplification is that we calculate only El transition rates
between autoionizing states and stabilized states. This approximation is easy to
justify; each autoionizing state, lying above hundreds of doubly- or singlyexcited states always has several available El decay paths. There are no
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metastable doubly-excited states in our models, thus obviating the need to
calculate higher multipoles.
The third simplification is that the atomic structure is approximated by
restricting the number of allowed subshells in autoionizing configurations. We
allow only for subshells with l=s,p,d f g
9 9

(1=0-4). This will cause the total

DR rates to be somewhat underestimated The magnitude of the discrepancy
needs to be determined by a careful study of the problem before a quantitative
estimate can be assigned The autoionization rates, hence, the capture rates,
3

5

scale as n~ t~ for orbitals which do not have significant interactions with the
core electrons (Cooke and Gallagher 1979), which suggests that neglect of
high-/ states should not introduce appreciable error.
As shown in Table 4.2, only two or three autoionizing manifolds [ue.

9

(core) nl ] are included in each model. The rates of convergence of the total DR
rates are shown in Figures 4.8-4-11 for Fe XIX - Fe XXII respectively. The
f

convergence rates depend on temperature, since the distribution of electron
energies determines the degree of energy overlap with the autoionizing
configurations. Obviously, the convergence is rapid at low temperatures, where
only a small number of autoionizing levels near the ionization limit can
contribute appreciably to the total DR rate. At higher temperatures, the
convergence is slower-

TABLE 4.2: ATOMIC MODELS - AUTOIONIZ1NG LEVELS

Isosequence

No. Levels

Amoiomzmg Configurations

Ne

3C

Qslpfnl

»=6,7

F

235

O

479

(2s2pfnl

n=6-S

N

381

{2s2pfnl

»«6-8

C

260

{Tslpfnl «=7-9

(2s2pfnln-6-%
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Figure 4.8
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Figure 4-8 Contributions of each autoionizing shell in F-Iike Fe + model to total dielectronic
recombination of O-like F e vs. temperature. The labels n = 6, etc., denote the Fe *
manitolas 2s 2j? 6/ ,etc. The total (solid line) is the sum of the contributions from each
manifold with n= 6,7,8.
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Figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9 Contributions of each autoionizing shell in O-like Fe model to total dielectronic
re-K>mbination of N-Iike F e ps. temperature. The total (solid line) is the sum of the
contributions from each manifold with »» 6,7,8.
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Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.11
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Figure 4,11 Contributions of each autoionizing shell in Olike F e * model to total
dielectronic recombination, of B-Iike Fe * v$. temperature. The total (solid line) is the sum of
the contributions from each manifold wilh n= 7,8,9.
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The convergence of the DR rates is a problem for future studies. The labor
involved in calculating the DR rates is an increasing function of n . It nny be
expedient to invoke scaling arguments and simply multiply the line intensities
by a uniform scale factor. Results for DR from Fe XVHI to Fe XVII have
been compared to MCDF calculations by M, Chen (1988). At 20 eV, Chen's
rates exceed ours by a factor -2.5. This discrepancy can be attributed to the
omission of higher shells and to an incomplete set of angular momentum
quantum numbers. Although increasing the Fe XVm DR rates at each
temperature by factors of a few will make no difference, since the RR rate
overwhelms the DR rate, a discrepancy of this magnitude in the higher charge
states is unacceptable for the purpose at hand
A recent paper by Amaud and Raymond (1992, hereafter AR) presents a
comparison of total DR rates as calculated by various authors. AR recalculates
the coronal ionization balance, based upon a set of preferred calculations of
DR. AR cite Badnell (1986) as the preferred calculation of B-like DR. The
5

rates calculated here exceed BadnelTs by a factor >100 at 10 K. While this
discrepancy does not necessarily affect the AR results, since the coronal
calculation relies only on the high-temperature rates, it is likely that Badnell
underestimates the total rates at low temperatures. As regards the convergence
problem, this chapter must be considered as "work in progress". Nevertheless,
several important conclusions are to be drawn from the work as discussed
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below and in §4.
Figure 4.9, a plot of the Fe XX -* Fe XK DR rate, shows that the
contribution to the total DR rate is not always a monotonic function of n. This
is attributed to the fact that the autoionizing manifolds lie across the ionization
limit In this case, most of the Fe X K n =6 manifold lies below the limit, while
most of the n=7 manifold is above (Figure 412). Thus, the n-1 contribution is
greater simply because the larger number of levels contributing to the total DR
rate outweighs the dropoff of the DR rate with n. Another example of this
behavior is seen in Hgure 4,10 for Fe XXI -^ Fe XX. The curves in this figure
can be understood by inspection of the the Fe XX structure near the ionization
limit (Figure 4.13)- 1

Table 4.2 lists the minimnm n for which the 2 s nl manifolds lie above
the ionization limit. Note that n^

increases with the degree of ionization. This

is the result of the reduced screening of the nuclear charge by the core
electrons as they are removed with increasing ionization. With increasing
l

ionization, 2s~ nt

f

for a given /i, becomes more tightly bound, eventually

dropping below the ionization limit
Because of the enormous number of levels and rates involved in this
calculation, the problem was broken up considerably. Structure and radiative
rates were calculated by manifold pairs, e.g., a separate calculation was
5

6

performed for the rates connecting 2s 2p 6/ and (2$2p) 3l

in Fe XIX. The
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Figure 4.12
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1

next step would involve the same 2s' state and (2s2p) 41, and so on.
The autoionization rates are calculated only once for each autoionizing
manifold, by including the ground configuration of the recombining ion.
Actually, the structure of the ground configuration is included in each
calculation to provide a simple reference energy.
Including all of these rates in an atomic model of Fe XX, for example,
would require nearly L5 million additional rates, which is possible, but clearly
not practical. While it is true that the majority of rates are negligible compared
to a relatively small number of dominating rates and can therefore be excluded,
for the purpose at hand, a simpler solution exists: the required number of DR
rates per temperature is equal to the number of stabilized states in a model, i.e.,
fewer than 2000 per temperature- These rates, which are effecavely excitation
rate coefficients connected to the ground state of the recombining ion, are
obtained by summing DR rates over doubly-excited states. If we ignore
collisional tiansitions between doubly-excited states and the effects of excitation
of doubly-excited states by radiative transitions from higher-lying doublyexcited states, there is in fact no need for the explicit inclusion of these states
in the atomic models* At the densities of astrophysical relevance, the
assumption that collisional effects are unimportant is valid. Ignoring radiative
cascades through a series of autoionizing states is justifiable, since the
autoionization probabilities greatly exceed the radiative probabilities.
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Traditionally, the designation "satellite" is observationally motivated,
reserved for the numerous lines lying at slightly longer wavelengths than a
resonance line of the recombining ion_ The satellite transitions stabilize the
recombined ion and is identical to the resonance transition except that it occurs
in the presence of a spectator electron that lies above the core shell. In the
XPN case, there are stabilizing X-ray transitions that correspond to no
prominent emission lines in the recombining ion. For example, consider the
2

stabilization of Fe XIX via 2s 2p*7p —>2s 2p\

This transition does not

correspond to any Fe XX "resonance" line. One may consider the Fe XIX
Ip —> 2s line to be a satellite either a Be-like or Li-like lp —> 2s line, where
the entire 2p subshell is a spectator. This does not follow convention, since the
satelite line will dwarf its reference line, the latter of which is likely to be
unobservable. Dispensing with convention, for simplicity, we refer to any
stabilizing transition as a satellite.
By Treating tite dooWcy-excited states as " phantom" tevels, Vhose effects
are treated only implicitly, we sacrifice a proper treatment of the satellite
spectrum, consisting of those lines emitted during stabilization- The required
information can be recovered in the future, if necessary. The satellite spectrum,
while contributing substantially to ihe total radiative power, is unlikely to
produce many sharp X-ray spectral features, although this should be checked
systematically. (A spot check shows that there are indeed a few non-negIigit>le
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lines.) Instead, the satellite spectrum should appear mainly as featureless
1

"bumps' . The possibility of discovering strong satellite line emission and the
difficulties of calibrating emission line fluxes that are superimposed on
unresolved satellite complexes may wairant a careful study of this problem in
the future.
The atomic models used in the calculations of the L-shell spectrum are
simplified further, to keep their sizes manageable. This is achieved by the
M

methods of jy-averaging" and "n -averaging". The goal of averaging is to
decrease the number of levels and rates in a model while preserving a correct
description of the population kinetics. Moreover, the averaging is performed in
such a way as to approximate the processes to which the problem at hand is not
especially sensitive. For example, it is unlikely that the details of the radiative
pansitions between the n=10 and n=9 shells will seriously affect the level
populations in the rt=3 shells, so the entire ninth and tenth shells can be
replaced by two levels with a single downward radiative rate replacing the
thousands of radiative rates.
Since we are primarily interested in the La spectrum, the details of the
level structure and transitions through n=3 must be maintained. The n=4 shell
is also treated in detail, since cascades are the dominant source of population
flux for the M shelL Above that, the n=5 shell is //-averaged and the n=6-10
shells are n -averaged. The jj-averaging scheme groups all levels of a given
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relativistic configuration into a single "//-averaged level". For example, Fe XX
2s 2p if2 2p 3^6/7 , made up from four levels is reduced to a single averaged
ly2

level.
The n -averaging scheme entails a higher degree of approximation*
grouping all levels with a common principal quantum number in the excited
electron and a common core together into a single "n-averaged level". For
7

example, all of the levels making up (2s2p) 6l

are grouped into three

averaged levels, which may be designated by the labels
2

2

n

2s 2pl ^Pm ^
a

6

2s 2p i^2p ^ «=6, and 2s 2p n=6. Thus, the number of averaged levels in an
N-electron atom representing a given set of excited states depends only on the
number of different relativistic configurations made up by the N - 1 L-shell
electrons, the "core" electrons.
While we have exercised care in properly accounting for the La spectrum,
the use of averaged levels prohibits a careful treatment of the Ly, L5, etc.,
series. While the line fluxes in these higher series are well approximated, the
spectral detail has been sacrificed.
For the purpose of calculating DR satellite spectra, the energy level
structure of both the autoionizing levels and the stabilized levels requires a
careful treatment, simply because one wishes to gain an accurate assessment of
the wavelength distribution. For the purpose of calculating DR rates only, the
requirements are less demanding, if the energy width of the Maxwellan is large
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compared to the energy widths of relevant autoionizing configurations. At
coronal temperatures, the electron Maxwellian varies smoothly with respect to
the distribution of autoionizing configurations in the Fe L-shell ions.
Displacements in energy, 5E, are tolerable providing that 5£<s:7\ This is
embodied in the Boltzmann factor in Equation 4,14, If there is a random
distribution of errors in the energy level structure of an autoionizing
configurations* rather that a systematic offset, the allowable uncertainties are
larger.
Under XPN conditions, the Maxwellian is sharply peaked relative to the
width of autoionizing configurations. Systematic offsets of a few eV can have
an appreciable effect on the calculated DR rates. The fractional error in the
calculated DR rate is approximately

fa ~ fT

(420)

where 8£ is a typical enor in the calculation of the energy level distribution.
We estimate 8£ = 1 eV for the for the doubly-excited states using the HULLAC
code. Thus, at 7* = 10 eV and below, the fractional error introduced by
uncertainties in the level structure begins to exceed 10%.
The RR rates are included for all levels in Table 4.3, The rates are
calculated in accordance with the level structures. In other words, averaged
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TABLE 4.3: ATOMIC MODELS - STABILIZED LEVELS

Isosequence
^ ^ ^ M ^ • M ^ M _ | _ M _ _ !__•_•_ •

No, Levels
^M

••• •

•

•

|

Stabilized Configurations
•TMrMT^^MBHIII

-

•"-"—*

2

I T ^ ^ n W I r *"

6

-1

7

Ne

257

2s 2p ,(Zs2p) «/

F

884

(2s2p) ,(2s2p) nl

0

1571

(2f2p) ,(2s2p) »/

N

1759

(2s2p) ,(2s2p?nl

C

1524

(2s2pf,{2s2p?nl

7

6

6

5

5

//-avg
^™"*—™

5

n-avg

"

6-10
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levels recombine at averaged rates, detailed levels have specific rates. Again,
the RR cross-sections art obtained from the photoionization cross-sections and
the Milne relation. We estimate the convergence of the RR rates to be -90%,
4.5 Results
Figure 4,14 illustrates the overall process - capture, stabilization, and Xray line production - for the recombination of Fe XVm. The figure exemplifies
several of the key points made in this chapter. Beginning at the far left, the
electron energy distribution is represented, with energies defined relative to the
Fe XVIH ground state. The eneigy where the distribution peaks indicates XPN
conditions, since this occurs much lower than the excitation energy (139 eV) of
6

the Fe XVin 2s2p level. The Fe XVIE ground configuration consists of two
energy levels, / = 3/2 (ground) and J -1/2 (12.6 eV),
A free electron, in this case, in the tail of the Maxwellian, is j-^ured by
6

exciting L in the Fe XVHI core to fonn a state in the Fe XVII 2s 2p 6l
}

6

manifold. Notice that the relative position of the 2s2p 7t

manifold makes

captures into these states less likely. The capture rates into higher-* manifolds
1

fall off rapidly. The placement of the 2s" 6/ manifold, 18 eV above the
ionization limit, lenders DR of Fe XVIH into Fe XVII negligible compared to
RR. If the XPN model predictions, which show that the Fe * zone has a
temperature of about 10 eV, are reasonably accurate, then there is an
insufficient number of electrons meeting ihe resonance conditions established

Figure 4.14 - Processes leading to X-ray line emission in Fe XVII following dielectronic
recombination of Fe XVIII at low temperature.
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by the Fe XVII structure.
A somewhat more detailed energy level diagram of Fe XVH is shown in
6

Figure 4.15, which shows the 36 levels making up the 2s2p nt

(n=6,7)

autoionizing manifolds, as wed as the ground state and first excited state of Fe
6

XVIBL The highest energy level in the 2s2p 5l

manifold is well below the

ionization limit (-20 eV), Figure 4.15 helps to account for the temperature
dependence of the Fe XVm DR rate, which itself is shown in Figure 4.16, The
figure is a plot of the DR rate into Fe XVII, summed over the 36 autoionizing
levels in the Fe XVTI modeL The curve shows a broad maximum around 1.5
Ry and drops rapidly at temperatures below this as the exponential factor
begins to dominate. In fact, the curve can be fit nicely to the form
m

AT- ejq?(-E rT)
d0

if E =2.16
dQ

n

Ry, A = 2 . 9 9 x l ( T and T is in Rydbergs.

The fit is shown as the dotted line in the figure. A slightly better fit can be
obtained by fitting the sum of two terms with the above form. Each term in this
case represents the contribution to the DR rate from each autoionizing manifold
1

l

(2s~ 6l,2s~ 7l)

9

The temperature dependence of die Fe XVDI DR rate is the

only one that can be fit to this form, as we will see below.
Returning to Figure 4,14, the doubly-excited state can decay by
autoionization, either to the Fe XVTH ground state or to the first excited state,
resonantly exciting the J = 1/2 leveL Alternatively, the doubly-excited state in
the figure can decay radiatively, either stabilizing by 2p —> 2s or 61 —»nV
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Figure 4*15
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where (n < 6), or by making a transition such as 6/ —> 6/' into another
autoionizing level. As described earlier, while both the resonant excitation and
the radiative decay branches to autoioiizinp states are included in the branching
ratio calculations, the population kinetics of the levels excited in this way are
followed no further.
As discussed earlier, two-electron jumps make only a small contribution to
the total decay rate - they aie not an important depopulation mechanism for
doubly-excited states* Also, autoioniziiig states are not important sources for
stabilized states if the two are connected only by two-electron jumps. These
simple properties allow us to make an enormous simplification in the
calculations ^ After all, given any autoionizing state, there are, in principle, ait
infinite number of energetically accessible states to which the autoionizing state
can decay. (In practice, the number of bound shells is limited by the finite
plasma density - "depression of the continuum".) By imposing an upper bound
on the principal quantum number of the stabilized states, we reduce the
problem to one of manageable size, while introducing no significant error.
Figure 4,17 shows the total DR rates as a function of temperature for Fe
XVIU-XX. Each curve in the figure is labeled according to the recombining
ion. The DR rates for Fe XIX and XX, like Fe XXI and XXH (not shown), are
well fit by power-laws in temperature (a<*r^) over the range 5-35 eV. The
power indices are indicated in the figure. Recalling that the RR rate scales as
T'^

we see that the ratio of DR to RR is a decreasing function of
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temperature, roughly, OL$ AX^ « 7*~ .
R

The power-law dependence can be understood qualitatively by examining
the autoionizing level structures in Figures 412-4.13, Whereas, under coronal
conditions, the relevant autoionizing manifolds [nl n'i' (n > 2)] are narrow
l

compared to the Maxwellian and energetically isolated, the 2s~ manifold
structure is interleaved and broad compared to the Maxwellian, Thus, in the
coronal case, the mathematical representation

< W = T-^Z*

A exp (-E rT)
n

n

provides a good fit that is physically motivated - each term represents the
contribution by a given manifold In the XPN case, it is appropriate to
approximate the sum with an integral by introducing an energy level
distribution function E(n). The temperature dependence can be factored out of
the integral, giving various power-iaws, depending on E (n),
Even at the cuirent stage of the calculations, where the DR rates have not
converged, it is clear that DR is crucial to the totalrecombinationprocess. The
relative importance of DR, compared to RR, varies considerably among the
various chaige states of the Fe L-shell ions. To measure the effects of each
recombination process on the L spectrum, two versions of each atomic model
are used. One model excludes DF_, one excludes RR. After solving for the level
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populations at several temperatures, the X-ray
determined and summed (photons cm

emissivity spectrum is

s ). The result of this procedure is

illustrated in Figure 4.18- The effects of DR on the Fe XIX-XXI integrated line
emissivities are significantly more important than for the lower charge states.
This is attributed to the greater number of accessible autoionizing states near
the ionization limits of Fe XK-XXL Figure 4.18 also shows that, for all but Fe
XVH, the DR rates fall off faster with temperature than the DR rates, as
already notedAt the veiy least, the DR rates must be included to calibrate the ion
emission measures from measured lii:e fluxes- Figure 4.18 does not indicate the
extent to which the qualitative appearance of the spectra are affected by DR- It
1

has been shown that DR preferentially excites 2s'
transitions were dominated by 2p-2s

states. If the stabilizing

transitions, the ensuing cascade,

proceeding in the presence of a fully relaxed core, would result in the simple
enhancement of lines that are produced by the RR/cascade process, with no
significant changes in the line ratios.
One of the key results arising from this work is that stabilization often
occurs by a transition of the outer electron and that, following stabilization, the
1

cascade proceeds in the presence of a frozen 2s" core. Thus, a major portion
of the DR-driven line flux can appear in distinct lines. This feature of lowtemperature DR in Fe L-shell ions may prove to be partcularly useful as it
forms the basis of a new temperature diagnostic.
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Figure 4.20
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An example of selective line production is given in Figure 4.19, which
shows the temperature-dependent emissivities of z line driven strictly by DR,
Fe XXI M2.08, and a blend of purely RR-driven lines, Fe XXI X~13.26 The
temperature dependences can be approximated by power-laws, j**T~V with
9

y-135

for M2.08 and y=0.53 for X-13.26. Note that the dependence of the

DR*driven line is steeper than the Fe XXI DR rate- The RR-driven complex
differs slightly from r

_ 1 / 2

since the photoionization cross-sections differ slightly

3

from the simple A, dependence.

The ratio of these two features,

j (13.26)// (12*08), varies between 1.0 and 2,6 over the temperature range 10-35
eV- The feasibility of actually observing these lines is demonstrated in Figure
4.20, which shows plots of the Fe XXI spectrum at two temperatures. The lines
in question are seen to be among the strongest Fe XXI lines.
We have seen that the utility of this type of temperature diagnostic
depends on two factors: (1) the total DR contribution to the line emission must
be comparable to the total RR contribution (2) the cascade following
l

stabilization must often preserve the 2s~ core. Only Fe XVII (DR of Fe
XVm) does not meet the first requirement, while Fe XVIQ is marginal. The
secondrequirementis discussed next
Figures 4.21-4.25 illustrate the results of spectral calculations using the
two types of model described above. Each plot is calculated under the same
u

plasma conditions, T = 10 eV, n=:10 cm" , for easy comparison, with a
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simulated detector resolution, &k = 0-05 A FWHM
Figure 4,21 shows that Fe XVII does not meet requirement (2) either. Fe
XVII is discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 3- Here, we see that the F line
$.16.77) is pumped by DR, thereby offering the potential to mask part of the
qualitative signature discussed in Chapter 2 and to mimic high-density.
However, comparison of the ordinate scales show that the F line is very weak
compared to the lines at 17 A. These two diagnostics are left intact after the
inclusion of DR.
Moving to Figure 422* Fe XVm which meetsrequirement(1) marginally,
also meets requirement (2) marginally. However, the feature at 16 A so
dominates the Fb XVIII spectrum that the net effect of DR is slight In fact, the
16 A is also the strongest line under pure DR/cascade kinetics. The
stabilizations are often 2p-2s

transitions, which simply reinforces the

appearance of the pure RR spectrum. Fe XVIII is of particular importance in
XPN spectra. The line power of M6 i% thfcbigjtesJt smoag && te L-sfaell lines.
The Fe XIX spectra mark the onset of dramatic differences in the DR
spectra as compared to the RR spectra. Most of the lines in the DR spectrum in
Figure 4,23 are distinct ftom those in the RR spectrum and have comparable
intensities. Notice that the centroid of the DR spectrum lies at a higher energy
than the RR centroid This is a charactciistic of all of the ions treated here.
This simply manifests the fact that the energy separation of the 3s and 2p
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subshells is less than that of the 3p and 2s subshells.
The Fe XX (Kg. 4,24) and Fe XXI (Fig. 4.25) spectra illustrate the
increasing level of complexity associated with the increasing number of holes
in the L shell. The intense DR lines are actually stronger than than the most
intense RR lines, at least at this temperature- This is consistent with Figure
4,18, which shows that the DR line flux is considerably greater than the RR
line flux for these higher charge states.
Figures 4,21-4.25 show that requirement (2) above is met for the ions Fe
XK-XXI. While the total rates, which figure in fulfilling requirement (1), are
,

easy to quantify, it is not clear how to quantify the "selectivity* of the DR
spectrum, which figures in fulfilling requirement (2). The qualitative differences
are made clear by the figures. The selectivity is clearly enhanced in the ions
with the larger number of holes in the L shelL A counterexample is useful. The
configuration of the excited Fe XVII core is 2s2pf

/2

2pfa • ^

e

on

*y allowed

X-ray transitions to the 2s subshell originate in 3p. These lines can be seen in
the DR spectrum in Figure 4*21 near 13.8 A. There are two such lines,
originating on upper states with 7 = 1, The lower state is the J = 0 ground state.
Clearly, selection rules restrict the number of 3—»2 lines. Just as in the RR
cascade most of the population flux is "funneled" to 3s, forcing a 2p —* 2s
f

transition, followed by 3s -* 2p. As the L sliell opens up, selection rules play a
smaller role in dictating the X-ray spectrum. The Fe XX and XXI spectra are
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composed both of 3s —»2p and 3d —> 2p lines, as well as 3p —* 2s.
To demonstrate the extent of the temperature sensitivity in the Fe L-shell
ions, Figures 4,26 and 4.27 are plots of the L spectra of Fe XK-XX, including
the recombination continue Clearly, there are a number of pairs of lines whose
intensity ratios vary noticably with temperature. Before these ratios can be
satisfactorily calibrated, the level of convergence of the total DR rates needs
improvement. Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider a sample pair of line
ratios to get an idea of the range of variation with temperature and to gain an
understanding of the underlying kinetics.
Figure 4,28 shows plots of two Fe X K line ratios as functions of
temperature. The reference line, Jll5.ll, is the most intense Fe XIX line under
these conditions. As seen in Figure 4.23, this line is driven by both RR and
DR- The line ratio /(13)//(15.11) is shown as the dashed line in Figure 4.28The notation /(13) refers to the total emissivity of a blend of lines near 13 A.
This blend appears as two features in the DR spectrum of Figure 4.23, The
blend is a set of 3p—2s lines, which are all driven by DR. The second ratio
involves a blend near 13.95 A, consisting of a set of three lines, two of which
are RR-driven, one of which is DR-driven. Figure 4.23 shows that the DRdriven component dominates the blend, while the RR component dominates the
15.11 A. Thus, the ratio of the two decreases with temperature* owing to the
steeper temperature dependence of DR line emissi vines. However, the ratio
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involving the 13 A blend shows greater variation since it has no RR
contribution. Choosing the temperature to achieve consistency between ratios
such as these and the shape of the RR continua should provide an important
diagnostic technique.
4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have established the existence of two classes of
temperature diagnostics. These are the first soft X-ray temperature diagnostics
that are applicable to XPR
The RR continua of the Fe L-shell ions are expected to be prominent,
narrow, relatively spectrally isolated, and located in a convenient spectral band*
At low temperatures (T « %\ the temperature can be inferred by measuring the
"widths" of the continue The peak height of the continua can be compared
3/2

with the 3 —>2 line emissivities. The peak continuum height scales as T" ,
which is steeper than the dependence of most line emissivities, particularly
l/2

those driven purely by RR, which scale as T~ .
The chief difficulty associated with measuring properties of the continua
appears to be contamination by statistical fluctuations in the central continuum,
on which the RR continua are superimposed. This occurs first in the shortwavelength tail of the feature, which is expected to be weak relative to the
central continuum and worsens at higher temperatures as the feature spreads
and decreases in total and monochromatic flux.
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Dielectronic recombination, mediated by An =0 radiationless captures, has
been shown to rival or exceed RR as a recombination mechanism- Of greater
relevance to this research, DR has been shown to be an effective lineproduction mechanism. X-ray transitions which occur in the presence of a core
1

with a Z J ' configuration are distinct from lines produced by RR cascade. The
different temperature dependences of RR-driven lines and DR-driven lines can
be exploited to form several temperature-sensitive line ratios. These ratios can
serve as a cross-check on temperatures inferred from the RR continue
At this time the work on the DR process is "in progress" since we have
not yet reached a satisfactory level of convergence- Until convergence is
achieved, the quantitative results should be taken only as indicators of the
potential of these diagnostics. We have seen that, not only are the DR-driven
lines bright, but the line ratios of RR-driven lines to DR-driven lines vary
substantially across the temperature raage of interest
Examination of the spectra presented in this chapter indicates significant
complexity. Not only are lines from a given species often blended but the
wavelengths spanned by neighboring charge states overlap. The spectral
complexity decreases with temperature because of the rapid falloff of DRdriven lines. At the resolution 0,05 A, this may prevent clean extractions of
line fluxes to be used in diagnostic line ratios. However, there is also an
advantage. Since these spectra are so rich and responsive to changes in plasma
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conditions, we need not rely on one or two diagnostic ratios, such as with Helike line ratios There is a vast set of diagnostics to provide constraints on
spectral fits. This is fortunate! given the wide range of variation that may exist
among accretion-powered X-ray sources* and given the possibility that a
particular source may display significant time variability.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Comments
Like many problems in physics, where the "answer" evolves as a result of
consideration of new effects orrefinementsin the calculational techniques, this
thesis can be regarded as a step in the evolution of X-iay spectroscopy of
accretion-powered sources.

I believe that the essentials of X-ray line

production in photoionized plasmas have been identified here* However, there
are still details to be worked out, both in model development and
implementation, before the project reaches completion- The main results of the
thesis are:
(1) the discovery of a set of qualitative signatures of X-ray photoionization
(2) the demonstration of density-sensitivity in the Fe L-shell ions under
recombination-dominated conditions
(3) the demonstration of temperature-sensitivity in the Fe L-shell ions and
calculations of An = 0 dielectronic recombination.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that the qualitative appearance of the Fe L-shell
spectrum differs rather drastically depending on whether the lines are pumped
collisionally or by recombination, This is demonstrated only for the ions Fe
XVI-XDC, where, in an XPN the 3s-2p lines from Fe XVII-XIX dominate the
f

spectrum. It is shown that, in particular, Fe XVIII A,16.08 is expected to be
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bright and may help to explain some of the apparent inconsistencies in the
Einstein OGS data (Liedahl et at. 1989, 19906; Vrtilek et aL 1991). More upto-date calculations, incorporating the results of Chapter 4, show that the
M6.08 line has the highest line power of any of the Fe L-shell lines,
remembering that we have defined line power normalized to unit ionic fraction
of the recombining ion (Chapter 3).
The spectral behavior discussed in Chapter 2 can be characterized by a
shift to lower energies of the La energy centroids in XPN-produced spectra
relative to coronaUy-produced spectra at the same level of ionization. Later
work shows that the effect persists throughout the Fe L-shell series (Liedahl et
aL 1992a) under pure RR conditions. The shift is most pronounced in Fe XVII,
a consequence of its single 7 = 0 ground state. Moving to higher charge states,
the selection rules governing the possible cascade paths begin to play a reduced
role. The 3s /3d characterization no longer applies as the L shell "opens up",
since a wider variety of angular momentum couplings are possible. Thus
3d~2p

lines

are increasingly

important

with

increasing

ionization.

Nevertheless, the shift to lower energy in XPN persists. This is easy to
understand if we take an example, say Be-like Fe XXEH, In a coronal plasma,
the Fe XXBI spectrum is coi: posed of 3p -2s lines, excited by electron impact
2

from the 2s ground state- Only in a recombination-dominated plasma will
3d-2p lines be important for this charge state. The shift is effected by virtue
of the fact that the energy spacing of the 3d and 3p manifolds is less than that
of 2p and 2s. The effects of DR on the qualitative appearance of the spectra
are discussed below.
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In Chapter 3, the density-sensitivity of the Fe L^shell ions was established.
The degree of spectral variation with density is related to the fine-structure
distribution of low-lying configurations in the recombining ions-

This

distinguishes the XPN mechanism from the coronal mechanism, which depends
on fine-stnicture level populations in the ion responsible foi the line emission.
Although the principle is the same in both environments, the density-sensitive
lines are distinct*
The critical densities for excitation of density-sensitive lines are - 1 0

13

cm . Whether the XELRs of accretion-powered X-ray sources exist at such
high densities is an outstanding problem. In the case of X-ray binaries, the
simplest picture of the mass transfer process suggests that the XELR should be
confined to the binary system, The emission measures implied by the observed
line fluxes requires densities exceeding - 1 0

u

cm . If the XELR is, in fact,

photoionized, a similar estimate is obtained simply through the relationship of
the ionization parameter to density. Since this is a lower limit, requiring the
XELR to occupy large radii, a compact XELR may easily reach densities near
the critical densities As shown by Equation 4.7, if the XELR is shielded, the
12

observed line equivalent widths require densities greater than 10 cm"", since,
for a given equivalent width, the required density is inversely proportional to
the ionizing flux in the XELR,
The densitity-sensitivity depends on the populations of metastable states
-10 eV above the ground state. In carrying out the calculations of Chapter 3,
the metastable state populations are determined by collisional excitation,
primarily from the ground state. The possible effects of direct photoexcitation
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by the ambientradiationfieldwere discussed briefly. The results of Chapter 4
suggest an alternate mechanism - resonant excitation. If resonant excitation
competes with collisional excitation in populating the metastable states, then the
density-sensitivity behavior is less straightforward* Technically, we should not
distinguish between collisional excitation and resonant excitation, since resonant
excitation, by its name, corresponds to resonances in the electron impact crosssection. If we view the simultaneous actions of electron impact excitation and
resonant excitation as an enhancement of the collisional excitation rate, the net
effect is a reduction of the critical densities* This problem clearly warrants
further study.
In Chapter 4, it was shown that the unusually high level of overionization
enhances the detectability and potential utility of radiative recombination
continua. At XPN temperatures, the continua resemble ordinary emission lines,
though sufficiently high resolution and statistical quality should reveal their
iniiinsic asymmetry. The mere detection of these features can serve as
qualitative diagnostics, enforcing an upper lhmt on the electron temperature,
since, at coronal temperatures, the continua cannot be discerned from the
underlying central continuum. Although Chapter 4 was restricted to discussions
of the Fe L-shell species, the continua of the H- and He-like species of the
\$it elements, O (14.2 A and 16,8 A, respectively), Ne (-9 A), and Mg (-7
A), may also prove to be usefuL Note that these K-sbr!I species are not
affected by DR at XPN temperatures, so that the continua axe the only means
by which to make quantitative temperature estimates. Clearly, this is of extreme
importance, as it provides a means by which to map out the spatial overlap of
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ionization zones of different elementsThe effects of dielectionicrecombinationon the X-ray spectrum were also
studied in Chapter 4, Since the calculations of the total rates have not yet
converged, this can be regarded as "work in progress". Nevertheless, we have
so far established the importance of DR as an overall contributor the the Fe L
spectrum and demonstrated the potential of a new class of temperature
diagnostics. The temperature sensitivity is particularly important in light of the
fact that, under pure RR conditions, line ratios within a particular charge state
are invariant to temperature changes. Also, the commonly employed "ionization
temperature" does not apply to a photoionized plasma. Temperature-sensitive
line ratios* when compared with recombination continue should provide
powerful constraints on the election temperature of the ionization zone of the
recombining ion.
Dielectronic recombination affects the location of the energy centroid in
the Fe JL-shell ion?. Since the DR-driven lines tend to lie at shorter wavelengths
than RR-driven lines, one would expect the La centioids to be displaced to
higher energies- However, there is more to the effect than a simple
displacement Because of the different temperature dependences of DR and RR,
the energy ccntroids are actually decreasing functions of temperature. At
sufficiently low temperatures, the centxoids can even lie at higher energies than
in coronal equilibrium. Of course* the range or variation of the centroids with
changes in temperature is dependent upon the relative importance of DR
compared to RR Thus, for the lower ionization stages, Fe XVII-XIX, the
variation is slight The locations and temperature dependence of the energy
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centroids, modified by DR, is an important refinement of the work of Chapters
2 and 3 and must be considered when analyzing low to moderate resolution
data.
An important by-product of this work is the makings of a fairly
comprehensive X-ray emission code appropriate for X-ray photoionized
plasmas. While the Fe L-shell ions have been emphasized throughout, several
models of lighter K-shell elements have been developed. For example, models
for fully stripped through He-like ions of O Mg, and Ne already exist The
t

additions of N, Si, and S would then comprise a fairly complete collection of
ions relevant to soft X-ray spectroscopy. The only other L-shell ions of interest
are the Ni ions. Constructing a set of Ni L-shell ions at the same level of detail
as the Fe L-shell ions would require a considerable effort However, owing to
the lower cosmic abundance of Ni relative to Fe, a simpler approach may be
warranted, namely, Z-scaling the results for Fe to Ni (Z=28).
To make such a code versatile will also require an extension of the present
models to higher temperatures, -100 eV> at which point electron-ion impact
processes begin to overwhelm recombination processes. Good codes already
exist for the coronal regime (Raymond and Smith 1977; Mewe, Gronenschild,
and van den Oord 1985)* Thus, one possibility would be to use one of two
codes as subroutines* depending on the temperature, in a larger code which can
access either the XPN data or the coronal data. This may present some
difficulties, however, since the coronal emissivities are calculated according to a
coronal ionization balance. If overionization carries over into the hightemperature regime, then the ionization balance must be "unfolded" from the
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line emissivities. The current XPN models are parametrized by the ionization
fraction of the recombining ion; the charge state distribution is used as input.
Tim Kallman of NASA/GSFC is currently merging the Fe L-shell ion
tfiodels with his photoionization code, XSTAR. XSTAR has the desirable
feature that it self-consistently computes the ionization balance and temperature
distribution for a given input spectrum. The rate matrix for each XPN model is
tlien inverted, yielding the local line spectrum. This may turn out to be the
only viable technique for synthesizing global X-ray spectra. Whether or not
the XPN spectral models should be incorporated into an independent userfiiendly plasma-emission code, along the lines of the Raymond and Smith code,
is a matter for further consideration*
Additional by-products of the calculations are the Ma (4-»3) X-ray
spectrum (20-60 A) and the EUV XPN spectrum produced by n =2 intrashell
transitions. The Ma (and Mp etc.) spectrum is rich, comparable in complexity
f

to the La spectrum- The total flux in M shell lines is reduced relative to the L
shell line flux, since radiative recombinations to the M shell produce L-shell
lines but no M-Sie\l lines. Another feature of the M-sheU spectrum is us
greater complexity relative to the L shell spectrum. This is a consequence of
the reduced role played by selection rules in transitions to shells above the core
shell. Thus, the M-shell spectrum is composed of a very large number of
relatively weak lines- Unfortunately, the likelihood of observing the Ma
spectrum from accretion-powered sources anytime in the near future is
negligible. However, it is important in the bookkeeping of energy reprocessing
and transfer in global calculations.
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The EUV spectrum, on the other hand, may be directly observable in the
near future, under favorable conditions. As of this writing, the EUVE satellite,
with spectral sensitivity in the important 80-200 A band (Bowyer ex aL 1981) is
conducting calibration runs. Calculations suggest that line detections with
4

sufficient counts to permit a diagnostic attack are only marginally possible in
accretion-powered sources using EUVE. If such lines are indeed detectable, a
careful study of EUV diagnostics may be warranted.
There are essentially two competing processes that produce Fe L-shell
EUV emission. Typically, that is, under coronal conditions, 2s -vacancy states
are produced by electron impact excitation. This can occur in the Fe L-shell
ions Fe XVHI-XXIV, those ions with unfilled 2p orbitals and at least one 2s
electron. The 2p-2s radiative transitions which follow produce photons with
wavelengths in the 70-200 A band, ue wavelengths related inversely to the
degree of ionization. Since most of the fast excitations are dipole-allowed, there
is a distinct and simple set of EUV lines produced under coronal conditions.
At XPN temperatures, the 2s —> 2p collisional excitation rates are much
lower than at coronal temperatures. However, they are not negligible,
particularly if the temperature exceeds -30 eV. The rate coefficients are steeply
increasing functions of temperature at low temperatures, thus, given the
uncertainty in the XELR temperatures, the expected line intensities can vary
dramatically.
l

The other process feeing to the production of 2$~ states is radiationless
l

capture into doubly excited states with configurations 2s~ nL

Radiative

stabilization of these states by 2p -» 2s produces satellites toresonancelines of
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the recombining ion. If stabilization occurs by nl —> n'F a 2/> —> 2r line may
f

still be produced as a step in the radiative cascade. The intensities of DR-driven
lines are generally decreasing functions of temperature and are therefore
enhanced relative to collision-driven lines at lower temperatures. The opposite
temperature dependences of DR-driven and collision-driven lines forms the
basis of EUV temperature diagnostics appropriate for recombination-dominated
plasmas. Note that the mechanism is not an analogue of the soft X-ray
temperature diagnostics, since, for 3-»2 transitions, collisional excitation is
essentially inoperative. The EUV case is complicated by the simultaneous
dependence of the temperature-sensitive line ratios on temperature and relative
charge state fractions. The complication exists owing to the lack of a unique
relationship between the charge state distribution and the temperature in XPN,
However, with sufficient signal-to-noise and spectral resolution, a simultaneous
determination of the temperature and relative charge state fractions is made
possible by observations of collisionally-excited lines from neighboring charge
states and DR-driven lines. Resonant excitation, while an important contributor
to the population influx of states decaying by UV emission, is not likely to be
effective in XPN as an EUV line-producing mechanism, since the energy
separations between the 2s and 2p subshells are generally too great to allow
significant overlap of the Maxwellian with the autoionizing resonances above
3

k

2s" 2p levelsThe models developed in Chapter 2 lend credence to the idea that X-ray
lines are produced underrecombination-dominatedconditions. However, there
is a vast array of scenarios that may be consistent with this suggestion. During
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the course of the project, it became known to us that Fe L- shell emission may
be suppressed by thermal instabilities. How is this to be reconciled with the
observations? It appears that approaches to this problem require considerations
of large-scale physical processes (see §1A3). Throughout this research, the
emphasis has been on the microscopic rather than the macroscopic - atomic
physics rather than astrophysics- Our attempts to account for the soft X-ray
line spectra are now leading us into physical situations in which atomic
processes and global processes are inextricably linked Although the existence
of thermal instabilities has been known for some time, we see that
spectroscopy, again, motivates us to formulate the problem and provides the
oily observational criteria against which to test our theories.
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